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Miss FREDERICK' (National Broadcasting Company): We are very happy

to have this gathering here today and I should like, as usual, to present some

{'If our distinguished guests who are such good friends of UNCA: Mr. Cordier,

Mr. Bunche, Mr. Katzin, Mr. Gibson Parker, Mr. Foote, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Faura.

This is the first opportunity which I bav-e had to present our President

elect, Mr. Paul Sanders.

Of course, I do not know what history will say in the balance sheet on the

ou~going administration, but I think at least one achievement will have been

recorded, and that is that the Secretary-Generalviolated his rule never to

speak to reporters while an Assembly was in session. Unfortunately, we cannot

take full responsibility for that; there are qUite a number of people over on the

East River who can share that because of the fact that the Assembly has not '

adjourned. Of course" during these flights of oratory, and in between some of

them, some of us have naturall1 tried to do a little Christmas D~~1~1 which

has been difficult. We are looking forward to ha.ving a little more time next

week.

if

_ In this connexion I alWays feel happy to find bookstores crowded because it

seems to me that perhaps the peril of brain shrinkage from lack of use is not as

great as some of the Cassandras would have us believe. At any rate, I am

reminded of a book salesman who tried to interest a bookStore in a new volume

the title of which was "Journey into Chaos.. n The bookshop owner was resisting

the sale and .t'1naJ,~ he said: "The trouble is we have no luck with travel

books. Besid~s, no one goes to South East Asia these liays. It, I want to say:

"But they do," because, since last we met, our distinguished guest has been to

South East Asia and when he started out he might have thought that it was going

to be a journey into chaos. But, largely, I am sure, because of his great skill,

there is nuiet once 1:a01'& in Laos.

(more)



Many say that this is a quiet Assembly; perhaps some of his quiet diplomacy

is catching. But of course the test of quiet diplomacy is accomplishment. It

is not for me to evaluate whether a quiet Assembly has really accomplished anything.

I know you want to hear an expert on that subject and on any other subject which

he has on his heart.

I am happy to present the Secretary-General, Mr. Hammarskjold.
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Miss Frederick, ladies and gentlemen, may I

first join in a tribute to your successor. We are very happy in the Secretariat

to welcome you in that position, Mr. Sanders.

I m~st say that Miss Frederick bas made life a little bit difficult for you.

It is quite symptomatic that ~he is the first who has managed to break through

the General Assembly rules as far as the Secretary-General is concerned. I agree

that delegates have helped you, Miss Frederick, but, quite frankly, knowing

the General Assembly, I do not consider that you were just lucky to get it this

way; I accepted at least tbe risk for your sake, and I am happy to have done so

because I think it is good at this stage, before everybody in the Assembly goes

home and you sit down and try to make up your mind about what has happened,

to meet in this way. I know you appreciate that I have to be rather restrained

because one should not anticipate and one should not jUdge before one has the

,proper perspective, and certainly it is not my role to, so to speak, introduce

myself in a debate which is not yet concluded. But, if you are willing to

accept those natural limitations, I may try at least to tell you a little bit

about how I feel regarding some parts of the present situation after the weeks

of the Assembly and a few other things, including the Security Council. '

I would, then, say that I feel that even if it would be too magnificent to

say this has been an "Assembly of Peace'" in the sense that it bas given us decisions

which have provided clear-cut solutions to outstanding major problems, it has been,

in a fine sense of the word, a peaceful Assembly, and an Assembly characterized

. in many ways by anew spirit, a new sense of responsibility, a new will to listen,

and a new will to find a common ground. That is in itself a major achievement

(mOre)
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because, as you know, the centrifugal forces in this world are at present very

strong and, in such clrc1lmstances, for Governments to work against them and to

find a common denominator or even the most modest formula which bridges the gulfs

and makes it possible to go ahead is something which we should know as being of

considerable value.

You can point to several examples. I know that some of you have mixed

feelings as regards the tan.-p::>wer Committee on Disarmament, but if You look at

it in the light which I tried to throw on it in the introduction to the report

to the General Assembly, and add What you learned during the debate, I think you

must recognize that there is quite a manifestation of the will of~Governments

to find practical approaches to an extremely thorny problem.

The first step was the agreement among the ten; but the second, which was in

fact just as important, was the full endorsement by the other seventy-two of the

ste~ taken by the ten. Where it will take us is not for me to say, but I feel

that we should register this kind of common approach, this kind of mutually

manifest will to find the most practical way in which to treat the questions of

disarmament.

As a kind of parallel development, you know that some further steps have been

registered in Geneva in the tes~ talks, which defini~ely should be put on the

plus side, if not directly of the General Assembly, at least indirectly on behalf

of the, spirit represented in the Assembly and by the United Nations. I, for one,

regard the Geneva talks very much as part of the United Nations pattern.

Again, I would appeal to you to see these new methods of negotiation not in

any way as competitive, but as part of the way in which we manage to develop and

enrich diplomatic methods at the present important juncture.

I think that within the next few hours -- if it has not taken place already

you will see that another procedural deadlock w+ll be broken and that countries

will again stand side by side in an effort to overcome the major problems presented

by the outer space developments. If that is so - .. and I think I am on fairly

safe ground, although I am guessing -- I think you will agree with me that,

combined with the stands taken on disarmament, it does show that 1959 is not

1958 -- the year which, as you know, left us with unresolved problems as to the

technical approach and also as to procedure.

(more)
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I could continue the list. There is such an achievement as the resolution

on UNRWA and the Palestine retugees. Nobody with a een~e of realism will

consider the resolution to be a major achievement or a step towards the solution

of any major problem, but it is in another sense a rather important development

because it does represent for the first time a joint approach to the problem,

the importance of which we all realize, not only in human terms, but also in

political terms. Indeed, it again you make a comparison of J.958 and 1959 you

will f).·nd. food for thought there.

Naturally, there are other points which could be mentioned in the same way,

but I wanted to give you three outstanding examples of developments which, in my

mind, definitely justify the way in which I have characterized this Assembly as

one which shows an increasing sense of responsibility and maturity in the will

and the firm will ... to get along together. I would not use terms like "Camp

David spirit" or "appeasement" or "conciliation" or "spirit of compromise"; I

would jusi; like to use the po.sitive term: the common will to get along together

on major common problems.
There have been developments also outside the framework of the General

Assembly. Miss Frederick talked about South East Asia. On that I have little

or nothing to add to what you know already. I think that the sum total of the

developments does demonstrate that things can be done and progress registered

which, frankly, would not be possible without the Organization at the East River.

The situation was one which had all the makings of the beginning of very

unpleasant troubles. . we are not by any means out of trouble there or anywhere

else, but at least I think that where there was perhaps a sense of chaos, there

is now a sense of direction, and you know how' often in human life the switch

from a sense of chaos to a sense of direction is enough to let a fever fall

and to justify hopes.
I think that is about all, in the short time available, which I should say

by way of introduction, because I am sure your colleagues will have questions to

ask which will give guidance to me as to what they find to be of special interest;

and, as a matter of course, I shall be happy to give replies as best I can.

(more)
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Mr. FLETCHER (Worldwide Press Service): Mr. Secretary-General, you

have noted from time to time, directly or implicitly, that United Nations

machinery and operation could serve as a bridge between colonial status and viable

self-government in the dependent territories in Africa. Would you comment on the

extent to which the present session of the Assembly may have moved in that
direction?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: When you put a question in such terms -- to what

extent -- it is very difficult to reply, as you will understand, because that would

require rather detailed evaluation of this or that step. I would say, in general

terms, that it has definitely moved in the right direction, because I feel, on the

one side, that the new Members have felt more at bome and, on the other side, that

those Members which represent what -- historically not ideologically -. is the

other side have felt more and more confidence in the soundness of the total

direction of the development in the ex-colonial part of the world. It is a

question of, so to speak, mutual recognition of what the new world will be and,to

the extent that is recognized before things happen, you know the setting is created

for much happier solutiore than without it.

Mr. PARASURA14 (Press Trust of India): Would you say, Sir, that because

of group pressures, resolutions in the United Nations are getting to be softer and

softer? Would you regard this as a good thing or a bad thing, as a sign of

maturity or as a sign of senility?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I regard it il.ef1nitely as a sign of maturity,

tt people feel that a question is not ready for a' solution and if, in that

situation, they do not press for something on paper but say: w:e will jump this

step by a somewhat modest resolution and find the real solutio~with this back of

us" through direct conversations. I think it is inunature to believe that

every situation is open to solution by sometimes rather premature formulationaof

a stand.

(more)
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Mr. HOROWITZ (World Union Press): Mr. Hammarskjold, our last guest

here was the Foreign Minister of Egypt, Mr. FawzL In answer to a question on

the Middle East, he was quite definite about the improvement of the situation

there. May I ask whether you agree with him? He also mentioned that deliberations

are now in process with reference to the Ing. Toft. I wonder whether you have any

news on that.

The SECRETARY-GERERAL: On the last point I would say the matter has

never been dropped, but I am not aware of any new developments in the last few

weeks. On the first and bigger issue, I would say I do agree with him, but I find

myself in a somewhat awkward situation when I face you and your colleagues here,

because I know it in my fingertips but I find it extremely difficult to justify

my judgement.

Mr. LEICHTER (Deutsche Presse Agentur, Hamburg): Since this is a

pre-hOliday luncheon, I hope, Mr. Secretary-General, with your permission, that I

can apply a serious question to an old joke. It is about a husband who tells a

friend that he is getting along wonderfully with his wife because they have an

agreement that the wife would decide the minor questions, whereas he would solve

the major problems. And when the friend asks, IIWhat major problems have you

decided?" then the husband says, "Well, no major question has come up yet. 1I

Applied to my question, I wanted to ask you, do you think that the tendency of the

major powers to'keep major questions and negotiations outside the United Nations

is a way for the United Nations to have smoother sailing, or would you think that
'",

this interim period -- if it is an interim period -- is necessary to enable the

United Nations to tackle the main problems or at least to implement what the major

powers may agree on?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Dr. Leichter, I would put it in this way. I

do not recognize that there is any tendency among the big powers to lift major

problems out of the United Nations. They have done so in cases where I myself

recognized that their special position, their special responsibility, with

respect to those problems is such that discussion in a smaller group, before the

matter is brought up on an eighty-two-power basis, is useful and perhaps necessary.

That is to say, I regard it as a growing recognition on the side of the big powers
(more)
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and on the side of the other Members, of the fact that there are problems which

cannot usefully be brought before the United Nations without preliminary

bilateral or small-group preparation.

If it were in any other way I I would be worried. I would say that it is not·

a goed thing for the United Nations, because it is not a baby to be kept in

cotton wool. I think the United Nations should face the cold winds of the day.

And I think that if there is a tendency to protect the United Nations by lifting

problems out, it is a bad tendency and I would fight it. But for the reasons I

gave you, I do not believe that what has happened so far reflects such a tendency.

I might perhaps add to that one word about how I look at the United Nations

role in a situation where major problems, for a while at least, have to be

prepared, let us say, at a summit. The United Nations role in that situation is

vital, beeause a summit in prp.paration of a final settlement which will take

place Within the United Nations is not possible if it has to tackle all problems

all around the world. And as you know, brush fires threaten everywhere, as do

chinney fires from time to time in most cities, and the summit must concentrate

on so~e very general and very major issues.

They cannot delve into those problems. They must in fact be protected fr~m

them, because just as it would be unwise for the United Nations to get prematurely

into certain major problems -- as for example the Earopean security problem -

just in the same way it would be unfortunate for a summit to get engaged in this

or that problem which still remains mainly a local problem, a regional problem,

and has not got, so to say, the cold war accent. You get 'in that way a kind of

division of responsibilities where the United Nations will have to nhoulder its

full responsibility in protecting the setting and atmosphere in Which, on a more

narrow basis, the general problems can be tackled by the ~awers mainly resvonsible.

I think it is a sound division of responsibilities at the present juncture

and it certainly is not to belittle the role of the United Nations, if I describe

it in these terms, because it makes the United Nations a necessary prerequisite

for the success of the major efforts, at the same time as the United Nations

does not push itself into a false position.

(more)
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You know from other fields of human activities how often it would be

impossible to reach a solution if you brought, so to say, the whole family in

from the very beginning, while on the other hand the whole family would be happy

to go along and be convinced about the soundness of solutions which have been

prepared by those who in the first case have to carry the responsibility for

the carrying through of such and such a family decision. It is not different on

the national level.

I repeat, I do not see any such tendency as you mentioned. I find that what

has happened is natural and indicated by the very character of the circumstances.

I regard it as a perfectly sound balance of responsibilities if the United Naticns,

so to say, protects the field and makes possible a concentration in other forms

on the major issues.

Mr. LASH (New York Post): Mr. Secretary-General, what would you consider

the most useful relationship between the Committee of Ten and the United Nations

Disarmament Commission and the Secretariat in terms of the resolution that was

adopted by the General Assembly?

The SECRETARY-GENfi:RAL: As you know, the Disarmament Commission will be fully

informed, through rerorts from the ten-power group and certainly also in other ways,

because all sorts of personal contacts will be established and maintained. As re

gards the Secretariat, I think the same is true. But I guess you have in mind the

formal aspect of it, to some extent. In that respect I would leave the initiative

entirely to the ten. I am sure that, on their initiative and with the response

they are entitled to expect from us and from me, we will find a system which will

give them all the assistance that we can possibly provide, while on the other hand

keeping the United Nations properly in the picture, at least substantively.

Mr. GABRIEL (Transradio News Agency): Mr. Hammarskjold, do you expect the

Economic and Social Council to enter into a stage of high level meetings such as

you have suggested? And for the benefit of those who do not know what the suggestion
\

is, it is a high-level meeting of the Ministers of the Cabinets in charge of

economic affairs.

(more)
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The S~RETARY..QENERAL: I hope to get such a meeting next summer and I

believe in its usefulness -- very much so. To what extent it will work out will

depend, of course, to some extent on the instructions given; I would say perhaps more
on lack of instruction, because the freer they are to discuss and take part

in a real debate with open issues, the m~re constructive I think that kind of

meeting will be. But it will depend also, and to perhaps a major extent, on the

character of the preparation we are able to make from the Secretariat side. We

will have special memoranda and briefs and studies made for that kind of meeting.
k.

And there again it is obvious that it should not be memoranda with firm conclusions.

They should be such as to provide the best possible basis f'or an open exchange of

views, and if we can get that kind of life into the ECOSOC deliberations, I think

we will have started on a road which may lead to a new and important ECOSOC

operation.

Mr. BEER (Neue Zurcher Zeitung, Zurich): Mr. Hammarskjold, We will miss

you very much during the next month when you are travelling in Africa. We wouJ.d

like to follow the trip. Would you facilitate matters by telling us a bit about

what your hopes and expectations are?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: First of all, I guess that we will try and provide

you with that exciting material about whom I will see and With whom I am having

lunch, and so on and so forth. But that is of course not a story, and I know

that what you really wanted is.a little bit of what our American friends, Dr. Beer,

would call the philosophy of it. I may put it in this way_ Africa is, as you

know, the great new continent coming to the United Nations. It 'has started already.

It will be much more so one year from now, not to speak about two years from now_

It will be a most important group with a very peculiar set of problems.

I have wanted first of all, to all the extent I can do so I to get at least

the personal contacts necessary for the right kind of discussions and exchanges.
,

I may perhaps quote as an example -- and I do not think it is indiscreet in any

way -- that I would not have felt able to do whatever I managed to do in the Laos

question this fall, unless I had heel the ~clvantftge of persona::. acquaintance from a

previous visit with those who now carry the responsibility_ Similar situations,

I hope, will not arise in Africa, but I quote it just as an example of how the

(more)
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personal contact in itself may add essentially to what we can do from the

United Nations angle. I want to have that advantage, and in order to get it

I have to put in these several weeks of personal contacts.

A curious thing is that all experience shows that a personal contact need

not be a prolonged one. If it is established in the righ~ spirit, it is

fantastic how much you can get of the feel of the situation and atmosphere and

personality, and the whole approach, in even twenty-four hours. And I know

that my friends in Africa have a basic attitude which will facilitate it very

much for me.

The other side of the matter is that I feel that this is the time when it

is right and proper for the United Nations to give some kind of expression to the

very active interest which exists in the Organization in this African development.

We have it in debates and we have it in decisions. But I know that we all live

in a mildly irrational world where the symbol may be more important than the

words, and to the extent that the fact that I cut this time off from the work

here and feel that this is a case for personal contact is interpreted by our

African friends as a demon8'~lat~0:::l of the very live, very active, interest we

take in the African development, I think it would be helpful to them and helpful to

us.

It is awfully pretentious and preposterous to regard one's self as a

s;Y"IDbol -- I do not, frankl~l", Dr. Beer -- but I must note that the fact that

one demonstrates an interest in tangible and unmistakabl~,terms is of

significance for the harmonious development, and under such 'circumstances I feel

that I have to shoulder that special responsibility .

•Miss ~~ERIC~ (National Broadcasting Company): Thank you very much,

Mr. Secretary·General. We are grateful that you broke your rule for us today.

May we say at this point, that as you start out on your journey, we hope with all

our hearts that it will 'not be a 'Journey into chaos" but instead a journey into

new experiences and international co-operation and understanding. You take with

you all our good ~"111 and we shall be eagerly awaiting your report when you return.
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MESSAGE OF SEGRE!'.?\.RY-GENERAL DAG RAMMAHSKJOLD- -
FOR lfJVJ...lIl" RIGHTS DAY, 1959

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, proclaimed by the United Nations

eleven years ago, is an impelling expression of man's faith in the inherent

dignity of man, and of his abpiration to live in a 'World of peace, order and

freedom.

It is also a :pm~ctical iustrt.U:1ent which has served to guide and illuminate

action at various levels aud along 1l'laD.y lines. The influence /of the Declaration

is reflected. l.n national constitutions drafted since 1948, in national legisla

tion, in co~rt decisions, and in international treaties. Much of the daily 'Work

of the United Nations and its related agencies, whether in the sphere of politics

or in the economic and social fields, has as its ultimate goal the advancement of

the rights a.:ld freedoms set forth i.e. the Declaration and pledged in the United

Nations Che.rter.

Much, however, remains to be done. In the end, respect for human rights

end the dignity and '\fcrth of the hUIll8.n person rests OD the will of governments

and on the decisions of each indivifr~al in the actual conduct of everyday

affairs. December 10th each y~ar has been set aside as Ruman Rights Day as a

reminder of our individual ~~d collective responsibilities.

***
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STATEMENT BY SECRmARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOJ..D ON THE OCCASION

OF THE PRESENTATION OF GIFl'S OF THE SOVIET UNION TO THE UNrI'ED NATIONS,

4 December 1959

The day in October 1957; when the first earth satellite was put into orbit,

marked the beginning of a new era also in international relations. The opening

up of outer space, successfully pur.ue4 by the UDlon of Soviet Socialist Republics

and the U~ited States, gave rise to a new need tor international cooperation of

immediate significance to the United Nations. The 13th Assembly considerad this

matter, and the present Assembly vill take up the question how best to pursue its

work in this important field, in the next few days. In these circumstances the

model of the first earth satellite, which the Organization has received as a gift

from the Soviet Government, is rightly made a part of the collections in this

house.

It has been placed here in the entrance hall, where it hangs as a counterpart

to the Foucault pendulum, reminding us of the enormous evolution in science which

ha.s teken place over little more tha.n 100 years, a.nd which has formed our world of

today: on the one side the physioal demonstration of the daily rotation of the

earth; on the other side, the first man-made object circling the globe in outer

space.

Although technical circumstances have not yet permitted us to erect the

statue which the Government of the U.S.S.R. has donated to the Organization, I

would like to use this opportunity and the presence of the first Deputy Foreign

Minister, Mr. Kuznetsov, to express our gratitude tor that gift also. The ancient

dream of mankind, reflected in the words of Isaiah, to which the statue gives

symbolic expression is the dream inspiring also the Charter. Let us hope that

througncontinued patient efforts of all peoples and governments, assisted by this

Organization, the day will indeed come when swords will be beaten into plough shareL.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD IN OPENING

THE UNITED NATIONS DAY CONCERT IN THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY HALL,

Saturday, 24 October 1929

The operations conducted by Member Governments within and through the United

Nations are many-sided and complex.

In the daily work, during the sessions of the General Assembly, our attention

is drawn in particular to the possibilities of the Organization for constructive

action in regard to problems brought before it by the Member Nations, and to the

limits which prevailing political conditions or the incomplete development of

international practice and law may impose on such action.

In other contexts, and at other periods, we may have reason to think more of

the ways in which the United Nations can operate outside the framework of pUblic

diplomacy for the economic and political purposes established in the Charter.

Looking at the work of the United Nations as an organ for international

cooperation, we may describe the Organization as an instrument added to the

classical tools of governments in their work for peace. This is a realistic and

exhaustive description when we consider the situation in practical terms. But

we should not forget that the Organization at the same time symbolizes end stands

for moral end ideological aspirations which gUide its activities but also

transcend them.

These aspirations, as expressed in the Charter, are common to all the Member

Nations. However, just as it is true that they transcend the operations of the

Organization which they inspire, so it is true that they transcend the national

aspirations of any single country.

(more)
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There is a point up to which the United Nations, and the various Member

Nations, can count on an identity of views as regards their-political aims and

the way in which these aims are to be realized. Beyond this point there may be

differences between the road proper to the United Nations and the road natural

for a Member Nation. In the long development of national thinking on international

matters and in the slow maturing of the philosophy of this Organization, it is

our task to eliminate or reduce such differences.

The anniversary of the coming into force of the United Nations Charter draws

our attention in particular to the principles and ideals to which the Charter

gives expression.

When we meet here today, it is in recognition of what we have in common in

these respects. However, 1,t should be in ' recognition likewise -of the differences

which separate us and of our duty to bridge them in the Spirit indicated by the

Charter. United Nations Day is a manifestation of the basic unity of ideals

of the human family and of our re-dedication to the effort, embodied in the

United Nations, to give full expression to this unity also in the family of

nations.

In concluding, I wish to voice the gratitUde of'theOrganization and of all

those present here this afternoon to the 'distinguished artists who will render

this occasion memorable. '

* *** *
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MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY-GE!m:RAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS TO THE

14'l'H WORLD FEDERN.rION OF' UNlTE~;;IONS ASSOCIATIONS PLENARY

ASSEMBLY,GENEVA, 31 August 1959

Once again it is my privilege to greet the Plenary Assembly of the World

Federation of United Nations Associations and to wish all success in your devoted

efforts to promote public understanding of the United Nations.

May I also thank you for making available the services of your distinguished

Secretary-General* so that he might serve for a short time as my special representa

tive in assisting the United Nations and the Government of Guinea in planning for

economic, social and administrative assistance from the World Organization to tts

newest Member State.

The year since you last met in Brussels has been marked by the continued

progress of United Nations work in many fields of its activity. It has been a

year of good beginnings, such as those represented by the Special Fund and the

Economic CommiSSion for Africa. Irhas also been a year in which the special values

which the United Nations can contribute to a diplomacy aimed at Conciliation and

the preservation of peace have been demonstrated on more than one occasion, as in

Lebanon and Jordan.

The United Nations exists because Member governments recognize that world

organization ia a necessary instrument in their efforts to develop better methods

of international co~existence. The conditions in which the Organization can be used

most effectively for this purpose at present differ in some important respects from

those for which the founding fathers hoped in 1945. However, we have seen in

creasing evidence in recent years that the Charter provides room for a continuing

adaptation of the procedures of the Organization to the real needs as they develop.

It is important that the significance of this fact be better understood and that

the opportunities it opens for constructive action be more fully explored and used.

Your Federation and its member associations can contribute a great deal to

the process of pUblic enlightenment which is necessary for such a development.

There is mueh to be done in this respect, for the tendencies persist, on the one

(more)
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hand, to see the United Nations as endowed with powers it does not possess and, on

the other hand, to underrate its present and potential value as a diplomatic

instrument essential to dealing With the conflicts and problems of an interdependent

world in ways which will promote progress toward the goals of the Charter.

No greater challenge faces your members in the coming year than to help more

people to see the United Nations and its evolving role in their true perspective

in the international life of our times.

'* *** '*

il3:TIHTJ
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STATEMENT F!f. SECRETARY-GENF.RAL ON PRINCIPLES REGARDING--_ ...;.-_._--
POLI'I'ICAL FACT-FINDING OR 'GOOD OFF'ICES r NISSIONS

Secretary-General Deg Hamnarskjold today issued the following statement on

United Nations principles regarding political fact-finding or "good offices ll missions:

Until recently political fact-finding or "goOd offices ff missions have always

been based on decisions by the General Assembly or the Security Cou~cil unless the

Secretary-General, in agreement with the government concerned and within the range

of his competence, has gone on the mission personally.

Lately, the Secretary-General haS, in practice and without specific sanction

from Charter provisions or decisions by the General Assembly or the Security Council)

gone a step further. He has, thus, in the case of a conflict between two Member

Countries, sent a personal representative at the Joint request of those countrIes.

He has, further, in the case of problems concerning only one Member country, acted

on the invitation of that country. It must be considered as outside the competence

of the Secretary-General to arrange a mission regarding the border situation in

Laos without a prior decision by the General Assembly or the Secu~ity Council, or

an invitation from Laos and the other country concerned. An alternative might be

a joint initiative by the two Co-Chairmen of the Geneva Conference of 1954, after

consultation with the two countries conc~rned, in view of thoir special responsibi-

lities under the Geneva agreements. Naturally, the Secreta:.'y-GcnC'ral cannot act

1n a way which would involve an interpretation from his side of those agreements

tor which he has no authority.
The sending of a representative to Laos for fact-finding purposes would be in

line with the Secretary-General's attitUde in other similar cases and would be

arranged by him provided that the legal situation were to develop so as to make it

constitutionally possible for him to act. What this involves has been explained

above. On the basis of a desire expressed by the Government of Laos, the Secretary

General, otherwise, could send a representative to Laos only with terms of

referenCe limiting his task to developments proper to Laos itself which woUld not

seem to serve the intended purpose.

It should be emphasized that neither the Government of Laos) nor any other Sov~

e!"nment~ bas requested the United Nations to send an observer or observers to the

area. * *** *
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INl110DUCTORY STATEMENT BY UN SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMWu~SKJOLD--------....._----..;;....~.' -- ......... ..
ON ITEM 3, 'ON THE WORLD SOCIAL SITUATION,
- i

TO THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL I GENEV.A, 14 JULY 1952

(The following was received here from the Information Service of the UN
European Office in Geneva~where it was relaBsed earlier.)

It is only right, and in keeping with the spirit of the Charter, that on

conclUding its debate on the world economic situation the Econom~c and Social

CO'LU1cil s11ot'.1(1 imm.ediately turn its a·l;·~en·l;10n to social problems.

But a fev days ago I was once again stressing the major call on the energies

of the United Nations, and on those of each of its member governments: namely"

th~ need to strive for a balanced expansion of world economy. I then drew the

Council's attention to the clarification and gradual growth in our generation's

economic thinking of this concept of balance, which, from being formerly applied

to the various markets taken separately~ has come to include world phenomena

like savings and investments in the pattern of a policy of full employment aud

bas broadened still further, beyond the idea of a static balance designed to ensure

the utilization of the existing volume of resources, to encompass a dynamic

situation involving the steady expansion of resources and the improvement of

producttv1ty with a view to a high rate of growth.

That the Council should today be concerning itself with one aspect of

balanced growth is indeed especially timely. The need to strike a balance

between economicde.elopment and social progress is now so firmly rooted in the

philosophy of our Organization, as in that of most governments, that to dwell .

on it might be unseemly. Yet the interpenetration and continual interaction

between the social and economic aspects or development,neEtd, to be constantly

stressed. It is generally agreed that at any given moment toe tempo of social

progress is limited by the level ot productive resources. It is perhaps less

generally recognized that social progress is not only an end in itself but also 1

in some important aspects, a means of promoting economic development. The.

economists have come to realize more and more clearly that the most valuable of

(more)
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natural resources is man himself and that investment in the expl01tation of human

resources for the eradication of the scourges of illiteracy and disease and the

realization of each indiv1dua;L f s human potential are among the most productive ele

ments in a develoPment policy. At times, of course, the generally adopted classifi

cation of edu~ation or health among social questions 1s rather misleading from that

point of view. The statisticians still reckon the cost, of health and education as

current public expenditure rather than as an investment. This may be because the

yield on that type of investment is less easy to assess than, for example, the aver

age rate of interest on the marketj at all eVento, they have not yet found the tech

nical formulae -- or, maybe, ~e courage -- to transfer these accounts tv the public

investment side of the ledger.

Some people may think that there is a kind·of perverse logic in stressing the

importance of social well-being as a means of economic development, rather than as

an end in itself, and what I have to say on the subject in no way invalidates the

generally accepted scale of values according to which economic development in t~e

last resort is justified only if it ~roves the lot of the average human being. But

cause and effect here are not one-way. During the economic debate attention was

drawn to the way in which automatic stabilizers, introduced largely under the pres..

sure of socia,). aspirations, have helped to reduce the shoclt of cyclic fluctations

since the war. Although that sort of phenomenon is mainly of interest to the more

developed countries, it is already apparent that in certain countries still cl~ssi"

fied t\S "under-developed" social policy has a direct impact on economic growth•. It

is clear, for example, that maldistribution of incomes between the various sections

of the population sometimes raises not only problems o~ human relations and social

harmony but also problems concerning economic activity. Even for countries still in

their industrial infanc,y, faUlty distribution, of incomes may shrink markets unduly

and curtail the expansion of basic industries.

I do not of courSe wish to push this argument too far. It remains 'true that in

the painful initial stages of economic development, the volume and pattern of in

vestments should mainly be determinep. in the light of the contribution they can make

to the growth of productive capacity.· But it is well for all those who are concerned

with international action to remember that in mos't~ies at the present t:1me the
"

existence of basic social needs limits the capacity for adJustmen't to changing con-

ditions, on the world market and the possibility of app~ing over-simplified economic

"models. tt

***
(more)
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The DeW surveyot social development programmes now before you eloquently

illustrates the immense etfqrts'needed by governments and peoples alilte if, even,

limited success is to be achieved in the endeavour. to imlilrove living conditions. ,If

the survey is encouraging, and on 'balance inclines us towards optimism, it is mainly

becauee our knowledge of the obstacles to be overcome is increasing fram day ,to ~,
and it i8in the light of those obstacles that we,ass~ss the results obtained. I

have a44eady mentioned the allocation of the, 1nadequateresources amongvari"us

sectors. In most cases" however, \ social progress 1s also slowed down by political

instability which discourages sustained effort" by the absence of adequate p,dministra..

tive machinery and by the scarcity of personnel With, the necessar,y training.

The repo14t before you this year shows that" dur1ngthe period covered by the. ' '

survey" the implementation of socia! development prog:r~es has not been maintained

at,the same rate as during the years follOWing the war. The fields covered'by these

programmes are certainly becoming more and more extensive; while both the planning

and the ,execution of the progra.;mnes are being improved by more efficient methods and

a closer lmmr1edge of the ,facts•. Most often, holiever" the work slows dow and some..

times even. comes to a temporary standstill as soon as coup~ries are ,confronted with

numerous financial" political or administrative obstacles.' In ray statement on, the',

economic,situation, I referred, to the decline in m~ countrje~ in the rate of in

crease of the national :product. ' While it cannot be estaolish,ed by analysis that the

slOWing down in social work is due to exact).y the same chain.of cause and effect, the

two phenomena display a certain l'arallelism. In this aver.age Qutlook, the exceptions

are the more striking: in Latin America, and the MiddJ.e East" .. there is a renewed

interest in agrarian refo~ and programmes designed to raise the level of liVing of

the rural population are being carried out; in Africa" very great efforts are being·

mad~ to 1m:prove education and public health; in the countr:i,es .01' Eastern Europe"

social security benefits have been increased and new housing ~~ogrammes launched. ,

It is perhaps not altogether surprising that the most noteworthy features of

late should have been a consolidation of the results achieve~and an improvement

in the quality of the work, rather than its further extensiOn. It was almost in

evitable that the extraordinary impulse given to social welfare programmes aft~r
, "

the war would not continue indefinitely" after a period so rich in innovations.
, '

There is one point" however, which seems to me to deserve tne Council's particular

attention: in housing" it is not only the rate of progre~s~ha:t has declined, there.

has actually been a deterioration in general housing conditions. This situation is

directly r~lated to the difficulties ~ncountered in financing low-cost housing

programmes. It is also closely conne,cted with the demographic revolution ap.d,,· in

particular" with the growing· concentration of the population .in ur"ban areas.
. . (more)· .
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Ip the social field, progress must always be assessed in.the light of population

trends•. While this truth is sometimes overlooked by economists, it must always be

taken into account in the study of social questions, where over-all progress has no

meaning save in relation to the wel;fare of the individual. Horld j?0pulation is

incr~asing at an unprecedented rate. In many countries, it, seems likely that the

population will be dOUbled in little more than twenty years. Moreover, the rural

exodus ·is proceeding apace, and the urban population is thus being increased at a

rate disproportionate. to the absorptive capacity of the to'W"IlS, if national develop

ment is to take place. A rate of economic growth which, in other cj~cumstances,

would be considered distinctly satisfactory is barely suff;1cient to maintain in...
•

dividual levels of living in the underdeveloped countries. Aw'areness of this

phenomenon, which is heightened daily by the publication of new statistics, is being

voiced with increasing frequency in international bodies· and it is symptomatic t~at

the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East has found it necese~ to conv~ne

at an early date a conference on population in that part of the world.

It is in this light that we must review each aspect of our social programmes.

To take an example: few schemes have received such :£'...111 and, if I may say so, such

enthusiastic support fram the differ~nt United Nations bodies as the projects for

community development in rural areas. Thes~ new methods, based on the use of volun

tary labour and the simultaneous promotion of the different aspects of individual

welfare at the village level, using existing institutions as far as possible and fol

lo~ing age-old traditions of local democracy, have captured the imagi~tion of every

one who has been able to watch their development, particularly in Asia. These pro

grammes, Which are designed not merely to provide collective facilities but aleo

and in fact above all to improve agricultural production,. have been regarded in some

countries as the corner-stone of their development policy. After some ten years'

experience, attempts have been made in different quarters ~t assessment and self-cri

ticism with a view to appraising methods anp. their results. The latter are often

remarkable and, somet+mes, even spectacula.r. They fUlly justify the continuation,

eXPaPSion, intensification and improvement of the work to the greatest possible ex

tent. In some cases, however, these programmes .do not seem adequate in themselves

to cope with the gigantic tas~ of increasing agricultural production to meet the

needs of a growing population.

In discussing the economic aspects of the world situation, the question of a

more systematic study of long-term trends and the preparation of projections covering

diffeJ;"ent elements of economic life were deaJ.t with. In so far as food demand is

concerned, projections are certainly simpler than in other matters because they in

volve a smaJ.l number of easily discern:Lble elements. It has therefore already been
(more)
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possible to prepare projections on the subject and the mo~t recent ones are impres

sive: in some coun~r1es they show that there will be a food shortage on such a scale

that it WiIi be :ilnpossible to ~over it by an import programme or by rationing and it

is appa~nt that far more decisive measure's than hitherio contemplated will have to

be talten•. There are cases in which the combination of ruthless population pressures,

poor soil and a system of land ownership which i8 not calcula.ted to encourage private

initiative, proves ~o strong that the community develop~ent p~ogrammes at the village
~ , • . I , ' ,

level and on the scale on which t,hey have been carried out ov~r the past ten years,
I

cannot progress sufficiently to meet the growth in population.

I do not ,.,ish to, dwell on the p;roblem of agrarian reform, already debated by

the Council at its preceding session. BeSides, there is not much that an internation

al body can do .in a field in whic~ the various elements are so deeply embedded in

local institutions and traditions. But it is impossible to evaluate community de

velopment programmes fairly without pointing out to what ex~ent their success is

conditioned by the juridical or customary system of farming •

.As I have already stated, some aspects pf population development have led to·

a disproportionate increase in urban centres. We have now arrived at a, better Under

standing. of the complex network of problems connected with urbanization. There is

am:ple.information on this subject, quantitative data and analytical studies are

available whicll enable us to assess t~e impact of urbanization on levels of employ

ment, health, education, housing, the incidence of prime and juvenile delinquency

and, even, on the changing attitudes of individuals. We also realize more clearly

that urbanization programmes should be linked with the development of living lev~ls

in rural areas and with overall efforts to industrialize the countries concerned.

Admittedly, though, we still feel hesitant when it cames to defining the guiding

principles which should serve as a basis for international programmes of as~istance

to governments in dealing with the social problems of rapid urban expansion. These

princ;i.ples can, of course, only be fully elaborate.d in the light of practical exper

ience. In that connexion, the various international activities in regard to housing

with: a view to studying the possible application of community developme7:lt techniques

to urban problems will provide much valuable information for the future. Housing .

policy is clearly the centraJ. and most complex factor in any urbanization programme.

Certain experiments have shown that the combination of individual and collective

efforts can lead to rapid and surprising results, and these methods, which have, been

tested in Widely different regions, will for.m the subject of asystematic study.

Certain administrative and operational questions also deserve special attention,

partiCUlarlY the relations between central governments and municipal authorities and

(more)
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the structure o~ technical services such as those for employment, education and

health. There still remainS a large amount of analytical study and definition to be

done, which the various internatiopal bodies could usefully carry out, both on a

world-wide and on a regional scale. In view of the unique oppor-::'unlties they possess

for making comparative studies and for exchanging experiences, they are an essential

~actor in the acceleration of progress in ~ields whose eleme;nts are peculiar to each

nation and governed strictly by political and social systems.

There is yet another field in which the international orGanizations can, and

should continue to, play an important role, provided that they are given the finan

cial means to expand and in~ens1ty their efforts: that of training per&onr\el to

carry out Social programmes. It must be stated clearly that the funds at present

a~ilable do not make it possible for us to meet well-founded requests for assistance

in many urgent cases, still less to prolong this, ass,istance for the whole period con

sidered necessary to produce the desired results. This is a field in which technical

assistance has had a multiplying effect -- mo~e_perhaps th~n in any other -- since

the success of our programmes constantly creates new needs. To the extent to which
. . . )

we are able to assist governments to draw up well-balanced programmes which take full

account of skilled labour requirements, and to the extent to which we are able to

advise them in setting up the necessary adninistrat~ve services, we shall have helped

them to dispense with technical assistance services. But it will obViously be a

, very long time before :the effectiveness and intensity of our programmes satisty more
"
6needs than they create.

***
""."'I ~ particularly pleased, Mr. President, to have been able to make these few

remarl~ on the present state and fUture trend of our progr~es in a field where

United Nations action seems to be s'teadily becoming more reaListic and more flexible.

In this field, perhaps more rapidly than in any other, we have been able to define

very precisely our aims and our line of action, to bring about the necessarJ inter..

penetration of our research and technical assistance activities, and to organize our

resources so as to supply governments wit~ the advisory and information services on

which they have become accustomed to call. I should like, in conclusion, to pay

tribute to the work accomplished by the Social COllIII1ission, whose persevering efforts

have done so much to ensure the necessary continuity for our work and to provide

machinery, which can successfUlly withstand the test of the large-scale taks which

lie ahead.

* *** *
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STATENF..NT BY UN SECRETARY-GE1I.1ERAL DAG HAMHARSKJOLD

AT THE CLOSING DISCUSSION ON THE WORLD ECONOMIC. _.,;;,.--:.--.;;;.;;;;..-.-;;,;...;;;;;;....,;;;..;.............

SITUATION IN THE ECONOl,IIc AIm SOCIAL COUNCIL

Geneva, 8 July 1959

(The. following was received here tro~ the Information Service of the European

Office of the, United Nations in Geneva. Although delayed, it is issued for refer

ence purposes.)

At the close of the debate on the world economic situa.tion in plenary, I should

like to take this opportunity to.thank all of the participatinG deleGations for

their kind comments ion the World Economic Survey as well as on my opening statement.
. .

The debate has been a healthy one" and I think it is fair to say that it has. been

helpful in clar;I.fying some of the major issues confronting the world economy. The

problems are far from simple, and it can therefore surprise no one that we have not

as yet been able to reach full agreement on the nature of the factors and causes

at work, let alone on the policies required for their solution. ~1e mere fact

that we have here an established forum where the nations of the world can meet to

discusS these issues and earnes~ly seek to hanuonize their Views on these questions

represents a nlajorstep forward.

The economi~ challenge .which the United Nations has set for all mankind is a

far-reaching one. It is nothing less than the balanced growth of ~he world economy.

No one· is so naive as to believe that this (;oa,l can be met quickly. Yet" in my

judgment, it isa goal which man cannot afford to igno;re if he is ultimately to

lear.n to live at peace with himself and his fellow man.

The phrase ttbalanced growth of the world economyl! has been heard eo often in

the halls of the United Nations that I somet:i.m~s wonder whether the repetition may

not have dulled our senses tq its true meaning. Yet it is beyond question the most

amb1tiouseconomic Goal mankind has ever set it.self, embracing and in a sense

therefore Bupersedingall other economic qbject1ves. It involves not only balanced

(more)
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economic growth within nations, difficult to achieve a~that target is in itself,

but, even more, balanced economic growth amo:uc nations.

It is only in our own generation that the world has come to apprec;tate the

true significance of the target ot balanced growth, even within l".ations" Until

the depression of the Thirties there was, as we all know, a widespread tendency to
assume that the economic problem was es~entially one of achieving a balance between

demand and supp~ in individual markets. If only prices were sufficiently flexible

to maintain equilibrium in individual marl:ets,it wa,9 widely assumed that global

balance within the.eco:1omy 'would take care of itBelf. We have all since come to

realize that there is a wider problem of maintaining full e~loyrrlent, cf achieving

a balance betwee~ aggregate demand and supply or a balance between savings and in

vestmen:t, over and above the problem of maintaining e'-1,uilib::-ium in indiv~~dual

markets.

No one can filil to be impressed with the importance of this advance in our

economic thinking. It has been resFonsible for innumerable, fiscal, find~cial and

other institu:tional measures, vastly increasing the streng~h and resiliency of the

world economy. It has led to the development of a whole series of automatic

stabilizers which hl3-ve served to moderate the rate of economic decline in all three

postwar recessions. As has been noted in the World Economic_Survey, depressions

of the order of magnitude of the Nineteen-Thirties t~iB now become ~th~nkable.

But the range between tIle depression dime~sions of th~ Thirties and the mag

nitude of the postwar recessions is an extremely wio.e one. If tilere is really

any difference of opinion in this ~rea, it is not ove~ whether we may take comfort

from the improvement over the past. It is rather over the question whetheJ:' the

postwar experience is sufficient proof that we can pow afford to assume that all

recessions are henceforth bound to be short and mild~ As I stated in my opening

remarks, ! believe that we still "are far from hav~ng so precise an understanding

of economic forces still less the power of complete control over them that we

could ~le out for all time the possibility of an economic setback of substantially
grea~er dimensions than has been experiejlCCo. thus ;tar in the l?,ost,·mr period."
Natt'..rCllly· r s~101.:1C1. be happy J.J: f'uture cve~l'~s proved us to .Lave· oe;:;ll wrong" .
but in the mea:T~ij·le I believe it necessary to continue to u.rc;e a IlOrO. of

caution in this forum of world opinion that we cannot afford tp place a heavier

burden on the automatic stabilizers than they can really carry.

Nor are we pessimistic on the question of recover.y from the latest recession.

On the contrary, as I indicated in my earlier intervention, taking a short-term

view of the situation, I think we have reason to feel encouraged by recent events.

Though the Survey was completed several months ago on ·the basis of data referring
(more)
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to earlier months, it also expressed gratification that this recessiop, even it

dharper than the earlier two downturns, had proved to be even shorter.; And far

from assuming that we were merely lUCky in getting out of the recession, Chapter 5
of the Surve~r examined, in some detail the role of govermnental monetary and fiscal

policy in the recovery.

The basic problem discussed in the Survey, however, concerns not the magnitude

of the last x:ecession or the rate of recovery, but rather the longer-term problem

of growth with stability on~ phase, albeit a major one, of the problem at balanced

growth of the world economy. Though we in the Secretariat have felt that discus

sion of this problem in the Council would be benefited by a forcefUl presentation·

in the Survey, I do not :think that we should be prepared to characterize our views

as pessimistic or gloomy. To pose a problem for debate in this Council is not to

imply that it is insoluble; indeed, if I really'bel1eved that we were dealing with

iron walls through which no opening could be found, I should see no point in bring

ing the problem to the attention of the Council. If we do urge these problems

upon the attention of the Council and of governments, it is in the hope of making

some contribution, however small, to the search in which we are all engaged tor

policies and programs to maintain full employment, promote economic development

and raise levels of' living everywhere.

Both in my addresses before this Council and in the Surveys, .1 have frequently

emphasized the ve"r'J iDportant adv;ance that had already been made in the. postwar

period merely by the recognition and acceptance of the target of growth. When the

target of full employment first won acceptance during the depre~sion, it was con

ceived of largely in static terms of utilizinG the existing manpower and productive

capacity. It was only gradually in the course of the war that we came to realize

the eno~ous potential for economic growth possessed by any modern industrial

economy. Gradually the emphasis shifted from static to dynamic considerations, and

the target of full employment came to be reinterpreted to embrace not merely the.

utilization of existing resources but the continuous developnrent of resources and

improvement of productivity so as to promote high rates ofecono;nic growth.

This attitude was reinforced during the ~arly postwar years. In the face

of Widespread, intense inflationary pressures, governments and peopl~s throughout

the world were, as I indicated in my opening remarks, "growth-minded." Despite

their preoccupation with the prOblems of inflation, governments strove to accelerate

investment and promote rapid economiq growGh,con,t'ident that in the final analysis

the acute inflation could not be eliminated unless there·was a sufficient increase

in prosluctivity to permit a marked improvement in the balance between demand. and .

supply. (more)
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It is the gradual decline in emphasis on the objective of econpmic growth in',

recent years that is at the basis of our concern in the Secretariat. It is to

this aspect that I addressed ~self and to which much of the Survey was devoted.

It is the slow rate of growth in the main industrial countr:'es durin(; the so-called

boom period rather than the rate of recover,y from the recession that raises the

more basic long-term questions.

Of course, we realize tha't; governments had ample reasons for the policies

they adopted. Certainly, wa do not wish to minimize the dangers of inflation, of

budget deficits or of deficits in the bala~ce of payments. But it is proper to

ask whether governments have not been cor.~inG in recent years to emphasize stability

unduly at the expense of economic growth. In raising this question, however, we

do not wish to imply that governmepts should go to the other extreme of promoting

growth without regard to stability. It is because we believe that economic growth

and economic stability are ultimately reconcilable, and not because we believe

that governments should choose one rather, than the other, that we have urged this

problem upon the attention of governments. If we do not recom[~end unemployment and

stagnation -- even if at a high-level -- as a reasonable price to pay for price

stabil;i.ty, neither do we recommend inflation as a means for promoting economic

growth. Though the problem is exceedingly difficult and no simple solution can

be found, we do fir.mly believe that each country can, within the framework of its

own tradi~ions and institutions, resolve the conflict and achieve both growth and

stability. But to do so it must, at least as a first step, recognize that there

may be such a conflict, and that unemployment and stagnation are not an acceptable

price to pay for stability.

The problem of balanced growth is more than a national problem, however. It

is, in fact, because of its interna~ional implications that we in the Secretariat

attach so great an importance to it. The economic development of underdeveloped

countries and the narrowing of the gap between their per capita incomes and those

of the more advanced industrial countries has come to be recognized as the most

important economic objective of the United Nations. The Survey before you has

attempted to analyze one of the major elements of this problem" the element re

lating to the natur~ of the trade relationships between the'developed and under

developed countries. The Survey finds that one of the key factors in the problem

of narrowing the gap in economic growth is the lag in demand of' the industrial

countr~es for primary commodities in relation to their own rates of economic

growth. There are, of course, good and valid reasons for this lag, and the Survey,

this year as well as, in the past, has devoted considerable space to diSCUssion
(more)
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of the basic factors. Obviously there is nc reason in logic or in policy why pr~

duction in one sector should move in a constant rat10 with that of other sectors~

No one suggests tha-ti there may be anything illogical or improper in the fact that

consumption of food and clothiDgI for instance, does not rise as fast as that of

durable goods. Far from suggesting that the lag in demand for primary commodities

WaS due to inherently unsound cireumstances, the Survey noted that economies in

using up natural re~ources must be no less beneficial to marn.ind than saVings in

manpower or capitaL But, however beneficial such economies may be to mankind, we

cannot blind ourselves to tne problem Which this lag creates for the balanced

growth of the world economy.

We have put before the Council the thesis that the trade relationships between

developed and underdeveloped countries constitute. a serious obstacle in meeting our

objective of balanced growth of the world economy. NeecUess to say, this does not

mean that inter.nal inflation or external deflation have not played an important

role in postwar international disequilibrium; the World Economic Surv~y for 1956,
as well as -,(,hat for 1957 analyzed this problem at considerable length. Nor is it

to minimize the significant role which monetary and fiscal policy can play 1n elim~

inating such external imbalance as is due to inflationary or deflationary pressures.

But this, if I may again quote from my opening statement/"is a different

matter from saying that all b~ance-of-paymentsproblems of underdeveloped countries

are amenable to such treatment. Policies of retrenchment cannot solve problems

arising from structural disequilibrium of the type which occur because the demand

of underdeveloped countries for capital goods tends to outrun the demand of indus

trial countries for primary products. Or, if such policies do solve the6~ prob

lems, it is onl)' by preventing the very expansion which gave rise to them."

We have all come to accept the notion that equilibrium in the balance of p~

m~nts of an. industrial country which is won at the cost of unemployment is a sham

equilibrium. I believe the time has now come to recognize equally that a.rt::I

eqUilibrium in the balance of payments of underdeveloped countries which would doom

them to a widening rather than a narrowi~ gap between their pe;r capita income and

those of the developed countries would also be a hollow balance.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

TO CONFERENCE ON DISCONTINUANCE OF NUCLEAR vlEAPON TESTS

(The follOWing was received here from the Information Service of the
UN European Office, Geneva.)

FollOWing is the text of a state~ent given this afternoon by United

Nations Secretary-General Dag HamInl:l'sl<joli to the Conference on the Discontinuance

of Nuclear Weapon Tests, in Geneva;

It gives me great pleasure to be able to attend this meeting. You will

all, of course, understand why it has not been possible for me to be present

so far. I have, however, followed the work of your conference very closely.

It is with a sense of great satisfaction that one views the progress you

have already made in drafting the provisions of a treaty on the discontinuance

of nuclear weapon tests. This sense of satisfaction is reinforced by the

mutual good faith shown in the efforts to understand, to take into account and,

to the extent possible, to meet the point of view of the other parties.

It is a matter not only for congratulations to the parties of this

conference, but also a felicitation to all those who adhere to the purposes and

principles of the United Nations, tha '; your scientists have been able to agree,

in the working group that has just completed its work, on a technically feasible

system for detecting and identifying high-altitude tests. The patience, the

persistence and the good will demonstrated in search of an agreed and effective

control system is perhaps the best evidence of the seriousness and importance

of your work here.

I need not mention in this body the beneficial influences and currents

which might be generated in the international communi~y by successful outcome

of your labors here. It could conceivably represent -- to use an expression

that has become common in some scientific circles -- a "breakthrough" in the

long and difficult efforts to find some wa:y of making a start on controlled

disarmament and of beginning to cope with the complex problems arising out of

the phenomenal technological developments in the field of armaments.

(more)
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One of the central tasks of modern s;ociety, a task that 'tIas explicitly

enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, is the establishment of a

system for the regulation of armaments.

I would once more wish to assure you that it is my desire that the

Secretariat shoUld ao.ntinue to provide' for your conferen.ce the· '!Jest of

services and facilities that are within its caPal?Uities. Finally" may I

again convey to you ~ sincere good wishes and earnest hopes for a successful

conclusion to yoUr work.

* *** *
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.!!!:E \-lORLD_ECOHOHIC SITUATION, GENEVA, 6 JULY 1959

It has become the responsibility of the Secreta.:t'y-General to report to the

EConomic and Sociel Council at its summer session each year upon the economic

health of the 'forld as he sees it at. 'that time. This year, talcing a short-term

view of the s~tuQtion, I think we have reas~n to feel encouraged by recent events.

The early stages of recovery fr':ml the recent recession have been analyzed in the

~ Economic Survey, 1958 which is before you, and developments since the Surv~

"rent to press confirm that the upward trend in output and demand in the industrial

countries is continuing. Production in North America has already surpassed

previous peaks and in \Jestern Europe there are signs that business activity is

qUickening. In the centrally planned econom~es output continues to grow rather

rapidly. And \Jhile our information 1'01' the underdeveloped countries is not 'luite

as up to date as for other areas, there is reason to believe that food harvests

are in general. better than they llere last year and that the expansion under "lay

in the industrial countries ~ill have a beneficial influence on the demand for

imports of 'primary productS.

One cannot but be gratilied that the fears expreBsed widely some eighteen

months ago have been proved wrong. The downturn in demand did not become cumulative,

and the recession therefore did not gain momentum. That is not to say that the

fears uere entirely groundless. It is beyond doubt that the streng~h of the \-Torld

economy and its ability to '\-11 thstand violent shocks has grovTn immensely since the

Great Depression. But we are far from having so precise an understanoing of

economic lorces -- still less the power of complete control over them -- that we

could rule out ror all time the possibility of an economic setback of substantially

greater dimensions than has been experienced thus far in the post-\lar period. It

was therefore right to be concerned about the situation as it appeared at the

(more)
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beginning of 1958; and we may, I think, assume that the concern eXpressed both by

the public and by Governments at that time made some contribution to the subsequent

recover,y by encouraging activities, especially in the public sector, which were

likely to stimulate demand, and by discouraging any move which WOl!ld have added to

current difficulties. As the Survey points out, the rapid rebound from the reces

sion in the United States was due to a great extent to the fact that the public

sector provided considerably more 6UppOTt :01" the economy than had been anticipated.

I find it difficnlt to report to you as optimi6ti~ally on the long vie"l of the

prospect before us as I do on the sbort view. Developments iD public policy in the

industrial countries in the course of the past tl~ee or four years appear to raise

serious questions as to what our central economic objectives really are. The time

seems .oppo~tune for a re-examination and redefinition of our goals.

Let me pose the prCJblem in its simplest form.. During the first ten years

after the war there was vigorous economic grawth in most areas, and countries were

not content simply to regain pre-war standards of living, but pushed on "ith spirit

and determination to neH high levels. Naturally the period "ms not "'ithout its

problems. Inflation ,...as 'videspread in the early years, and many countries suffered

from persistent balance of pa~1Uents difficulties. .~bove all, the fundamental

problems of underdeveloped countries remained acute. But at any rate the general

climate lIas one 0:2 expansion and Governments and p.eoples throughout the ,1Orld .'ere

what I might call "growth-minded."

More recently, the emphasis in much of our thinking seems to pave shifted. One

cannot say that the change has been dramatic -- quite the contrary. Slmvly and

imperceptibly the degree of priority attached to the goal of economic growth

appears -- in some countries at least -- to have diminished and other goals have

become more prominent.

Let me draw your attention to the folloWing facts. In the five years from

1948 to 1953 industrial output in the world outside the centrally planned economies

rose by some 36 per cent. In the subsequent five-year period from 1953 to 1958,
however, the inc11 ease was only 16 per cent. And although production reached a new

peak with the recovery at the end of 1958, it was still only 5 per cent higher than

the level reached three years earlier at the end of 1955.
Part of this process of slowing down since the late forties and early fifties

is certainly due to the completion of post-,~r reconstruction in many areas. But

our examination of the eyidence suggests that this has not been the only factor

at work in the situation. At the present time, for example, available data show

(more)
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that even after a year of recovery, unemployment remains quite high in a number of

industrial countries, an1 that thel'€ is substantial spa~e capacity in industry

even in countries vhere, until comparatively recently, demand had been pressing

hard against capacity.

Although the slacl{ in the industrial economies resu)_ting from the recent

recession has not yet been tal;:en up, Governments are l)egj,nning to ShOll concern

about the cQrrent eA~ansion, and in some cases have already taken steps to siow

dOi-ln the rate of grOl1th. Probably the most important single influence in the

direction of holding back the business up~urn is the fear of increases in prices.

No responsible economist will dispute the fact that price inflation poses serious

dangers for the lrorld economy. But I 'Honder llhether "e are displaying as much

concern about the s:"olldown in economio groHth as ue al'e about the dal1ge:::,s of price

inflation. ~~e He not, perhaps, rather inclined to resolve the conflict between

stability and gr011th too exclusively in favor of stabilit;y •• to the detriment of

the vigor and dynamism so characteristic of the world economy during the first post

'''ar deccde? ..,

Unfortunately ..../e do not even have a generally accepted prescription for stabi

lity. In so far as price increases are due to excess pressure of demand, no one

"'ill quarrel 11ith the view that the situation calls for curtailment oi' demand to

the extent reqUired by the availability of resour~es. But in recent years ,·le have

seen prices 0: final goods and services increasing while demand was flagging and

excess capacity in industry vms being built up. And if the average price level

of finisheu goods stopped rising during the recession, this v~s not because of

any underlying chance in the forces which generate price increases in the industrial

and service sectors of the economy, but mainly because of declines in the prices

of basic commodities which served to offset continuing increases in other cost

elements.

If, then, even a recession of the magnitude o~· 1957/58 can stabilize ··prices

only at the e"~ense of the primary producers, is the application of persistent

restraints upon economic growth likely to prOVide an acceptable solution to the

stability problem? .This is not to suggest that the struggle against price

inflation should be abandoned _. let me emphasize that this is verJ far from my

intention. But recent experience does raise the question whether this particular

battle is being fought with the lTeapons that are appropriate to it. llhere price

increases persist in the face of subnormal employment, we must surely look beyond

the level of aggregate demand for the inflationary factors. Under such conditions

(more)
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there may be no satisfactory substitute for a direct approach to the problem of

reconciling the conflicting claims of various social groups for higher incomes.

There is no simple formula in this field .- each country is bound to see the problem

in terms of its own traditions and institutions. But one thing is clear -- the

issue cannot be sidestepped by simple resort to global. measures of fiscal and

~onetary control, \lithout serious risk that the econo~ may lose all for,~rd

momentum. No one, surely, ,-rill feel that price stability has bt;en "le:::'l ;:on if its

cost turns out to be economic stagnation -- albeit stac;nation at a h:i.C;h level.

Governmental attit~des toward the current ~xpansion are colored not only by

fear of inflation but also by balan~e of payments considerations. Such considera

tions have, of course, been prominent in the' pUblic mind in western Europe ever

since the war. At the same time the progressive liberalization of trade and pay

ments in western Europe, culminating in the move to convertibility at the end of

1958, have greatly increased the interdependence of the countries in that area.

The corollary of that greater interdependence is, of course, that no country can

afford to move very far out of line 'OJi th its trading pElrtners if it is to avoid

intolerable pressures on its foreign balahce. So long as there is a reasonable

measure of agreement among countries to keep in step with one another, there is

no reason why any difficulties should arise. But in the absence of such a~reement

there is al'Jays the danger that the highest common denominator of econom~c advance

will be biased 9-mmuards rather than upvlards, bec9.use of the need to avoid foreign

exchange crises. ~~erience has shovm that such crises may arise not o~ly be2ause

of genuine shiits in underlying balance of payments positions but also because

of expectations 0: such shifts, .,hether justified or not. 'r.12 run on stE::rJ-ing in

1957 at a time "Then the strength of the current balance of po.;:,rments of the sterling

area seemed beyond doubt was perhaps an outstanding case in point. Throt~hout

the post-war period Governments have had the greatest difficulty in preventing

flight of capital -- even .,here they uere in possession of the widest pOViers of

exchange control. NoVi that much of the apparatus of trade and exchange control

has been dismantled, it is inevitable that Governments should feel extremely

sensitive to sudden changes in confidence, and this in turn cannot fail to affect

their view of the rate of expansion that can be regarded as safe in their particular

circumstances.

Of potentially even greater significance, however, is the increasing pre- .

occupation with balance of payments considerations of countries which had not in

(more)
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the past devoted al1Y attention to such considerations in the cohtext of grollth

policy. Much has been made .of the large an~, apparently, continuing outflow of

gold from the United Ctates during the past eighteen months -. so much so that in

some cases even the daily press has taken to reporting every movement in the United

States gold reserve from "'eek to week and from month to month. This may seem

strange when one bears in mind that the United States still holds. more than one

half .of the \-10rld's monetary gold outside the Soviet Union. Certainly the gold

bacl:ing· of the Q-ollar is far more pm1erful than that of sterling .- a currency

which wasconsidere~ sufficiently strong to be given external convertibility only

a few months ago.

The Survey before you finds that the United States gold outflo'l of 1958 can

be explained .1ithout reference to any basic change in the competitive position of

that country, or to any significant shift in confidence. Moreover during 1958 the

same countries that· ~lere buying gold 'Here also accumulating dollars, ,.hich .,ould

hardl,y have occurred had there been any i.mportant tend.ency to speculate against

the dollar. 'fuether more recent developments suggest any disposition to exchange

dollars for gold we do ~ot yet know. Certainly if Governments were to begin showine

any sign of unwillingness to hold reserves in the form of foreign exchange, the

problem of international liquidity might become more serious. But I cannot believe

that it is beyond the ingenuity of the monetary authorities of the great trading

countries to find ways and means of avoiding such an outcome by concerted a~tion.

As I have stressed in the past, no country can afford to vie'i its. oun actions
i

in this field in isolation from the problems of other countries. By the very

nature of things, the major industrial countries which are in a strong position

on foreign account determine, through the growth of their own impart demands and

export supplies, the rate of .expansion which other countries can afford to maintain

without encountering external disequilibrium. A sustained rate of e~~ansion in

the great creditor countries is a necessary condition of world-.,ide grmlth.

For the underdeveloped countries, particularly, an expanding world economy

is of the highest importance. As pointed out in the SUlTVey, the major ~ndustrial

countries, in shaping their m10 long-term rates of gro.,th and thereby the grm'1th

in their i~~ort ~emand for primary commodities .- in fact go far toward determining

the potential rate of expansion of the underdeveloped countries as ,~,ell.·'

The reason for this is not far to seek. The expansion of productive capacity

in the underdeveloped countries depends largely upon imports of capital goods from

the industrial countries and the foreign exchange resources required for such
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imports must come largely from the exports of primary products. One of the most

difficult of all problems in the field of economic development arises from the

persistent tendency for imports and exports of underdeveloped countries to move

out of balance. This is not simply because of inflationa:;,~ pre;:;sure in these

countries -- although this factor has undoubtedly been of great importance in

many cases. More important, from a long-run standpoint, is the evidence that the

demand of the irdustr:ial countries for primary prod'lcts tends to ina,rease more

slowly than thdr output. At the same time in most underdeveloped countries, the

process· of economic development appears to imply so large an expansion of imports

of capital goods as to raise the total value of imports in relation to the

national product. IfJ therefore, undercleveloped cOl.mt.ries attempt to match the

rates of growth of developed countries they may not be able to avoid balance of

payments problems; and if in order to. narrow the gap in per capita incomes they

try to exceed the rates of growth common in the industrial countries, the situation

may become even more d.ifficult.

Here again it would be dangerous to assume that the curtailment of demand in

the underdeveloped countries through fiscal and monetary policies can eliminate

such difficulties without depressing the rate of growth. In so far as the balance

of payments problems of underdeveloped countries are due to inflationary pressure,

limitations on demand are necessary and desirable. But this is a diffferent

matter from saying that all balance of payments problems of underdeveloped coun

tries are amenable to such treatment. Policies of retrenchment cannot solve

problems arising from structural disequilibrium of the type which occurs because

the demand of underdeveloped countries for capital goods tends to outrun the

demand of industrial countries for primary products. Or if such policies do solve

these problems, it is only by preventing the very expansion which gave rise to

them.

It follows that policies designed to slow down the rate of growth in industrial

countries must also act to obstruct the development of underdeveloped countries.

And this, perhaps, is an even more costly result of such policies than anything

that has occurred in the industrial countries themselves thus far.

,Centrally planned economies have also experienced a profound conflict between

the objectives of growth and stability. Here, however, the tendency has been to

resolve the conflict perhaps rather exclusively in favor of growth. Indeed,

during the earlier phases of planned development in these countries, there was a

tendency to consider economic growth as the ultimate goal of economic policy in

(more)
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itself, without sulficient attention to the poscible impact of high rates of

expansion on internal stability, or to the need for improvements in consumption

levels of the population. While.in many underdeveloped areas the inability to

raise percapita COl1sll."llption levels ",as due to the failure of output 'to rise

appreciably taster than population, in the centrally planned economies severe

restrictions on consumption were the 'Price ,·,hich had to be pidd for high rates of

economic expansion. Although in certain circumstances such restrictions may have

appeared unavoidable as a means of breaking the deadlock of economic backwardness

through a steep increase in the share of resources devoted to investmer:t, this ,,:a8

by no means al,mys the case. Moreover it was not possible to' ignore for very long

the limits to the rate of expansion of heavy industries set by the need to balance

the production targets of these industries with those of other sectors of the

economy. A growing recognition of these facts led to a far-reaching reappraisal of

the attitudes and policies which had prevailed up to the early nineteen fifties

and Ituch more emphasis was placed on raising consumption levels. This attitude

which permeates the new plans of economic development .- is partly reflected in the

attempt in several countries to raise agricultural production at rates similar to

those scheduled for industry.

The recent tendency for gro"rtb rates to slow down in the centrally planned

economies does not merely reflect the inescapable need to seek a better internal

balance between the various sectors of the economy and provide adequate incentives

for the individual, in part through higher levels of' consumption. Much of the

high r~te of industrial expansion in these countries hitherto has been due to their

ability to draw large manpower reinforcements. away £'rom agriculture and to raise

productivity by the adaptation of productive techniques from the more highlY

developed countries. While these reserves have not yet been entirely exhausted,

the additional margin of productivity which they yield must obviously have

diminished, and is likely to fall further.

In these circumstances it seems likely that the setting of targets can no

longer be a simple matter of mobilizing resources in mechanistic terms, but that

the human factor must enter increasingly into the reckoning as a fundamental

element. The provision of adequate incentives, as noted earlier, is only one

aspect of the matter. Equally important is the fact that the growing compleXity of

the p~nned economies as output rises) confronts them with the need to develop a

calculus of choice responsive to their changing circumstances. This need hSd seemed

(more)
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less preesi.pg so long as the general state of ull<lerd.evelopment made it virtually---a matter of commonsense to determine what the principal economic targets should

be. Gradually it became apparent in these countries that the problem of the growth

of output is indissociably linked to the problem of the composition of output,

and that neither can be settled without providing a greater role than in the past

for individua~initiativeand choice. It is for this reason that the centrally

planned economies face a problem of growth no less difficult, in its own way, than

that which besets the private enterprise economies.

I put forward the view above that a sustained rate of expansion in the great

creditor nations is a necessary condition of world-wide growth. It is obviously

not, however, a sUfficient condition. One reason is that no external or interna

tional policies, however enlightened, cen substitute for adequate domestic policies

in each country individually. But even if such policies were adopted universally,

there would remain the problem I have referred to above -- the problem of the gap

in f~reign exchange resources which begins to open so soon as an underdeveloped

country tries to narrow the margin between its own per capita income end that of
advanced industrial countries. And there is the additional problem pf the

the/extraordinary volatility of commodity prices even where other economlc condi-

tions seem reasonably stable.

In World Economic Survey, 1958 an analysis has been made of national and

int~~tional policies affecting the marketing of primary commodities. Like the

distinguished group of experts which drew up the recent GATT report entitled "Trends

in International Trade,11 we have come to the conclusion that a significant contri~

bution towards providing larger markets for the exports of underdeveloped countries

could be made by the industrial countries through selective reductions in certain

of their tariffs and excise duties. We recognize, however, that this cannot do

more than provide a partial easement of the problem. It cannot lead to a closing

of the foreign exchange gap. The evidence shows that the underdeveloped countries

have encountered immense obstacles in attempting to. reduce this gap -- whether

through efforts to strengthen export markets or through the SUbstitution of

domestic output for imports.

Nor can it be said that much progress has been made in dealing with the problem

of commodity instability. Approaches to the problem on a commodity-by-connnodity

basis have not yielded international agreements for more than a handful of commo

dities during the long period since the war. While I recognize the acute difficul

ties in this field, I cannot help wondering whether we have really exhausted all

our intellectual and moral resources in trying to find a more broadly-based
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solution to the problem than hes thus far emerged. It is, perhaps, at least worth

considering whether 8 new approach might be made towards some such solution.. The

evaluation of international pclicies contained in the Surv~ points to certsin

possibilities for fruitful investigation in this field, pro'l.rided that Governments

ere ready for such a step.

For the longer run ahead, are we sure that there is 8 sufficient awareness

of the problems Clnd frustra tione which are building up progressively in the under

developed count~ies as their peo~les grow more end more conscicus of the fact that

time is slip~ing away from them? Can we rest corflient with the fact that all the

efforts of recent years _. and I do not wish to underestimate them -- have still

not sufficed to prevent the gap between rich and poor countries from continuing to

increasei There is a widespread feeling in the underdeveloped countries o~ the

need for some new breakthrough on the road to economic development. I am sure,

for example, that this feeliI~ is one of the ~ortant factors now prompting the

Latin American countries to seek new forms of regional ccoperation.

Even if the affluent societies have reached the point at which fUrther

advances in Qomestic consumption, at least of material goods, is of less importance

to them than in the past, they cannot afford to ignore the consequences of their

policies for the rest of the world. Affluence surely justifies the assumption of

new commitments. In particular, ought we not to reconsider the decision which led

us to make the expansion of aid to underdeveloped countries contingent upon

internationally organized end controlled disarmament~ The case for this link

surely depended, at the time it was forged some six years ago, upon the fact that

armament expenditures were leaving no resources available for other purposes, even

PU11?oses as vital as the provision of a greater measure of aid to underdeveloped

countries. Are we still in a position to assert this, given the unemployed

resources in labor and capital documented in the Survey which lies before you? As

in the field of commodity instability, so in the field of national and international

economic aid, the question before us is whether the existing configuration of :

policies, based upon a situation very different from that which now prevails, should

not be reviewed and reappraised in the light of present needs and future objectives.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD-,- ------- ._--_._--
BEFORE THE Al'-l'NUA1 CO!\VENTION OF ROTARY INTERnATIONAL,

New Yorl~, 11 June 1952,

I am happy to have this opportunity to address the annual convention of

Rota!"'J International. The aims and ideals of Rotary create. a natural link to

you for us who work for the United Nations. A good Rotarian, I think, is alsoJ ...... -,

_.. bound to be.. ~~ ~ood ••!nternationalist.
-- Ub

In that connectio~ I wish first of all to thank you for the active support

which Rotarians are giving in many countries to the :promotion of the World Refugee

Year. This 'world-wide Pl"ogl'am to give help to refugees w~o seek homes and a

fresh start in life begins this month. It is a program in which many governments,

voluntary organizations and individuals are joining hands in res1?onse to a·

resolution of the United Nations General Assembly. Let us hope that this

special effort will permit us to meet more adequately the human challenge of

the coptinued p=esence in our midst, after many years, of many million homeless

people.

Such undertakings as the World Refugee Year reflect in one special field

what I believe to be a very significant development of the years since the end

of the Second World War. I have in mind the widespread growth of a new sense

of international responsibility -- the beginnings of an international conscience.
____ .'"n_ n #¥' ,~•• m" S _it 1;1t'" 1 M 4 rn 1 J t • .......,..••

This conscience, ana. the'efforts to which it has prompted peoples and governments,

have found natural focal points in the United Natious and its related world

agencies. There , it is facing no greater practical task than the economic and,

social development in the vast areas of Asia and Africa •• I woUld ~1ke to share

with you th'is morni'ng some thOUghts about this task, as Viewed from the vantage

point of the Unit'ed Nations.

Tlie enie'r'gence of a new international awareness ,has coincided with the-
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their political freedom. The United Nations was instrumental in many cases in

helping these countries to reach this goal.

We see a similar process in motion in Africa. Many Afric:m countl'ies

are becoming independent and entering the United Nations as members • This has

taken place, and is taking place, not onl.y in respect of countries formerly

under colonial rule, but also in respect of trust ter=itories for which the

United Nations has a more direct responsibility.

In all these newly independent cou!.1trieo, it is increasj.ng).y realized

that political freedom requires for its heslthy growth the achie·;....:;'~lfmt elso of

other freedoms, such as freedom from want. There is a su~ging tide of restlessness

in these countries. This is a fact we all have to reckon with. It is in the

interest of the international solidarity, on which we must build the future,

that the legitimate aspirations of these countries be satisfied.

We are liVing in an age where technological 'change has abolished distance.

It is no longer possible for the poet to think of the silver sea lias a moat

defensive to a house, against the envy of less happier lands." In the world -of today, no country can isolate itself and make a little world of its own,

-shielded from the e~;';'''~f "less ~ppier'lan~ :U is legItimate that eve';;'----------_:.------:.:..-----
country should wish to achieve higher levals of prosperity. But for rich and

poor countries alike prosperity cannot be assured in the long run unless there

is a forward movement on a broad front, so that all share in the progress and

no country builds its wealth on the sacrifices of others.

It is a pain:ful fact that in the economic field !he, ~p, already wide,

between the prosperous countries and those less fortunate is steadily becoming
___ ., t. 1 ...

... wider. E?onomists have commented on this phenomenon, analyzed the reasons for

it and have suggested remedies. While all those remedies call for a maxiuel

effort on the part of the less advanced countries, they also call for a new

sense of responsibility and a heightened desire to help on the part of those

more fortunate. If such reactions do not find expression in practical and

constructive action, there is bound to be a danger of instability in the poorer

countries, which would reflect on the political world situation.

It is the responsibility of the international community to pursue 8 policy

of solidarity so that such situations do not develop. It is our duty to assist

the countries which now are at a serious disadvantage in making an inventory of

their own resources and in diagnosing the reasons for their economic difficulties,

(more)
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and to suggest appropriate remedies. Furthermore, it is also our responsibility

to see that, where outside help is essential in stimulating the process and

accelerating the pace of economic development, this help is given readily in

the form and manner and at the time when it could do the most good.

Here, perhaps, I should give a word of warning. It is easy for a skilled

analyst to diagnose the malady. It is not equally easy to prescribe the cure.

The problems facing these countries are, in many cases, common problems but

the solutions may have to be different in different countries. Most of the

Asian, countries are inheritors of ancient 'civilizations of Which they are justly

proud. Some problems that face these couhtries today arise by the very reason

of their being old countries.

The demographers tell us that it took the world thousands of years for its

population to reach the billion mark, but only one hundred years to add the

second billion. It is now estimated that on present trends, it will take only

thirty years to add a third billion. Yet another billion or""'"€Wo inay be aaded~"
... "C' >l"~~_

before mankind achieves a balance in the population field.

The biggest contributor to this rapid population growth has been Asia.
~'.....~..................,_, _ . " '. _' ,- "~".,'--_'.,--~,.•" ...... ~,.._--,,,,~,,"~' """"'~~<'''''h __ >,~,,,-,,,,",,,'''''I'''1i'''' ~_~~.• ~

This compli~ateEi'the"problem of economic development there in vaiTous' ways'."'·'

Among other things, it makes it necessary for the countries of Asia to achieve

a much higher rate of increase of national product annually than would otherwise

be necessary in order to ensure that the impact of the economic development on

liVing standards is not altogether lost. To maintain the necessary momentum

of economic development, it is. not possible for these countries to go forward

exclusively on their own steam.

Some of these ancient lands of Asia were the most advanced countries

of the world not too many centuries ago. If the scales have now been turned

in favor of the West, a main cause has been the industrial revolution which

has taken place there, with the subsequent development of technology. This

change coincided in point of time with the growth of colonialism. The historic

pattern of trade between Asia and Europe on a basis of equality gave place to

a different relationship. The Asian countries came mainly to serve as sources

of raw materials and consumers of finished goods. The time now seems to be

ripe for some transfer, to the benefit of all, of resources .... both human and

material -- in the opposite direction.

(more)
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Such a ,transfer.is·not as simple as it might sound. This is especially true

when technolocyhas to be transplanted. In p~acticallY ~e~y case, problems of. . . ~ ,. ~ '-. .,

adaptation,l:lre bound to arise which ha:ve to take into account various factors at
. ,. :/.' ~ t'.j. '

the other end. ~b give an example, advanced technology involving intensive use of
'. . ." ~ . . .

capital'and of labarTsaving ,ma~hinery is obviously not well suited to the needs

of countries facing acute problems of' surpi~s labor 'and unemployment. The problem
. .

of adaptation arises not only in regard ,to the transfer of technology, but in

finding solutions for practically every problem of economic and social development.

For example, an~wers to the population problem intbese countries have to·tl:lke

into account impo~tant social and religious factors as well as political factors

different fron those experienced in the West.

As a.matter of course serious consideration should be given to the specific

traditions of these countries. It is important that they should be respected.

Plain liVinG and. high thinking -- the t.,O do not necessarily go together -- are

often the ideals. .This may sometimes ll}ake for a some'"hat too ready acceptance of

austerity ,,,hich, hOilever, is no excuse for acquiescence by governments and leaders

in an inhuman state of poverty. wnatever the ideals, ~here is every\vhere to be

found a live urge to improve living standards .- an urge which we all share.

The first things that should be taken up first are obviously not. only purely

. physical things like food, clothing, and shelter, but also a healthy. environment

and facilities for education. If there is a steady and visible improvement,year

by year, in these basic facilities, then the people can hold their heads high,

Secure in the knovlledge that progress to a dignified life is being made and ~ain

tained. This is something rather different from the creation of artificial needs,

and the tecl~~ological innovation to meet those needs, which is characteristic of

more affluent societies.

It is essential that no economically under-developed country should overlook,

or even temporarily forget, the sense of discipline and the effort and sacrifice

which are required tn order t9 achieve a better way of life. But, provided these

yonditions eXist, the international community should be conscious of the need for

its help, and or its obligation to make available the resources and know-how which

the poorer countries must have if we are to achieve such progress all along the

broad front as is necessary.and in the best interest of all •

. (more) ,
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The Asian countries will need a great thr'.lst in the acceleration of'their
, '- ,," .

econo~icdevelopment, especially in these early stages, just as an ~ircraft does. . . .' , ., . ....'

before the ~ake.off stage is reached; asypu know, thereafter'the :cruisin~ may

require less pOll.er. However, the road to economic developmc,nt L3 perhaps ,more

like the long and hard trek up a mounta~n than an airport runway. Let, us be

encouraged by the fact that, in this case, each ,mile on the lOI;lg road ,uP the moun·

tai~ shouldlnake the next mile just a little easier. And all along the way, if we

have eyes tO,see, there \lill be vistas of improving living cone.i tiona for millions

of people.

The problems of Africa have their special aspects. Vast resou:,:,ces c:v.:ist in

that great continent, without great pressure of population- Even vaster resources

will no doubt be uncovered in course of time. Here the primary need may be for

technological training and social evolution, as also for develcpment of methods

for better mobilization and exploitation of their available material resources.

Except for this important difference, most of roy observations probab~y ap~ly to

Africa with equal force.

As. I have pointed out, the policy required from more advanced countries would

reflect on international solidarity, vhich in turn finds a strong justification in

their own enlightened self-interest.. Whether it is bilateral aid, or contributions

to international funds, the taxpayer's pocketbook is touched and he is entitled

to ask what value he is receiving for his money. To ~his question there is no

simple answer; but I would like to think that the sense of interna~ion&responsibi

lity which prompts such as~istance, to the less-advanced countries is only the eleva

tion to the international plane of the basic principles of social justice which are ,

now accepted as axiomatic at the national level, irrespective of systems of thinking.

It is now generally understood that no country can afford to have areas of poverty

and depressio~ within its own frontiers, and that social justice demands that the
; ,

national resources be deployed for the uplift of such areas. 'ilie process,,' of course,

is a continuous one ,-Ii thin national boundaries. The same holds good, I think, of .the

international community. All the yalues that we cherish will be jeopardized if we

do not face up to this simple fact. This conception' is basic to the work of the

United Nations in the economic and social field.

I referred just now to enlightened self-interest. Let Ille elaborate •. 'It is

obvious that the economically less developed countries are p~tentially the greatest

markets for the products of the advanced countries. \vith rising standards of living

in the less developed countries, we may be able to establiSh a circle •• an ever·

growing one in fact •• of greater exchange of goods, amongst the nations

of the world and higher standards of living for all.
(more)
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In this process, patterns of trade may change and countries which are now importin$

~imple consumer goods may be needing the most complex of advanced machines. It

is comparatively easy for the advanced cOuntries to reorganize their production in

this way to meet changing needs.· I WOUld, therefore, hold that the policy which

seems indicated by the situation facing us in Asia and Africa, is one which pro

vides good value in the long run for those whose l'0cket ..books are touched~ In

this gathering of Rotary International' are Rotarians from e~ry part of the world,

including the cO\L~tries of Asia and Africa of whose problems I have just spoken,

as well as the representatives of countries whose pocket-books are touched. ' It

is worth remembering that even the poorest of us have s~etp;J,pi. tg i;J,Xec aM tb~ ,
_ _ _ .4$

..richest among us saxe sq~~~J1ini to re ce1'rg , This 1s amply proved also by the

exchange of experience for which the United Nations has provided and can provide

ever grOWing opportunities.

I have spoken of some economic aspects of the emerging international solidarity

which is served by the United Nations. In the work of the International Bank, of

the United Nations Technical Assistance Program, of the regional United Nations

Commissions for La'tin America, Europe, Asia and the Far East, and Africa, of the

United Nations Special Fund for economic development and in many other ways there

is a new and fundamentally significant devel,opment in world affairs. So far, the

allocation of resources by the nations to this work has been far below both their

capacity and the need. But it is more important to recognize the significance

of the fact that the sense of international soliderity - - and tbat means human

solidarity -- in this way is beginning to make itself felt as an important factor

in world affairs.

The ho~es for peace rest upon a further development of this sense of inter

national solidarity and upon an understanding of how it may best be translated

into practical terms applicable to the world in which we live.

I have spoken about econemic matters mainly. This should not make us forget

the special Values of the United Nations as an instrument of negotiation, be it

between the Atlantic alliance and the Communist alliance, or between the tradi

tional West and the new countries of Asia and Africa, or among countries within any

one of these groups or regions. But political, economic and social factors are

inseparable parts of the whole development. When we try to translate the emerging

sense of international solidarity !rem thOUghts into words, and from words into

(more)
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deeds, we should remember that a policy of reconciliation requires of us thst we

face our tasle in the economic and social fields, Just as economic progress

requires unrelenting efforts to solve the political problems. The internstional

conscience is reflected in our actions over the wbole range of iuternatioDal

problems, but if we do not start with the Simple questions of how to provide

everybody with his daily bread, the rest of our efforts are likely to be of little

avaiL

You in Rotary "seek all that which brings people together." To seek -- and

to apply -- "all that which brings people together," in the wider and deeper

sense about which the new international conscience tells us, 1s the goal of the

United Nations.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAl'-1V..ARSR;JOLD

AT THE OPENnm liEETING OF THE EIGHTH SESSION

OF TEE UN ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR IATIN AMERICA

Panama, 14 May 1959

Mr. President, Distinguished Delegates,

It is a privilege, which I appreciate highly, to be presen~ at, this eighth

session of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America. Important

problems await your. decisions, and these may well mark a new step in charting the

development of' ..yourContinent. It is qUite fitting that you-sl:iciuldDe·-gathered' .

in this city whose geogr:aphic location symbolizes the concept of·communication and

exchange between the various parts of the world, indispensable to that better

understanding and cooperation which is the very foundation of the United Nations.

Meeting today in Panama, one may recall that Simon Bolivar, the great liberator,

in an act expressing bold and advanced ideas for his days, convened in this city

the first Congress of the Americas and proclaimed that the, time had come to place

the common interest of the new republics.on a safe footing. An extension of this

idea is f~)Und in the motto that appears on Panama IS. Coat of Arms - "Pro Ivlundi

Beneficio. 1I

May I express my sincere appreciation to you,~~. President, to the Government

and the people of Panama for their generous invitation and their gracious

hospitality.

Since the last time I was with you, at your 1955 session in Bogota, important

events have taken place in some of your countries,which have focused t~~ attention

of the world on this hemisphere, from its southern tip to the Caribbean. With

them has come a renewed dedication to some of the fundamental concepts and ideals

inherent in our Charter, and, this is bound to be reflected directly in the life

and work of our Organization.

I have come'to this me8ting from Geneva, where the United Nations 'is acting

as host to the Conference of Foreign Ministers. Although Latin America,

(more)
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geographically speaking, stands rather apart from the main areas in which our

Organization confronts major political issues, we owe much to the Latin American

Republics for their constructive interest'and partic~pation in efforts constantly

made under our Charter for the preservation cf peace. It is precisely because your

countries appear tn be relatively distant fram the main storm center~, that they

should increasingly contribute to the formulation} with the ne~ees8J.j' de:tachment}

of solutions based on whatever objective criteria may be available to ua.

I mention the diplomatic talks in Geue7a, because in this forum ~evoted to

economic development I cannot fail to emphasize how much the progress of the less

developed parts of the world i p dependent upon the relaxation of tensions and the

solut~on of political problems. In turn,_the urge_for economic development is---...;;;;.----""-,.....,,'''''.,,-....'_.,.----._-,..-...,.~_ .._, ...._..__.----............. ".. '.

emerging as one of the potential l4~ifying factors in the world of today} felt as it
~-..--_..-,,~..._ ....... ,_....... - ~,- , ~. _. "",",~- , ..... , .~ . • '~ ..-.?,.:•...\-,.'.,.''".' .... -.''',.. y~.,.,',.'

is In virtually all countries} independently of political creeds, philosophies and

institutional structures. To me, the succes~ion of these two meetings so different

in their purpose and character exemplifies the wisdom of the authors of the Charter,

when they} for the first time in the histo~ of interna~ional,organizations, placed

political, economic and social objectives on the same footing.

***

Internatipnal co-operation among American states, did not begin with the

United Nations. It has a long and remarkable histo~. Over many decades, and

sometimes through difficult historical circumstances} it has managed to find a

number of very striking expressions, never allowi~ temporary disputes or conflicts

between states completely to obl~terate the profound unity of tradition, culture

and purpose on which it is based. As it has developed in the system of American

~tates} it has shown its Vitality and its adaptability to contemporary circumstances.

Proof of this may be found in the recent decision to creat~ a new financial

institution designed to serve the interests of this region. The establishment of

the Inter-American Bank represents the culmination of some years of negotiations,

and we welcome this addition to the sources available for the financing of

economic development.

If the United Nations, has not been the first in this field, I believe that

I am justified in underlining the quite unique and original quality of the

contribution which it has made, and, is making, through this Commission, to the

cause of Latin American cooperation. Perhaps, we can see better the exact nature

of this contributinn at this session, where bold proposals stand before you, aiming
(more)
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at the establishment of a regional market. For such'an idea has not sprung from

a sudden, and visionary 'inspiration, Nor does it seem to have b~en primarily

influenced by experiments of a similar nature pursued elsewhere. Rather it derives

from a decade of study and reflexion, from the systematic investigation and analysis

ma~e in ECLA, with a remarkable continuity of purpose, under the able gu~dance of

Dr. Prebisch, of the conditiolls under which this continent is developing. It is

in the course of analyzing the economy of individual countries, of identifying the

various factors and the major trends affecting their growth and of attempting to

scrutinize their future that the limitations inherent in political fragmentation

have shown themselves in such a clear light, and that you have come to feel the

need for a new instrument of cooperation. In this process of elucidation, which

has led you from country studies to the discussion of the common market, there is

an' ,inherent logic and rationality, an ;intellectual quality; which has its ;roots

in the Vitality of the Latin tradition. It is this which today enables Dr. Prebisch

to speak with such force of conviction of the need for some institutional

arrangement, be it 'cownon market, free trade area, or a looser economic association.

, These proposals are stimulating through the continent a new 'look at the

relationship among countries, giying rise to efforts at accelerating the development

of mu~ual beneficial interchange. The value of this approach is already illustrated

by the first steps taken toward the program carried out in central America, which is

the outgrowth of an earlier recognition by the participating governments that

economic progress could be more effectively attained through concerted action rather

~han in ;isolat~dcompartIDentsofsmaUiridividual ·co~t~:i.es p~;~Uing'indep~~dent
......,.~ _-~_. __._-.. ,,-" ,-- , '-'. .' . .. . .

policies •. Last year,a milestone in this endeavor was, passed when the Multilateral
~~_~r>.?-:""" ." .' ,.....·,,1 ,~ '-.'

Free-Trade Treaty, was adopted'by the five governments. This type of ;inter-

relationship among underdeveloped countries is a rather new phenomenon. When this

Commission was established in 1948, trade and economic relations between countries

of the region were on the whole scanty, in spite of common language and of tpis

tradition of cooperation in many fields to which I have alluded a moment ago.

As you are now embarking on a new phase of this long and difficult journey

toward the ambitious goals for which the social scientists use the word "inte

gration,", it is my sincere hope that the United Nations, where this idea received

its first concrete formulation, will continue t6 be clpsely associated with it,

whatever may be the form which your action now assumes. The Central American

scheme pursued under the aegis of your Commission is an indication of the extent

(more)
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to which our Organization can apsist Governments in providing a constructive

framework for their cooperation. I am convinced that we can also devis~,

appropriate arrangements for the larger project involving tWP.nty nations ..

* * *

These new developments, it seems to me, apart from their inherent merits,

are bound to influence the orientation of your work in other sectors, giving tllem,

so to say, an additional dimension.. Important as they may be, they should be kept

in their true perspective, ;Lest we be tempted to believe that we !leve found a

magic cure for all our ills. The establiehment of a sys·~em of freer trade in the

region will facilitate and enhance the ina.ispensable process of industrialization,

opening up new opportun~ties for productive investments and speeding up the policy

of import substitutions. But as we discuss the intricacies of new institutional

arrangements, let us not forget that Latin American countries will continue for a

long time to depend, for their developnJent on the proceeds of their exports of

primary commodities. In this respect, we have only to look at the Economic Survey

which has been placed before you to be reminded once more of the limitations of

the regional approach, of the interdependence of the main trading partners, and

of the continuing and often acute reactions, ip the underdeveloped countries, to

significant trends in the industrialized world.

The main concern today is perhaps not so much with the temporary effects of

the cyclical movement which has now been identified as the 1958 recession) but

rather with the cumulative impact on Latin American foreign trade of the chronic

weakness in commodity markets over the last four years. It is true that the

decline was particularly felt during 1958 when exports from the region fell by

about 700 million dollars, but the trend had started earlier, and is linked with

the gradual slowing down of the rate of growth of most industrial countries since

1955. Thus the demand for raw material and foodstuffs has increased, only slowly,

in many cases more slowly than the capacity for supplying the demand. The real

value of foreign exchange receipts has failed to rise fast enough to sustain tpe

rate of economic growth previously achieved in most countries of Latin America.

This relative stagnation must of course be viewed against the background of

population increases which most of your countries are exp~riencing these days, and

which, in many places, are among the highest in the world.

(more)
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Fortunately, as a result of previous investments, and more generally of

policies initiated during the last decade, internal production of goo~s is helping

to neutralize to a certain extent the reduced availability of imports. The policy

of "substitution tl which has been 60 strongly advocated here is beginning to bear

its fruits, and countries of the region find themselves less vulnerable to the

familiar vicJ,ssitudes of demand and prices in the export products.

Also, it seems to me, we can witness ~ growing recognition of the basic

requirements of sound eccuomic development. Many of the illusions which may have

existed in the past seem to disappea~ gradually and there is, at least con~eptual1y,

a sU0stantial measure of agree11ent on the way to ha~dl8 such,problems as inflation,

rates of exchange, agri.~ultural policieG and price structure. Obviously, ID3.ny

obstacles may defeat the policies designed to achieve the stated objec"vives but,

at least, one can say that protlems ~re no more, as in the past, problems of

principles or philcsaphy, but prinar~ly problems of implelnentation.

As your countries will resume their course toward rapid ecopomic growth, ~t

is to be expected that seme problems m3Y loo~ larger than before. High rates of

grow~h and the process of industrialization cannot fail to bring to the for~front,

as they have done elsewhere, such matters as the distribution of incpme and, more

generally, the social conditions unuer which development takes place. I mention

this factor particularly because your ComrrlisJion i3 sejzed at this session witll

a proposal to amend its terms of reference in order form~lly, to recognize, in the

definition of your mandate, the import.ance af social factors. It may be for

accidental reasons that this question is depated at this juncture, bu';; recent history

indicates that such a debate is very timely. Obviously, the question of deciding

what balance must be str~ck between the often conflicting clailJS of social just~ce

and rapid capital formation is one which each government must decide for itself.

But a lot can be gained by pomparative study and the sharing of experience such as

your Commission can prOVide.

your Commission is an essential instrument of United Nations action in

Latin America and it has a natural vocation to b~ concerned with all the various

and interrelated aspects of economic development~ It does not~ however, exhaust

the total contribution of the United Nations in your continent. I may be allowed

to refer here to the incr~asing success of our program of technical assistance with

which you are so familiar. Efforts are constantly being mad~ to improve its

performance and I am glad to have with me here today both ~tr. Philippe de Seynes,

(more)
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Under..Sec.retary. for Econbmic and Sodia]t Af'fairs, 'and l-1±'. Roberto' Heurtematte,

the new. Connnissioner for Technicl!\.l ;1\S'ffi:el:tance,'a diStinguished citizen. of this

country. Their close associationtna :..unitied Department synibolizes our

determination to concentrate.moretl1an: ever bur resources' and energies toward

the concrete problems directly confronting countrieS in the process of development.'

I also want to mention the 'new Special Fund, although at this stage it may

still appear to you more, a promise than a fulfiJment, but I can assure you that,

under the guidance of Mr. Paul Hof~man, steps are rapidly being taRen to ensure

that this potentially most us~ful instrument will make itself felt in the very

near future in a number of high priority projects, enlarging and intensifying

these spp.er~s of our work which cannot be adequately covered under existing

:i?rograms.

***

Mr. President, during the last ten years, we have accumulated a body of
_"""'....,.".~ ""'~". ,YC.-,'__·_ ~.•_--~•.~ ~«~.".",..".,---..-,'.~; ,.~ ... ,.......,.•...~

~andinformation which has enabled us to diagnose tpe major ills that
•~...-_,_.... _ '_.. ._,' ,".'" .. " _ .' .,",,' ~._ 'd ,~__".""",_,#-."h_"'~'-'"'ltt~~,....,. .--","·..:o- ..... ,...~",.··"·,'__.v.•·,··- .....'.,~··A-.~·_·_,·, ....

~~t your countries In·tne'~pur6uit~o"f·thelr···newasp~~!-ons:.. During this very
~__''''' .... .~.... ,.......\lO__._-.:.)..........-_~~

~ jession, we will turn once more our attention toward solving those problems in

order tp fulfil one of our major responpibilities under the Ch~rter of the United

Nations •. In this nuclear age, we are very much aware of the consequences of a

failure to cooperate; ,this may serve to stimulate new constructive efforts .in

all parts of the world. I am convinced that there will b~ no lack of that

constru~tive and cooperative spirit in your deliberations.

Mr. President, I would like to thank you and the people of Panama once more

for their gracious hospitality and to extend to all here present my best wishes

for a'fruitful session.

* *** *
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(The following was rec~ived here from the Information Service of the European
Office of the United 11ationa ,Geneva. ),

As s:pokesJil~n for the O;;:ganization which h""s the pleasure to serve as the host

for y,our ,signol:y important Conference, it is fur me a privile~e to welcome you

on this, parti..cular ground today.

The Pal~is des Nations was built for the League of Nations, the first,

e~eriment in internationa~ cooperation for peace on a univer~~~ basis. Its

successor, the United Nations, is now the owner of the building. which houses the. . '. . " '

headquarters of al~ the European activities of the Organization•. Yqur delibera-
" :"\. ". -

tiona take place outside the United Nations, and the Organization ..is, not, in

present circumstances, a party to the work on which you are embarking, ~t I know

that I speak for all the members not here present when I extend to you the best

wishes of the Organization for your efforts, which truly serve the purposes of

the United Nations; their success will be of vital significance for every single

one of its members. With the feelings which I thus interpret, I did not hesitate

to put the services of the United Nations at your disposal when the four govern

ments were agreed on asking for them. The special subjects which will engage

your attention make it especially appropriate that those services are extended

to you here at the European center of the Organization.

It may be worth noting that the scope of the services which the Organization

is happy to give to this Conference is similar to the services provided to an

organ set up by the United Nations. The significance of your task, and its close

relationship to the main aim of the Organization, has rendered that only natural.

Were the Conference to be in need of other assistance, my response is obVious,

in the light of the position already taken in the agreement reached with the four

participants on various practical arrangements.

(more)
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For the United Nations and its spokesman every step taken toward a reduction

of tension and for a peaceful solution of conflicts on the basis of justice is
b _ .... --'~

something to be warmly welcomed, whatever form of coiiaboration or negotiation

governments may choose. Let me, in this context, recall the words of Article 33

of the Charter. In that Article, the members of the United Nations have engaged

themselves to seek a solution to disputes, the contin~nce of which would be

likely to endanger the mainte~ancc of international peace ani secu~ity, first of

all by negotiation or other peaceful means "of tb.eir own choice,," These last

words clearly set out how the founders of the Oreanization,1/'hich today 8f)sumes

its duties as your host, looked at the work for reace, Th~y spelled ou~ in the

Che.::'''je~ .how and. when the UniJ,jed Na~ions, as a means to be u~ed by g"Jvernments

in tiie solution of con:E'J.ictl"3} hGofl to assune its responnibili";ies a:~d exert its

correspond..ing rights. But thay left the necessary scope to governments to choose

the approach which they fOQ~d best adjusted to the needs of the situation. In

concluding._ I would lil,e to voice again the good wishzs and great hopes lTith

which your work will be followed.

* *** *
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Introduction and Question 1: We are vel~ grateful to you, Mr. Hammarskjold, for
, ,

receiving us here inthePalais des Nations, the place w~ere the, League of Nations

used to meet arid today the European Orfice of the tJnited Nations. w~ are particu

larlygrateful to you for answering O'lr questions in German. Ir- the League of........
Nations we had a certain amount of' experieDce of international disputes, and the

United Nations has had further experience. How do you personally feel about the

relationsHip between the League of Nations a~d- the Unit~Q N~tions? .

Answer: 'First of all, may I say that I am glad it proved possible for me to

accept the invitation of the German Te1evis10n to give this interview during my

stay in Europe. You have referred to the fact that the intel'view is taldnc; place

League of Nations

This building does,
. " . .

indeei, symbolize the historical connection betl.,reen the first attempt at 'varld

organization between thet,va world wars and the present efforts' represented in the

United Nations.

The founders of the United NationS ow~d much j;;Q the rc.ague. They drew-heavily upon its experience in eptablishing the constitution, structure and

procedures of the United Nations. In some respects, I believe, these represent
----_._--'------_~......,~;.,..~-.- .. _~._-".;'"'''~~..,.,...., ..... " ..~, -..~~,- .._......".,..,.-.-.

an advance as compared to the League.

TEe ex~ent or tne-contrroutroni1llat-~heUnited Nations can make is determined

mainly by hew well the governments use the opportunities which the world Organization

offers to them. In this respect the stage we have been. going through since 1945

has been experimental and hence the record is imperfect. But I believe that the

nations have turned more often and with more s~ccessful results to the United

Nations than they did to the League of Nations. Almost all the major problems of

the-world have been or are being dealt with in one form or another within the

framework of the world Organization. This fact reflects a growth in understanding

(more ).
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over the past twenty years of the implications of world interdependence for the

future of the world.

The difference in membership between the League of Natiqns and the United

Nations also reflects, I think, this growth of understanding. The League never

became the world-wide organization it was intended to be, and remained primarily

a European organization. The United Nations, on the other hand, now has eighty-two

member states and is approaching, though it has not yet reached, true universality

of membership.

Question 2: Mr. Hamm~rskjold, it has been said that the United Nations must

not remain ~ debating society. It has been said that the United Nations must be

given teeth. In the case of Korea and the Suez crisis it has been shown that the

United nations is prepared where necessalJ' even to use military means, in order

to ensure peace. What has been your experience so far in regard to this aspect

of your activity?

Answer: I think the first essential is to understand clearly what the United

Nations can and cannot contribute to the maintenance of peace. You have said that

the UN should "get teeth." Under the Charter the United Nations itself can use

military coercion against a natiqn which violates the peac~ only when there is

unanimity among the Great Powers. This is for two reasons. Without such unanimity

a military police action would lack the political foundation necessary to be fully

effective. Furthermore, without t~ unanimity of the Great Powers the United

Nations could be transformed into an instrument of military force in a conflict

between the Great Powers in coptrast to the fundamental ideas upon which the

United Nations was established. The Charter permits the formation of defensive

alliances for collective securi~y, but the United Nations itself was never intended

to function as such an alliance. It is designed, rather, as a universal syst~

for the maintenance of peace, which may be supplemented by defensive alliances.

Qu~stion 3: The words '\lOrld government" inevitably bring to mind Utopian

schemes,. Yet we have something in the nature of a irorld parliament in the United

Nations. Do you see any possibility of this body's eventually taking on executive

functions as well?

Answer: As to your first point, I agree. Any form of world government is quite
the

out of/question in the present-day vlOrld. As to your second point, it is true
~",_..--.",..".,._.----~ ....._~"---"_.- ...,,,~,., .. ......,...,..,",,,,,,,,-~--,-,---~,.~

that the United Nations General Assembly bears some resemblance to a world

parliament, but the comparison is a dangerous one. A decision by the General
---........- ,--_.. _-. ,~ .

~ssembl:..~oes not have the force of law. It "i.~..~,!~22E¥~~_~_~~_i:~,9.~~~o i~~~end~~~__ ,

sovereign governments. Further~more, the representatives you hear speak in the
_"_'_'''''''''''-''.~"....._-..,.._-----,._....~...-, (more)
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.They .are ambassadors, of .their governments, whichGenera~~F~semply~re not ~lected9

is a very different thing.

I believe that the United Nations doe~ !epres~n~ a necepsary stage in the

effort to create the more vigorous forms of international life whicp I believe, must

come some day if nations are to solve the .problems,of living together i~ peace.

~ dO not. believe that formal constitutional changes in the Uhited Nations offer the
• • .--..... --'''"'"~''-''''''''''--''~",o-,."..,..._~ .--.-,_~. _._, ...,_.,~~_.".~,.,-.,"'...-_"" ~ .••~~~.,_ _ .. ~,"_ .•---, ,:.;,rr-""'.--.;,._.~.. ~, ""',._~.n_.--...~_""_~_ 1O ~,

most practical possibilities at present for progress in this di~ection. On the
--_._-.-""":"-:-:-----":"""'-'
contrary, it is more naturar~TOr···aiiy6ne·-Wf1b'"·TO'IIC5im'"!·n'tt1.'!ft:n:o~fs closely

to wonder sometimes whether the present forms of }Vorld organizatj,on, limited though

they may be, are not somewhat ahead of their time.

In any .case, ~~_~~",~~~_,,~_~l~~.ch.?1~can,m~v~ fo~~dto:.p..~,1i1·9n~~:t'.w.:()Eld
rganization is by the process of organic growth. You willpote that, I purposely. ,'.' ",' ", " ..,'.,,' '," ," ',. ,.- ~;,-/."

av::o:-:ll-::T-~"'M\'-~:::t::'-:p:::;h::::r::ase-s--a's~'li;;;;id'e~~;;'m~~~;-or "world federa+'ioll Il becavse the

forms suitable fora universal society are quite lil~ely· to prove altogethe~

different from those to which we have become accustomed in national states.

The possibilities offerecl by the world Organization as it now. stands, and wi.th·

its present very limited powers have by no means y~t been fully explaited.'· \1e

must learn by trial and ~rror, through good and bad exper,iences"withinthe present

limits of.the UN Charter, if we are to move ahead toward a better order in the

society of nations.

Question 4: On the subject of the society of nations, Mr. Secretary-General,

not all countries ~e members of the United Nations. \~hat is the historical

explanation fo;t:" this? Do you believe :that all the nations of the world '1ill

eventually become members?

Answer: There was for many years a deadlock between the Great Powers on the

admission of new members to the United Nations. ~le deadlock "as broken in ~955,

and since that time, as you ImowJ the membership has increased from 60 to 82. So

far as independent states are concerned the problem is now mainly con~ined 'to the

divided nations, of which Germany is one. The continuing division of these nations

reflec"'c.s .the reasons which, so far, have stood in the way of their membership in the

United Nations. However, the Federal Republic of Germany is a member of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Europe, ta~es an active part in many other Unite~

Nations programs, and has an observer at United Nati.ons Headquarters in New York.

Question 5: Are we to conclude that Germany, in its present provisionally

divided form, cannot become a member of theVnited Nations?

Answer: As long as the German people are not represented in the .United

Nations -- that is perhaps not a direct reply but it is wh~t I want ,tosay-- the
,(more)
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Organization will unfortunately not have achieved the universality which its

founders had ~n mind and which it must achieve one day, if it is to develop to its

full strength. I should, however, not, like to engage in any speculation as to hOW,

or how soon, this ea~ be brought about.

Question 6: Mr. Hammarskjold, l wonder if we can now ask you a few questions

with regard to the present situation. B,y its move in Berlin, the Soviet Union hap

again raised the German question. ~lis question is a threat to European security.

What, in Jrour view, are the prospects of the United Nations participating here in

Europe in the solution of this most burning question?

Answ~ It is impossible to say at the moment whether or how the special

framework for negotiation available in the United :{ations might, ;in certain

circumstances, contribute to the settlement of the German problem.

As to safeguards for the future integrity and independence of Gennany, I would

merely point out that the United Nations Charter pledges all states to refrain from

the threat or use pf force against the territorial integrity or political independenc

of any other state.

As I have already mentioned, the Charter aims at a universal system of

collective security, supplemented by defensive alliances, to uphold those rights.

Even the use of military force in self-defense is subject to certain conditions and

requires ~n investigation, which the Security Council is alone empowered to

undertake.

Question 7: Mr. Secretary-General, if the powers negotiating on the Berlin

question should desire the United Nations to attend in Berlin, what possible forms

could its attendance take, and, in this connection, of course, the question of

security of access arises.

Answer: What contribution the United Nations might make to a solution of the

Berlin problem will be determined in the first place by the wishes of the govern

ments principally concerned, an~ in the second place by the capacities and

limitations of the Organization.

The United Nations is providing both the meeting place and the Secretariat

servic~s for the Foreign Ministers' ~eeting, which begins in this building on

11 ~~y. Thip itself indicates a certain, though limited, role for the world

Organization. It does not mean, of course, that the meeting is under the formal

auspices of the United ~ations or that the Organization as such is in any way a

party to the discussion. But it does mean that it has been found that the United

Nations can provide a natural framework within which such discussions between the

two sides can take place.
(more)
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(more)

Beyond this I would not wish to try to prophesydevelopmen+-sa~this time.

Should the powers concerned decide that.something more than this sort of external
, . '.. ... ;

framework for negotiation is requ~ed from the United Nations, there a're several

ways Of meeting the~ wish~s. Should there be agreement ;00 requesting ~he United

Nations to assume certain p:r.f.\cticC'J,. resj7on!libiJ,.itie3 jn rclGti'on to 'the' status of
. ..' .' ' ; .

Berlin, this would meen that the llniteJ. N-stiom:vrould be req?~;~~fl. t~ pl"lyan active
.• - .. '1

political part, even before the deliberationa bad been comIJle~~e::d,. This is because

a decision' of o,~ch acharact,=;,r mUE:;t' be taken by ',the Ge:leral AsseIJblyor the

SecUrlty CoUncil. .'

~,ue:-:t.l:'Jn 8: It is quite uTl'1.l)rstandr:ble, Hr .Scc:r.~tary~G'1ne:ra.2., that you

should be p:\rticularly rese:t'yed in Y0ur BtCltemer:~s on ~he Be:-:lin c:ois;i.o., :Sut, two

specific proposals have bee~~~d.e ic this CO~1cction, and p~rbaps y~~ co~ld say

E~:n.:1ething ~bout them. One ...r1'l.S a Vt;~y fe.r-reacl:.ing S".lggest~.\)n, nmuely: 'Could

nQt the TIeaiquarters of the Lbiten. Natim.'s be moved from ~lew York to Ber::'in'l

WO'lld th~t not provirlt.:l maximum security in central Zu:t'opel Then there ,was a
. .. . . .

rather d.i..r:rcl'ent, modi.fied::lUggestion: cC\1.l1d a BoluU.on on' the linea, of the

Vatican State be contemplated for Berlin~

Answer: I do not think that a tranf:fer of ~nitCld Nations Hesdqus'rters from

New York to Be:t':in is conce:L~rable, deoi:::'nble 0": nece;;.i1;l.ry. Nor 6.-:> I tllin:~ that

the status,of Berlin c~n be dacid.<;d UpO'1 the bGsia o~r: the exper'~0nce wj:th the

Vatican City. ' The problem is entirely different. A- 30luticn for BeJ:liu must be

worked out in the ligllt of the'''special circUIn..::tsnces of th'l :Berlin question and

of the German questio~ as a whole.

Question 9 ~ A f€v deya ago, Sir,:tn Copenhagen,you expres~ed t:Q,e idea

that it might be ~ossible to hold a aum..uit conf'erence with'.i.:l the frame·..,ork of the

United Nntions. Could you go into a little more deta'il on that point?

Answer: I can only repeat what I said at Copenhagen. I' am not a prophet

and I hav~ no proposals to make. But~in copnection with the attitude of the

United Nations inth~ presentBit~tion, it is interesting to note that last year

plana for a summit conference were linked with the Security Council. I also
" ..

thought it would b,e useful to mention in my statement the reasons why that idea

was abandoned .~st ..year ~
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Question 10: Much of what you have said, Mr. Secretary-General, is closely

connected with the question how the United Nations can be more effective.

Answer: I think I have already answered this question in some of my earlier

replies about the role of the United Nations. The United N~t10ns mechanism is......
workable as i tis, I believe -- J?rovided we lE:arn ~9)v. t,9}~~~A~,.~e:~ter. We ha've

had man~ less'~~~~~sInce'1945' in this respect. But we should also recognize that,

§.Q.f~:rJl~L!10rldor&lniz~tion is concerned, the nati0I.1s.,a~:~~~~~:~_.~ervingtheir

....:.wrenticeship. "_h.

I have spol~en of the uses of the United Nations as both a negotiating organ

and an executive organ in the peaceful solution of conflicts. I believe we have

hardly begun to explore the real extent of the possibilities in both these

respects.

The United Nations is well suited to serve as an organ of what might be
"'1.1 l'l"'f!"'J'ii!*",,~

called "active preventive diplomacy." . There are many situations in which the
1t......."""-7,.,..."""-_y.,~_":<-.'O,~,'J' .•.•t''''_,''-.,'''' ....,...~~~."'''"'=~-'"''~, .._·''''"'.. -.

world Organization, acting through its Secretary-General or in some other way,

can intervene in the early stages t9 prevent conflicts from developin~Jn.w~.-·_·'
.;:""'-......'""'~"'" Ii> 4 _ . .' - .-----~~._,-_ .._".''''.,--'''''-.,.--

that endanger peace. This means that the United Nations must represent an

'Independent i;;i¥e;;st, as against the pa';t'ii:'s::;a:::n~i:':n~t~e::r:':::e:'::s~t~s-'t"'n""a't-t!""'l'~e~:rneVTtS6IY--·-~
--t' --'-'-'-"-'-" ~.,_._~ ,. _-"._ ~.._.- '" ~ _.= ~--~_._~.•••_..,,~.__._,,--'"_.__.._•.. ,,' ,,' ." _., .'presen • _ ..

~"V' , ....~

Question 11: The present world situation is fraught with the greatest

dangers, while at the same time it is full of promise for human progress. Every

thing would appear to depend on the successful promotion of international under

standing and readiness for such understanding. How far can the United Nations

help to bring about this understanding and this readiness for understanding1

Answer: You are, of course, quite right in stating that we are living today

with greater dangers of d~struction as well as greater possibilities of human

progress than ever before. How far we can fend off the dangers and take advantage

of the possibilities depends not so much on the shape of the machinery we have in
, v' _.",~_ '_'''' ... ,',_' .• _ _.'_~__,.__,~~__ ~"_"_""_-,,,,,,,,< ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,.",,_..,.__..._..__~".<-....,

the United Nations for world cooperation as on the manner in which that machinery
---- 1 _. _ .... /'i;_

..~s }l.~~(Lp~__:t1J.~,""oo.:.ti.Q.na" ...Q.!...:t~.x.o;rJ d. ,w•..:¥-...~~.-,·-·· ---,.....,~-----~-- ''>''-~'-'----'' ""~" '" .

The United Nations provides what I believe to be an indispensable framework

for efforts to increase mutual understanding in the world and to improve the

chances of preserving peace. But the responsibility for using it for these

purposes remains with governments and with the peoples they represent.

Final remark: Mr. Hammarskjold, our people today, perhaps more than ever
(more)
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before, place their hope in the United Nations. For this reason, we are

especially grateful to you for taking the time to accord us this interview.

***

(Note: The intel'Tiew w:i.th the SecretRry-General \T~<S rec'Jrded in German

on Thursddy, 7 I.lpy, at the Palais ('e.s Nations. i'he text. of t~,e int~rview and

French and English translations hove been made available in Geneva with the

embargo indicated above.)
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MESS.o\GE OF SECRETARY-GENERAL FOR

'WORLD RED CROSS DAY} I 8 :w,y 1959

"World Red Cross Day" this year calls for special note and observance, for it

is just one hund:'ed years ago that Henri Dunant, moved by the sufferings of the

wounded on the battlefield of Solferino, conceived the idea of a humanitarian

movement now unjversally known as the Red Cross.

Thanks largely to TIenri Dunant's own untiring efforts, his compassionate idea

evoked not only sympathy, but action. It led to the adoption of international

rules for the humane treatment of prisoners of war and wounded. From his idea has

grown the League of Red Cross Societies composed of the Red Cross, Red Crescen~ and

Red Lion and Sun national societies throughout the world. Their activities are no

longer confined to the battlefield, but are promptly extended to peoples, whoever

they are, and wherever and whenever they may be the victims of disaster.

The growth, influence and, most important of all, the great work of the Red

Cross for the alleviation of human suffering, inspire and encourage all who believe

in the effectiveness of international cooperation for overcoming the obstacles

natural or man-made -- to h~an progress a~d happiness. It is this belief that

animates the work of the United Nations.

At its first General Assembly the United Nations unanimously recognized the

value of the Red Cross idea and ever since has actively cooperated in many programs

of assistance with members of the League of Red C~oss Societies and the International

Committee of the Red Cross.

I feel sure that on this hundredth anniversary of his dedication to the cause

of men 's humanit~l to man, Henri Dur.ant would have us pay homage also to all those

unknown voluntary worke.:-s throughout the world who are carrying on his work witb_

the same selfless devotion, finding reward enough in the CBI'e and comfort they can

bring to their fellow men.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY··GENERi\.L DAG HAMIvIARSKJOLD

BEFORE THE ACAD~MIC ASSOCIATION OF THEill~IVERSITY OF Lm~D,

LUND, mJEDEJ'T, 1-10NDAY, 4 MAY .. 1959
(translation from ~iedish)

In one of the capitals of the Orient -- one of the smallest and least

accessiple ones -- I had a conversation recently which happened to turn on

questions of religion. .This happens often in that part, of t:'le. world. Allabout

us, there was a row of pagodas from different centuries" and life was strongly

colored by the position of the city as a Buddhis~ shrine. But the representative

of the country with whom I was, talking said that for man:VBuddhisIn was b.arclly more

than a thin cloak over nninis~. He added: "But ~ha:t--{s·there for you 'as a
- ,>.. " .....-'...-._...-,.,;"'~••., ".-- '-' ~ ",~")">' ",,~-.

Scandinavian to say? Think of Knut IIamsun or Selma Lagerlof:"

The story may serve as a starting point for some tho~ghts about the con

frontation of East and West in present-day international life, and the problems
......... .".... -~~_._-~,-- ..~._~.~ _~ ..-,.: '." ~ ,.~.~, ..".."." ..(-~_..,.• -.,,,....~,=- _ ..,---,~._~-_ ""'''''''''.

~osed by this confrontation. No matter howoverwhe~ningother world problems may

appear to us because of their proximity, it is possible that :he future will

attach greater importance to the rebirth of Asia and Africa in the historical
-...--~-"","-,-,~.",.~'t__ :"".~._ '-_ ~"'_', "........ _:/~; .....,., .. ~.•... _.'.. ~-~....'~..... - ...-.- ,....~•.;.,."- -_~...-,'_.......,.,> .........-..-_.,'

evolution of the present epoch, than to the questions now uppermost in the news. ,

The little anecdote pas many illuminating. points, important to an under

standin~ of the situation. It offers an instance of how much an educated Asian

may Imow of Western culture far more than the Ilesterner generally knows about

that of Asia. At the same time, the reaction is typical of the matter-of-fact way

in which references to religion ~ay be made by leaders in a part of the world,

~'here yet, iiithout exception, reliGion is a. dominent political factor. Another

aspect worth noting is the ope apparent in the semi-ironical equating of spiritual

development in East and West. Finally -- even thouGh the anecdote shows this only
"

indirectly -- conversations like this ,one offer stril:ing proof of ho~ openly a

discuspion can be conducted between a We6terne~ andtoday's 6pok~s~en of Asia or
. :.. .. '-'~'" . ..' '. .

Afric;3.. He have advanced far beyond the, worl(\' once mirrored by.l{ipling or Sven
. I

Hedin •.
~more )
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To understand th~ prC!s~mt situation and to see the future in the right

perspective, it is useful to go back in histOI'y a bit. In doing so, the

limits set for a speech like the present one, of course, force ro~ both to generalize

and to simplify the argument.

In today1s perspective, the Europe of the early 19th Century appears as a

tightly closed cultural world, highly deveJ..oped but essentially regional in

character. Goethels "universalit~t" was combined with a firm conviction of the

suprerracy of the European mB.n of culture, a supremacy which ere~te1 invisible

walls around his spiritual life in relation to other parts of the 'World.

As time went on and the r:1illtary and political i'J.i'luellce of Europe W8S

eAtended further and further in Asia and Africa, this conviction of supremAcy

found increasingly concrete -- and increasingly simple -- exprefsions. In many

cases, it came to be represented by.persons whose only supericrity o.er those they
• ~c- '--.-"._".. ~,.......,._._.__._.~.......... __••<_"',....~....................."."_"' .~. ,.

~d to ~~;L w~!h lay in the power they had back of them. Nobody should minimize
.u lito ~'"c~ ........ " ..,--~ .••".... ,....__'.•".... ~" ")'.-~, '~"_', .•. "'- ..o.J"_"" ."~_.-,, ......... '"~''''' , ..... _~." ..__ .... ""'""'"._ ...... -."'--,_." •.• , ~,-._~"_,,,"_W~~•.~ ,., ...-,... ~'

the admirable achievements frequently attained by the colonizers of the 19th

Century. But nolJody should forget that colonization reflected a basic approach

which may have been well found.e~ 1:1 certain limited respect3, but .rhich often

mirrored false claims, partict:.larly when it touched. or. spiritual development.

Applied generally, it was untenable.

One consequence of the oasic approach in tr,e urLfoldi.ng events of the 19th

Century was that contact with the Asian and African pi"'oples c.id not break down

the closed character of Western European cultU=2. Otncr peoples were approached

from points of departure which made it very difficult to assimilate what they,

in turn, had to offer. The ethnologist, the geograph8r or ~he religious scholar

could impart his findings, but largely these rcmaine~ exotic information of

interest to experts alone, not integrated into t~3 mainstr830 of culture. Such

integration is difficult in any case. In this setting, it was ma~e almost

impossible. To make it a reality required an intellectual humility and an open

minded set of values, which came about only when European man was shaken in his

self-confidence and saw the walls around his closed world crumble before the

pr~ssure of new forces which Europe itself in large part had called into being.

To a Westerner of a later generation who is facing today's Asia and Africa,

it is a useful exercise to go back to the works about these areas written by

distinguished Europeans whose mental attitude vas shaped in the main before the

first World War. What strikes one in the first place, perhaps, is how much they

did not see and did not hear, and how even their most positive attempts at entering

(more)
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into a world of different thouChts and emotio~s ~iere colored by an unthinking,

self-assured S1..41.Jel':tority.- ,;' ,

The first WorldWarbro\lght tbewor.ld across the Atlantic into the, picture

in ea~'t:'---The'~econdvlorldUarop,ened the dtloI', for Asia andAfrica.'Berbwecn

th~ wars, Eu::ope passed through apeTiod, in which (';lid forms and norms '-lere dis

solved., Nineteenth centt~y Germany existed no more. In the fields of politics

and culture, tile other European great powers underwent parallel changes. 'l'hG

ilhole closed EUl'opean cultural circle was broken up in a reappraisal of all values.

Many of us have had contact with the European world of the fading 19th

Century --the typical attitudes of which have, of course, reached far into our

own -- and then experienced the breakdown of the European 'circle of culture,

spiritually, politically and geographically, finally seeing at least the beginning

of a new synthesis on a universal basis. Depending on temperament and background,

reactions to this evolution may vary. One nsy reach back for the ll~gined calm

of the closed,world. One may find onets spiritual home in the very disintegration

and its drama. Or, one may reach ehead towards the glimpse of the sJ~thesis,

inspired by the dream of a new culture in which there is achieved, on a level

encompassing the whole world, what once seemed to have become a regional reality

in Europe.

He who choOSGS the latter course will be disappointed, if he believes the

task to be easy or the goal close. But he can count on the richest satisfaction

in meeting different spiritual traditions and their representatives, if he

approaches them on an equal footing and with a cor~on future goal in mind. He

will also find rich satisfaction in the progress he will note in the direction of

a human community Which, while retaining the special character of individuals and

groups, has made use of what the various branches of the family of man have

attained along different paths over thousands of years.

r have tried to outline the evolution from a west European point of view.

The form of my statements, however, has naturally been colored by such experiences

as that illustrated by the opening anecdote. Let me return to that story for a

moment.

Thernan I l'I'astalking to was deeply conscious of the unsatisfactory economic

and social c.onditions in the c:euntry, he represented•. He was also aware that its

spiritual life might appear primitive, measured against the severe-yardstick

offered by Buddhism in its pure forms. But he did not apply such a yardstick. He

(more)
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saw and respected the view of life held by the people. He did not find it

basically inferior to views of life which he hed encountered ~npro~nent repre

sentatives of European culture. .\nd he certainly did not see it a~ any reason

whatever for his own people to remain in the economic and so~ial state which

prevailed in the country even after many decades of \Jestern colonial rule with

the progress these were said to have rreant. W11at he asked for his people and his

countl'Y was cooperation with others, based on E'olidarity and mutual res1Ject ,

without any false distinctions between cultures or races, with gratitude for what

Europe had done, but also idth 8 critical eye towards all unfuun:::ed claims.

\.That I have now said abo'lt the meaning of the words I quoted is not based

on an~: direct statements made at the tilte. Explanations were unne,.:essary. The

interr-retation of the answer is my ~\n, but it has a firm basis in what I h~ve

learned through years of intil~te contact with representatives of the Asian and

African peoples.

I used the word solidarity • It is a key word in this connection, and to me

it is the answer to the irritable questions and reactions which are still some

times forthcoming from those who have €ntr~nched themselves in the past and view

alrr.'.:>st as a traitor any Europcan who does noti weep ov-;r the receding powflr of

Europe.

The healtt and st~ength of a community depend on every citizen1s feeling of----,<,-,_.<._,.._,.. "_.,~-,,,.<. __..•,,..-'''-,.•,--_.. ••••.. .. ',,"" " ," .. . ,

_Ja9.!.l~~r_~~..~~_~~:._.~!~: ..e,~.~,i~~~~?s} and on his willingness, in the name'elf tilis"

"~o~.i~r~~y:, to shoulc.er his :pcrt of the b"Jrdens and r2sponsibili~ip.s of the

community. The same i::; of cO'..1rse t:;"ue of humanity as a whole. And jtsc:; as it
......_-_-.:......-".... " ...... ,"•..... - .

cannot be argu€tl that ~>Tithin a com.Jl1nity an economic upper class halds its

favored pocition by vi::tue of greater acility, 3,S a quality "hi<.h is, as it were,

vested in the g=~")"~p by nature, so it is, of co',,:,.:,e., imrossiule to rnaintain this

in regard to nations in their mutual reln7ionsh~ps.

I believe tha.t no anthropolog:'st r:.owadays vould say the,t the various branches
.. - 'c - ~ , , __ ". ~",",.> i,,~' - .'_,-._' __ ~.". .. ...., .,... ,~,- ~_."., _lI:.....-,..-- _...-, _•. ~.

of the family of man represent fundamentally different potentialities for contri-
'-..... ... -.......-..""_'~_~, ..__.............." ..•\",. J' "do."" r'O.-.,"""'-'- .~.,....,,, ..- r" "1'.' ~~- --~. ,.,",.~,~,.;--"'.~ .............:.... ~ . ,,-. -, 0,.···... ,.,. 'J ;;><y.•,'." .',' , .•'"'">.,.... ,- ·~~A·_.. __·" .•: .'-.""'~ ':fn~.,.,,"·.",·.'.....''''~ ...f.;·,.-I'·_·_ <

....~utiom and development in various fields of intellectual and materia~ a5;;t.~.Yj,'t1Y'.
- __ .P'_,.,....,,_"-,.,,"""', .., ""'C."" """., '_ ~ __~._..,.~.._.'I' '.,.:.".,_"~,, • .....--. _.'""'.,"',.'••.,"'''_.,./,._•. _,••_ ~~', ''''''''_''-'""Jt.""",.-..,, ""',••j"~_~"'''' '''''-"'''''''''''''''''''~.'''"'''-_~_'_'~ ,-_~,,,,, .. _'''''''~'''''l'.'.~ """';'--'~--'~" .....,... "'-

If I may s~eak on the basis of my own experience, ~hich in one way is of course

limited, but in another very extensive, I would say that for my part I have not

been able to discover any such differences,

~~f'ius'Ii::e~I'ff-!·'Q'0?:r~wriefe'";·>-n6~moreinternationally than nationally, any

distinct grou~ can claim superiority in mental gifts and potential~ties of--.---_.., .. ,.".... '- ""--'"

(more)
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development. \'1hat may in practice l3eem t9 po~nt in. another direction is explained,

by the vast'd.if'ferenc~s'\lhichi{av~'p~~vai'i~d i~ opp~rt~ity to 'bring the gifts

to fruition a~d expression •. ·Tbose '~emocr~~,iC' i'deals 'W~ich"de~nd e~ual opportuni-
; ,

ties for all~houldbe appli~d alEoto peoples and races. ,

In these circ~st~nces;, it appear~ e~ident; that no' natio~ CK.~Q.1JlLot._lJAllQOS ,.'
..." '. I ". ". . .' . . _. ' •••.;' '.' l".. . ... . ; ,

~~":':~,.:~~~.:__~~__ ~.~~2:~.!~~~.~,~Y..P;:~~9Y:". It is in its own interest that the
other groups have opportunities equal to t~ose it has had itself. To contribute

to this is an act of solidarity which is not only good for the ~hole but, 1n the

long run, redounds to the advantage even of those who take the action. !t means
, I.' • . .

that (:adership is sUb~~it~~~!~r.Eow~! ~eadership both in giving other peoples

their chance and in 8ssistingthem, \lithcut issuing commands, to find the best way

to develop their spiritual and material resources.

On a modest level and to an all-too-small extent, the Organization I represent

is work~ng in the directio~ I have ino~catedo It is based on a phi~osophy of

solidarity. It attempts to convey to the less favored nations, in, the first
, . '

place ,knowledge, but also material resources which will g:i,ve tl1em the chance for

a development and position corresponding to their potentialities. It tries to

find forms in,which the ancient nations which ere now gaining or ~~vegained

their 'freedom, may find their new place witho~t frictions. It accords th~m all

an e9-ual voice in the councils, .~nd.ependent of race,'historY,and phycical or

economic pO\ler., The latter respect is one in whi~h, in pe.rticW:-ar, one encounters

a skepticism similar in nature to that whicp once formed an obstacle to universal

suffrage. One,may be conscious of the hazards of such an experiment and,yet be

convinced that it is necessary and has to be carried out. In this case, the

experiment must succeed. To achieve this, those who work for the new synthesis

must not deny or queGtion the principles on which it must be based.

To an increasing extent, experts from t~e West have gone out to the new

nations in Asia and Africa to help the governments in different posts. In this,

they have embarked on a career entirely in the spirit of the age, and one which

belongs to the future. I hope that from Sweden, and indeed from this university,

men and ,wmen will go out into the world in the various forms which are available ,

not as some kind of missionaries either for the vlest or for a world community,
. ,

but in order tO,serve, by practical work, the evolution towards the synthesis

Nhich is on the \lay.

They cando it, aware of the riches of the cultural heritage which is theirs

and of all that Europe stands for, but they should do it in awareness, 81so, that

(more)



the best and soundest way to perpetuate this cultural heritage is to meet other

peoples and other cultures in~humble respect for the unique gifts that they, in

turn, have offered and still offer to humanity.

They should realize that it is a sign of the hi~lest culture to be really

capable of listening, learni~g and therefore also responding in a way which helps

the less favored ones; while it is a privilege reserved for th$ half-aducated who

is unaiTal"e :)f his li:rr.itatiollS to be a poor listF::ner ia a feeling of his own false

supe~t'iority. Le",uership -- the word I have used to d~sigU<-:tte what may come

instead of superior power -- is a dangerous word if one does not keep in mind that

the most influenttal leaders in the European cultural evolution were askers of

quel3tj.')ns li'ke Socrates or the carpent,ar t s SOil from Nazareth~

!-illlCh hGS to oe overCOlli(~ by a Vesterner clloo3 ing the rC'ad, I ha 'Fe here spoken

of, not only within himself but also within those he is serving. I believe what

I have said to be enough concerning those problems of his own he has to solve in

facing the East in international cooperation. A few words more may be in order

concerning the difficulties the Asian or African encounters in the same cOD1ronta

tion.

On the simplest level he comes up agRinst the difficulties unavoidable when
~,~,._~ ~.-' -_ .. ···_·" ,_·..·'.''"''~ ; ,.. ,~ ".--.-...'l"c'"'J'' ...,.,.~.. 'f."'{.' ',."'~.,_.c:.

poverty and.relat;i.ye oPt!len,ce are con!ronteo, w:i,:tb ea,9h,Q.:th.l?!,.e A needy person who

knows that assistance is given in a spirit of s?lidarity, and knows that he can

put it to such use that he will one day be able to reDay it even in kind,may still

find difficulty in avoiding a feeling of dependence and a distrust of the motives

and attitudes of the helper. The same man I quoted b<3fore also said: III suppose

you realize that it ItBy be more difficult to receive assistance than to give it?"

This situation becomes dOUbly serious if those in need of h01p take justifiable

pride in what their own nation has achieved but have a feeling, only too often

well-founded, that its value is not realized by the other party.

A related difficulty is created by the differences in the scales of values.
"--n--, .... IW'llII_·.l·· L 'lIo! • ....,..",••~-"""-...

In the eyes of the East -- and karhaps in actual reality -- the overwhelming .,

technical progress which is the mark of the West has marked us more than we

ourselves realize. The Asian admires the material achievements of the West, he

knows what they may mean for the improveme~t of living conditions in his own world,

and he is anxious to make use of their results. But he is not willing to pay for
'-"",,,- '--"""-"""'''~~>''-'-'"''''~." ...-.- ...-•• _.---"-....,-~.....,.-.., .._..... ,. _ •.. , - .... ' ... -- ..~- ...~ •. _....,--

the improvement by changing his way of life in a manner which may seem to him as
_,~" __-<-,~,,,,,_,,,,~,~,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,",,_,",,_,.. •._",,,,.... _._.;, __,,.. ,,,~,,.", .• ,_' ¥',_,. " "",~~.. ,....,......... ~".< "~.'-' ~,_,,,,,,,,,", ..... _,..J_.\.~,,,.. < • '_., _'<"''',.~.".. ,.~" ~ " ,_ ......', .....•.._,..~ •.•__..

an unavoidable concomitant of technis~l progre~s bMt 1:l13. ;i,!lcoIllpatible with the
~'-_~'~""."_""'-'_"""'''''~·_''-·-"~·"",,,__ , .•.•• o,,>,_.,,,.'_ ..__."........._""~,.,,''''" ~-,.,.- "'- -,*," ""~, ". -- '-" -- - .. -- '-'''', -- ," , ,-- -- '.--' "., .... , P. ," ",' • -, •

spirit and traditions of his own people •
.,--_.•_•.__.•~ .. '. M·._.·· ·_.. {more)
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P~;rt*, i'~'"r:t:7,~t~vc~~ .-~~n,:lit:.e ;:pa.s·R~en'~~e ~a.~e .8)1.9. elem~;p'~ar.y;n~dtl :fille9.,

people are hardly ~q,eha~p:i,er 'Qybeinge:Kposedto Jnfluences creating needs which. '. .; .~ ,.' . ; ',. .,.'. - " ~ . ~ '...... ,

fundame~tal:L~r are foreign, to.tJ)em an.~ t~nd.,to grow:mo!e rapidly than new means of

satisfying the needs can be created. T"nisis no arg';ltent for the contentedne,ss of
." ,'. ... .. '

the poor as it.was. worshipped in the Victorian fairy~,tale world. Nor-is it a. . ~ . ,...'. : -" '

question of~he pover.'yy wh,ich is borf1e- v~th eq:ua!limity'qecause i:t is sharedpy all.

Wnat we must reme~b~r in tb~s connection is that str~)'g and l~ving ~piritual

traditions in the Afroo:-Asian worli still make for an ·;~:~,rJ:cqach ,to life and its

blessings which vouchsafes ~~~~in2.ss on a leve~. ~rr1~~~ W~ would speak of misery.

The obligation of all of us, GOnd of the interne. t:L::: ::'<1. corr.munity, to give economic

security and raise the living standards for tl10Be t'i;c~thirds of humanity who live

close to the le'/el of starvr-: (,::' ::)!;. or below it, is ines~Qp8ble. But the representa

tive, for instance, of the :3,.,'~3~·~t;t world is m':::re COZHJcious than we are of how

true it is, even in tho: I!:.Op.:~ plcr:cntal ccnte=~t of evcl'yO£.y life, that ~?--~~!.:.~o.

not by bread alone.
l. ·"'","",-~",.t"",.,..,..."-,....,&;....,,...,.,(.t;.o.·-"l":i~'J"'_.~~,~.. :'f'O,.~.".~-.- .

Finally, there 1';.:':"3 di..!': ';'l~·;.:.ties explained by the f2.ct that we are still very

close to the epoch 't\~;',r, tl.e \'8St, lived happily in its f~eJ.':r.g of superiority, thus

innocently creati~1g D ,orresI,o:}cUng uncertainty in minds and b~art:3 of repl'esenta

tives of other cultuT~l regions. For an Asian or an African, it may be difficult

to enjoy the cro:::'ritua2. heritage of the "lest without a sense of cleavage which may

be pushed all the way to ro')t:leE-sness, or without an uneas::'ness as though in the

face of treason, while tneWcsterner, from his point of view, rray widen his

cultural range and absorb other traditions without corresponding tensions. Here

we meet what may be the most serious of the obstacles to be surmounted. Can we

solve the problem without, as it were, grbwing· out of it, the way we do when the

same kind of difficulties occur in our personal lives? Here, the greater

responsibility rests on him who believes he is the stronger.

I once knew a man from Asia of the highest culture. Educated at European

universities during and. after the first World War., he was at the Great Divide in

the evolution I have spoken of. He once told me how, in his early youth, he lived

with and loved the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. He thought he had made the original

text entirely his own, until he came to Britain and became acquainted with

Fitzgerald
'
s translation. Then, this in turn became -- in the academic surroundings

(more)
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that began to transform him -- h1S· "realtf Ruba1yat.. He returned home, however,
, . .

and again found Omar Khayyam fa poems such as he had once made them his own. The

pendulum kept swinging, and, he concluded, "even today I do not know whicb

RUbaiyat is mine, Omarls or Fitzgeraldls."

The story needs no comment. Figuratively, there ere still millions upon

. millions who do not know which Rubaiyatis theirs, Omarts or Fitzgeraldfs. We

must reach the day when they, an~ all of us, can enjoy in common the RUbaiyat and

the fact that we have it both in Dmar's and in Fitzgerald1s version.

* *** *
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Do He Need the United Nationsl

We are in the midst of a period of intense international negotiations. Every

day, the press brings news about conferences among leading statesmen, correspondence

between governments, and meetings of various political organs such as the NATO

council of ministers. It may appear as though the significant developments we are

witnessing were taking place entirely outside or independently of the United

Nations. One may well ask where the Org~~ization is in this puzzle. Since it is
~~.. ,., ~ -' ~. " ~""~i~"_' ~., ""~~,,,,_,,,, _,_.",-<

not Visible, one may wonder what role it plays in world politics. Has it been

sidetracked by other organs~ Have difficulties an~ failUl'es broken its ability to

makE: co:n~I~2l~~tC?Jt>s. 9f Y§J"u,e? In attempting to anSiTer these questions, it may be

natural to tie the answers in with the present international discussion and some of

the problems it poses.

Let me begin by making some distinctions which may help clarify the problem.

The United Nations is, on the one hand, an organ of
~-.u~''''''''''~'1._",_~J'''I-,-r-'''".'''''''''''~~':'''''~''>~"'';;' .---,'" -,\"l_-'.'. .,.~, •.- .,-· __ ·"x, G'~' '," "C-,·.;z,{S,·..... ,', ,-,~"", ",' ........"L_...,,._~

an executive organ with practical functions. These
~ '-- ...... '0 n" IT' b " __ ' h-rTi. 1/~_ "!"'V -.-z.~.-""lIl,..._ioIiMIit

kinds: military functions, police functions, diplomatic-political or administrative

functions. In appraising the need for the United Nations in the present situation,

it is necessary to keep apart the tasks of the Organization in connection with nego~

tiations, and its possible executive functions along the lines I have just mentione~

It is true, as I have already said, that so far the United Nations has not

entered the picture as a forum for those international negotiations concerning

G~rmany an~ the European security problem which have dominated events during the

past months. But this means neither that the Organization has been without

importance in the current negotiations, nor that those forms of negotiation which

it offers may not playa crucial part later on.

In the United Nations, representatives meet face to face, not only from

countries with a direct interest in the German question and the European security

problem, but also from the many states for whom the o~tcome of the international

deliberations may indirectly have a vital importance. Of course, something similar

(more)
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takes place, although in varying degrees, wherever the majority of states have

diplomatic representation. There is, however, a~qualitative difference between

New York and these capitals. Over the years, the diplomatic representatives

accredited to the United Nations have developed a cooperation and built mutual

contacts in dealing with problems they have in common, which in reality make, them

members of a kind at continuous diplomatic conference, in which they are in

formally following anq ,able to discuss, on a personal basis, all political ques-
. . '

tions which are im~ortant for the work of the Organization. These continuous

informal deliberations do not lend tnemselves tQ publicity, ffi1d they receive none.

But it woW-a be. a grave mistake to conclude from this that they are unimportant.

On the contrary, .the flexible and confidential forms in which these discussions

can be pursued have given them a particular value as a complement to other
""---~--""

diplomatic contacts and to all the various conferences and public exchffi1ges about
~~~ ..,.' '.0< .

which we are being informed through the press and which constitute the normal

operating procedures in ~~9r~ traditional diplomacy.

In these circumstances, it is natural that contacts concerning the se~"irity"'~
,"" '

..Ero~h~.~~~Si~.~!()P.~,an,qu:s~i?nsha~e developed of late at United Nations Head-

quarters, too. J.1yown experience is that, in this informal way, the Organization
' ........... ~·tl ,,'4 ~

has become the framework for importe.nt exchanges between member states about the

questions simultaneously dealt with at, foreign ministers' meetings, in the NATO

) coupcil, etc. It is all the more natural that such has been the case, since it is
f

§ within the realm Qt the possible that the United Nations will be given certain
!
~ functional tasks later on or will be used as a central negotiating organ concerning

some specia~ facet of the Euu'opean problems.

While the negotiations on the official level have so far predominantly been

conducted among the Powers on one side or the other in the international conflict,

the unofficial contacts within the United Nations have naturally not been

similarly restricted. Public debate in the United Nations is dominated by the

same differences among the parties as international political life as a whole.

But behind closed doors these differences are diluted. The human factor carries
,-~ ..,.--,~.~ ,,,' ':",."'"!'.;,:......,

more weight there, and con~i,d~~t:,ialexchl:¥l&es aI,'§ .. ;pQss;ible even across frontiers
• " '0. _A" "''''.' ._~,_., '_'''''~._

which otherwise appear impassable.
, ,.', , ' .,.. '~", -, .'~ -

One illustration of the position of the Organization is that it serves as

host to the foreign ministe~B' meeting in Geneva about a week from now. This, of

course, does not mean that the meeting takes place under,t4e auspices of the

United Nations, or that the Organization is in any way a party to the deliberations.

(more)
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Bu~it does mean that it has beerr'~owld that tpe United Nations can offer a. , ., '.f. . •

framework within which it isna:turalthat such discussions between tbe two $ides. .. " .. .. .. ,.: '

tc.ke place ......Th1s is more than 'a ;p1u'elyforrnal relationship. It ,rE:,flec~s the

fact thnt, should the parties find themselves, in need of the kind qf aSisistance

the Organization can render in any other re.spects, they can ask for s\,lch assistance

and Will get it. To begin With, thi s means only various practical arrangements,
. .

but'the assistance can go further without 'changing the basic situation,which, is

the.t" the' foreign mini'sters I oonference, as sU,ch is independent of the Organization,

and that the United Nations at the present stage neither has nor can have ~ny

policy position as a party to the conference.

'It is easy to minimize the :Lrnportance of the manner in which, the United

Nations enters the. negotiating picture in these resJ',ects. For ~ part, I do not

want to exaggerat~,'but,r knm., that the Org<:!-nization facilitates or can facilitate

impending diplomatic operations, of such a degree of diffi,culty that even the

relatively modest support they can gain from,the United Nations as an external

frameWOrk for negoti'ation or as, a kind of unofficial sounding board must be

highly valued.

There is no reason for me to prophesy about the future, but in this context it

is worth recalling that when a meeting at the level of heads of gove,rnment was

discussed last year, the intention was to h~ve it ~ake place on the basis of,

within, or'inintima.te'connectiol1 with tbe Security COlIDciL Should present

plans also develop in the same direction, ,it would mean that the functions of the

·"Orgari-ization which I have 'already mentioned would r,each the;i-r ful~development.

The Organization, in,tha~ case, wqu~d~~ecome not only the fr~~ework of an
, ' .. '; ,

unofflcial· exchange \or the unofficial support, fo~ f?rmal deliberations between the

governments, but the forum of, th~ ultimate negotiations which are the aim of all
'. '. ~

.. ,

the extensive diplomatic preparation.,

The reasons which last year led to preliminary agreement that the, meeting of

heads of government, should take place within the framework of the Security ,Council,
• • ; "j

illustrate 'the possible role of the Organization 1n such ,negotiations. Not only

would the Security COWlci 1 have provided a firm procedural foundation for the
,I , .•

planned discussions between the heads of government; more ,important, it ~ould
,

have provided them'with a clearly defined legal frame andW9uld have eliminated

elements of uneertainty conce'~ing p~r;~'~';~~'~~d;;i~'i;Je,s" ~hiCh e~siiy' might " .. :.: "

complicate deliberations 'in other forms, unless,far more exteIj,siye prepa.rations
. . ,'" ' ..... , :

had been mAde than"are"xequire<l' for a meeting, Of; the, Se,C\1Xity, Council.

(more)
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When a meeting is formally held within the framework of the Organization

even if this occurs in circumstances which lend it a relatively independent

character - it means that the United Nations Charter as a whole emerges as the

background of the deliberations. It means that the negotiating parties, without

its having to be openly stated, accept as guiding them those basic rules of

intern~~.~:'.Ilal._c9.~~nc&ofwhich the Charter is an expression. Before this
"4",_.~..."...." , '-,. -~ , ,

body, I need hardly recall the most important of these principles: the obligation

to find a peaceful solution of emerging conflicts, the respect for the integrity

and independence 6f each member state, the right ~f collective self-defense in

case of armed aggression, etc.

In characterizing the three different respects in which the Organization

enters into the present picture as an organ of negotiation - or, rather, the three

degrees in which it is possible to visualize the utilization of the possibilities

of the Organization as an organ of negotiation - I have left aside the role in

possible negotiations which would devolve upon it rather automatically, in case

the conclusion should be that the cooperation of the United Nations as an executive

organ is needed in some respect or other. A deci:)ion providing such cO\Jperation

can only be made by the General Assembly or the Security Council. Should there

be agr~eme'nt about"requesriiig tb.-E1··Qsifistance'or'theOrganization for certain

practical tasks in the field, this question would thus have to be referred to

those main organs for a decision. In this situation, the United Nations would

obviously become a party to the negotiation.

Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter authorizes, in certain circumstances}

the Security Council to use military force to maintain peace. It is important to

realize what this means. This is not collective security of a kind which a

defensive alliance can provide. The Charter expressly permits the formation of

such alliances, but the United Nations itself is something else again. The

possibilities of the Organization to use military force are limited to acts of

coercion in the name of the world community against a nation which violates the

peace. Such an action requires unanimity of the Great P~ers. This unanimity

has a twofold significance. Without it a military police action lacks the

foundation necessary to be fully effective. And without it the United Nations
""'. •...~"'''~:......,jt;t1,';,._·· .... ,'_"". ~~",,'-.,_. " .. _,. ~_ y: ~,.>-::,<~,....., -, ~;,) ..~..... ,~,..."",~

would also J in contrast to the fundamental idea on which it is built, be capable

OltFanSformat"ion 'i;t<;:"~~"~~_~str~e~tof mi~,~~~ry-io~ce in a coniii~t:.~~~~~;~ the

Great Powers ~ with all that this might mean for the other me~ber states. The
"- ,- '",

rule'6f unanimity in combination with the right to form defensive alliances

(more)
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defines the·position.of'the:0rgani.zation. ·It hlaS ~ver been~eant as an organ.9f

collective· security of the; al:~4-l;nc,e" type I . bw~ it is a~med ~t a ,universal system

for the'l'£,!:iintenance of peace whi<l:b xr~y laav~, l!ls a natural complement, defensive

alliances.

The circumstances in which the Organization:haB functioned during its.first

thirteen years have made so far. a dead letter of the provisions in Chapter VII.

about recourse to military force. In~tead, the executive functions of the

Organization for the peaceful solution of conflicts, under Chapter VI of the

Charter, i have developed along a much broader front. Under this .che,pter ,. the
,. ;

General Assembiy haa eVen crea~ed a quasi~military orGBn of the United.Nations

when it found this necessary fo.r t~t v-ery PtirPo"sei ~. peaceful sOlution ... ·in a
situatlonwherethe unanimity r~le had rendered the Security Council incap~ble

of action. As you .know , this meas;ure was take~,under the so-called "Uniting for

Peaceu resolution which has establir:hed procedures for the exercise by the General
'.

Assembly of'" cer·tain functions when the 6ecurity Council .. fails. ..The .resolution
• '~_>""""V'.""""'''''''''''''-'f_~~~::''j : ....- __~'" .. ,~/_; --:.-~--,.".,."".<, .....

has not changed th.~.. 9hart.er. .If the General Agsembly decides to create a q~si-
..__.'c.<¥._ .....,~~~':,...~J,~1o:-i..../II,~'-.'"~' ..,-f1'" - , , .. '." •• ' ••

military organ of the United Nations,. it has therefore been found that euc~ an
.. . ; '"

organ,irrespective'of the form of tine decision, can have only tasks which are

in substance compatible with the provisiona of the Charter on the peaceful solution

of conflicts under which the General Assembly~a~ acted. Experience has shown

that such Q military organ of th~ United Nations, even if, like UNE~, it has no

military tasks in theconverltional sense, can ~ea decisive factor in preventing

hostilities and restoring calm in .atroubled area •

. For the General Assembly or the Security Council to create such an organ as

UNEF. to·represent the United NatiQns in. helping to main,tJilj"ppeace is an extreme

case. Itt~ned out to be necessary and useful in the case. of Gaza, but it would

have beeu too extreme a measw::e for Lebanon, .and it wouldhE~.ve been out. of the

question in Jomlan - to nam~ two other ctl.l'rent ipstances of executive ,operations.

[n Lebanon, f:l,n observation group was.i.ormed" which at its peak numbered: about 500.

It was recruited from the off~cer corps :l;n a score of coun:triesJ but no matter

how use"ful"their military training was ,the group did. not:;v~I.l. hav~ those military

functions accorded to UNEF~n.d, of its th~ee.leaders, t",o ",ere civilians. In
, . , ". ,,\ ,

Jordan,' where many e~ected the United Nations to.form a mili~arr or~~nization,
, ',',' ~ " :-. ..,. .-, ,

it was decided to Gt$tion's ;pur~ly·civilian orgalfization of, very ,limited size,
',' ~ ..', . ..... . .~}

which has turned out to fill the need extremely well.

(more)
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The instances I have recalled - I might of cQUrse have named others - are

interesting because they show how the United Nations may fill vital needs in

maintaining peace by executive measures. In these respects there is at present

no substitute and no alternative for the Organization. The tasks of this kind

which it has assumed could not have been fulfilled outside the United Nations

framework by any single country or group of countries. These are security needs

in the widest senDe, which can be met only on the basis of universality and

neutrality in the sense 6f freedQm from partisan interests. Whatever role may

be accorded to defensive alliances and similar arrangements, experience shows,

that there are essential tasks in the maintenance of peace which fall, and must

fall, entirely outside the province of such groupings.
. "

In various public statements and in what has been published about delibera-

tions on Germany and related problems, there have heen hints that, without any

commitments about what should be done, the possibility of using the United Nations

for functional tasks has also received attention. Wha't has emerged has naturally

been q~te vague, since more con~reteproposals require a far clearer picture

of the political solutions which may be reached than it has been possible to

obtain until the principal parties have met in common deliberations. The ideas

seem to have been exclusively focused on some form of what has come to be called,

in international parlance, a IIUnited Nations presence," a common term used to

designate all the various forms of functional representation which have been

tried or may come up under Chapter VI. The possibilities existing under

Chapter VII have, of course, had no place in the debate.

In this connection, let me say that in my view practical considerations alone

prevent even the kind of quasi..military arrangements which are possible under

Chapter VI and which fall within the competence of the General Assembly, from

being used except to a very limited extent, if at all. Nor do I find it reasonable

to envisage civilian tasks for the ~nited Nations that would assume an ultimate

constitutional responsibility for anyone of the main organs of the Organization

exceeding what they are eqUipped or ready for. This excludes the imposition in

this case of executive authority on the United Nations for administrative tasks

which require political decisions. The possibilities I have thus written off

still leave 'a wide area within which the United Nations could lend assistance,

should such assistance be requested by the negotiating parties.

(more)
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It is interesting to disc~ss the role and the capabilities of the United

Nations in the relatively narrow perspective you get when applying them, as we

haVe now done, to an actual international complex of problems. But the:::'€! is good

reason to consider the matter in broader terms too. It is one thing to try to form

an opinion about tbe importance of tbe United Nations in bringing a critical

situation unQer control. It is anot~ to examine the preventive capabilities

of the Organization, how it may be used to forestall the emergence of conflicts

requiring specific actions.

Q~y to a limited extent does the United Nations have an existence and
, ~ - ,,-,. ". ' • ..,. "'-l"-~'_'o"'~

pe?sibilities of action independent of the will of the member governments and the
-"'~-i"""""""C"_"'''''''"''''~'''"&''';;'''f__"_'''' '_ ~ . ,.•-.

~olicy of the member states themselves. In comparing the General Assembly to,
""-;k,-_'t-....,,'o.,..,:·.,,·~, •.,-.~_, ...

for instance, a parliament, it must be recalled that the authorized representatives

of governments in the various United Nations organs do not have a position

comparable to that of an individual legislator, and that only to a small extent

can they contribute to the making of a policy which goes beybrtdtlre fundamental

national reactions. It may be Said of a parliament that the whole 'is more than
~'L~:-""""'-"",·A..l'''''''',"~,;~..c....~,~iJ;Y,·'·';.,_·-·~···,,;,,,·-·r;'"··'''''-''·"'_·'_·_~"~~"'_"""'_"'·"--""'_"'.~·~f'-;":-~,":'-:'-':' __...",/>."",~_~~", ••'b,......~~..;;t~,->Il_"".........··;

the sum of its parts. Although the same can be said about the United Nations in
l'JiMt",,&« 71 .1f..... ""..",.._~.... """""'4IJ."..'~'"

certain respects, to which I shall come presently, it applies far less to the

Organization th~n to a parliament or related national organs.

It is therefore hardly reasonable to reproach the Organization as such for

not having been able to cope with, let us say, the so-called cold war, or for not

having taken. action in the Hungarian question, confining itself to an expression

of principle. In the first case , it is obvious that ,..~•.£~Si~~t~~t!()A £~~.,.~.~dvance

no further than the intentions of the parties~};mJ.:t. In the latter case, it ia..
~"~"""'G:Y,;"'~"''''''J'_'~_.1l'", ...:tJj/'h.il'Q,~tl! ..#Il<''''''''''''''''"~~'''t.,~ ... ;".-.-. ,"'" .~<J."'" ".7<,,," "'·'<'~,.,W,~, "'''':'''$~,:,>.~",,,,'''~'''''''_';'''''''-'~~'#>''',;l;~,-.><'.........

worth remembering that, with the exception of one or two of the smaller countries,

no government in the United Nations urged measures going further than those which

were actually taken.

But no IlBtter how realistic it may be to view the relations between the

Organization and the member states in the way I have done here, and to evaluate

the capacity for action of the Organization as I have now done, something essential

is missing from the picture. There are other elements which require attention

and point ahead to a situation with other possibilities.

I have described the United Nations as an organ which offers the framework

and the foundation for negotiations. But a negotiation as such may affect the

parties and their representatives. Granted that states are far less inclined than

individuals and groups to be affected by the fact that negotiations are taking
(more)
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place and by the way they are going; still, they ere affected. Therefore, it

means something essential that membership in the 'United Nations forces all states

to subject themselves to such an influence. On.e may agree or fail to agree to a

foreign ministers' meeting on a certain ~uestion,forinstance. But bnly with

difficul~y iait possible to avoid entering a reply 'if the same question is brought

before the United Nations in the prescribed form.

The importance of this is increased by the fact tbat not' the parties alone,

but practically all the states in the world, are represented at'the:negot1ati~g

table in the United Nqtions. The parties thus have to meet' both the argUments

coming from the ,other side, and the judgments and reactions expressed by states

Which, even ,if not directly engaged, are interested. It is dangerous, and in my
view highly presumptuous, to describe this situation as one in which the parties

are confronted,with "world opinion" and its "moral judgment" at the negotiating,

table in the ,United Nations. But it is true that within the Organization they

are being,fo~ced to confront their stand with that taken by states'for whom the,

principles of the Charter may weigh more heavily than direct or indirect partisan

interest~., I spoke before of what I called a continuous diplomatic conference

without ,publicity, for which the Organization is a framework, side by side with

the pUblic debates. This is the respect in which that continuous contact assumes

its greatest importance •••The independent opinion which gives the negotiations
• "'-'~;.-- •• <••• ~"'-'. ~", .•• :, i _,,,,

in the United Nations their special character is formed as much outside the

~nc"e"'liaIlsas insIde them. '
'~o...,~~ ....,...""W-...i&-_'_~""._""",,~,<.'.,,_-, .._..,•.~~

It is possible, however, to go further and say that increasingly, although

in a way difficult to define, something like an independent position for the

9rganiz,ation )lS such has found expression both in words and deeds. The roots
::r~~__ "",__.... '. ,_. .:,...,_.... .,,~.'" "

of this development are, of course, the existence of an opinion independent of

partisan interests and dominated by the objectives indicated in the United Nations

Charter. This opinio~ may, be more or less articulate and more or less cle'ar"cu~. .';" ,

but, the fact that it exists forms the basis for the evolution of a stand by tpe

Organization itself, which is relatively independent of that of the parties. '
, • : I

Here the office I represent enters the picture. The Secretary-General is

elected by the General As~~mbly, but on the recommendation of the Security

Council" and this recommendfl,tion requires unanimity among the five permanent Council

members. The purpose of.this arrangement is to ensure that the Secretary-General

shall, ~s far as.poBsibJ,eJ be placed outside or' lifted above conflicts which may

split the Assembly or ~he Council. From another point of view, the rules of

(more)
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~lection aim at ensuring that the Secretary-General, as one of the main organs

of the United Nations, shall have the opportunity of functioning as the spokesman

of the Organization in its capacity as an independent opinion factor. This desire

is natural and not particularly difficult to satisfy concerning aGministrative

questions, which of course should be insulated as far as possible from all

political conflicts. The p~oblem is point~d up when the political and diplomatic

responsibilities of the Secretary-General come into play.

There are two possible lines of action for tl1e Secretary-General in the

political questions falling within the competence of the Organization, two lines

which have both had their advocates in the debate about the office. The Secretary

General may interpret his constitutionally objective position in such-a~-way'as'~to"'~"

r~'fuseto' indicate estane!. in eI£erging conf'licts -iii order thus to preserve .the
' ..................~~.....~ -~, ....,.... ,:!~~,"':~.,:., " .

~eutrality of the gffice. ~~ may, however, also accord himself the right to take
··t,;::"_,~.,_,;~::,\..+.... _,.;P" -.•.••• -,:;..,h-.. ,'~, ..·'•• 'i' ' ~" _......... J,---.;- ... " ...........---'_.. ..,.,.. _; , •• ,'~.,.• _...... • _ , ,,~"

a stand.in these conflicts to the extent that such stands can be firmly based on

the Charter and its ~xincip~e8 and thus express what may be called the independent
,-~. - .... ' ...,'~ ..-" ..... " .,. " .. . .

-,~·""-_P,_.~:,··-,..O...... ·,;--·;--,-· , . -""'_.-. ,... ...... , ... ....,.. ~. "-'''' -,~ .... , , .• ,

"l3-udgment... 0t tl;;;.,..2!,S~.nl~:J!l.2Il.

It goes without saying that, to the extent that the Secretary-General follows

this latter course, h~s office assumes an importance quite different from what

r~ppens if he chooses what one mi~lt call negative neutrality as his leading

principle. If the Secretary-General represents an independent but positive

evaluation, free of partisan influences and determined by the purposes of the

Charter, this means not only that he reinforces the weight that independent opinion

may come to carry in the negotiations. Step by step, he thereby also builds up a

practice which may open the door to a more generally recognized independent
,. .? -~,-"""'~~""'.~ .., -.,-.., •.••

~. ~<-,';- ',~,. ,.~>-'---' -''''.''',.",," .""-"~"'~"'''-

influence for the O:rgani.~ti.Qn aG_9~~~;i,.n,.,~--1ilo..li.:t;',ca4.".§Y.ol~Q.P,., .. - . .

The difficulty of a policy along these latte:.lines,1s obvious. A positive

influence, politicaliy, lor the Secretary-General can be imagined in practice

only on two conditions. First, he must have the full confidence of the member

states, at least as to his independence and his freedom from personal motives.

Second, h~ must accept the limitation of ,acting mainly on inner lines without

publicity. In nine cases out of ten, a Secretary-General would destroy his chances
............., "" ...... ,,.,."'~' ....~~ ....-

of exerting an independent influence on developments by publicly appealing to

opinion over the heads of the governments. Only in rare exceptions - in the

tenth case, one might.say - tbis is what the situation requires, and then he must
~ .. --

of course be prepared to see his future value as Lne~Q.t1ator".eIll:laDgeI:ed.~,~
___••~~ _0 _~,,_••.,_ .~. __" _,~, ._". ~,~~,.~__ " .._ .- ,~""""", _f.., '~'_ •.,'-,.._+_."._".., -'--._- _.

lost. In the latter case, he ought, natura~~.Lto__~~~i~Jrom hi:;? .I!0~~-'
,,~- -'_.__._-~(-;;;;)
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Sometimes, it4as proveCl difficult to gain understanding of the fact that the

independent influence of the Secretary-Gene~al largely is directly proportionate
,_. '.~•.""_'~~'_>' •. ~.. ~ __ ~_"' "" _ ~<"""'•• 'h".".,.

~.~_,~~=.:.e,,;:'! di~cre~ion.. Cases such as the Suez and Hungary crises, when on

the basis of the Charter he took a direct politj.cal' stimci ih' public, have been

considered instances of what he ought to do more oft~n. EVerybody is free to

judge for himself. What I have just said reflects my own experience and the

conclusions I have reached.

To the extent that events have led the goverrunents to accord an ihdependent

pos~tionas spokesman of the United Nations to the Secretary-General even

politically, this has also given him wider opportunities for independent diplonatic

actiVity.. O~einstance during this year may be mentioned. On the basis of an

invitation from two member otates, the Secretary-General recently sent a personal
...............";.-, . ..t5"t,........".~_., ...,.,.~.............-.r_...,' 'C'.. ," -... ·,-..,.."~~·.',7. "_".~_""",.... ,~ .. {;f,,,,,",#.; "I~""_'~_"""''''''C'_'

~ep!esentati~~ on a good offices mission to these countries. This was a measure
of '~"'k~~d:that' used't:o"be~'ar~en'"'e}liclUs fveiy~'t;y"-th~"S~'~'~'it; Couneil. In this

case it was taken without a decision by the Security Council, after the Secretary

General had informed the Council of his intentions in order to give its members

an opportunity to raise objections if they so desired.

This action, which may lead to the development of a new pattern - other

governments have made two or three proposals of a similar nature - is an example

of what I should like to call ,active preventive diplomacy, which may be conducted
''''''::...w.e-''''':,,,.-·_''''·,,,,· ... ·..:'''''...''''.i,'''...,,...·. '~."'- ...,,--- .~ ... ;.,..... ,.".,,,. .-

by the United Nations, through. the Secretary-General or in other forms, in many

situations where no government or group of governments and no regional organization

would be able to act in the same way. That such interventions are possible for

the United Nations is explained by the fact that in the mamler I have indicated,

the Org,~nization has begun to gain a certain independent position; and that this.
tendency h~s led to the acceptance of an independent political and diplomatic

activity on the part of the Secretary-General as the "neutralll representative

of the Organization.. '

It. may have struck some of you that the possibilities I have touched upon

in connection with the present international debate, and the evolution I have

just dealt with as well, h,ave little explicit support in the United Nations

Chart~r. This is true if ~~~ ~;;lY a';~s'trictive;literai"int~rp~~tationto the
..,\.....,"'.~,"" •."'•. ". . ,

Charter. But it is not true if the Charter. is regarded as an international

treaty, establishing certain common goals for international cooperation and
.'"

creating ?rgans which ,the member states may use in their cooperation towards

these goals, but without aiming at' limiting the development of its procedures.
(more)
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The statement of objectives in the Chsrter is binding~,anc; so are the rules
~ . .. - ',.. ~ ~ .. ' .

concerning the various organs and their competen~e, but it is not necessary to

regard the procedures indicated in the Charter as limitative in purpose. They
·'·''0-.l'",~;,.,:;-" .._.,"",,,.... <. ~.. _.

may be supplemented by others under the pressure of circumstances and in the

light of e~~~rience. This freer interpretation permits an evolution departing

from what has been eA~licitly stated, to the extent that new procedures, perhaps

combined with a modified balance in the use of various organs, prove productive

in practice for the efforts to attain the objectives of the Charter. Seen in

this perspective, the develo?me~ts I have dwelt on appear entirely compatible

with the Charter and well fitted into its frame'Tork. What we are seeing is an

evolution on the basis of e fundamental charter of sufficient flexibility to

permit a continuous adaptation of constitutional life to the needs.

At the outset, I asked the question whether the United Nations is needed.

The reasons for my affirmative answer are clear from what I have said, and yet

I have not touched on the role of the Organization in the economic and social

fields or ~n the transition of peoples from colonial status to independent

nationhood.

We need the Organization in the present situation for the negotiating

possibilities it opens up. We need it as an executive organ. We need it for

the constructive additions it offers in international attempts to resolve

conflicts of interest. And we need it as a fou~dation and a framework for

arduous and time-consuming attempts to find forms in which an extra-national 

or perhaps even supra-national - influence may be brought to bear in the

prevention of future conflicts.

In none of these respects do any of the other forms of inter~tional

organization which have been tested offer a viable alternative. Therefore,

the work must go on. To write it off because of difficulties or failures would

mean, among many other things, to write off our hope of developing methods

for international coexistence which offer a better chance than the traditional

ones for truth, justice, and good sense to prevail.

* *** *
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DICTATED VERSION OF EXTEMPOAAIm:OUS l~NARKS BY TEE
SEcRETARY-GENEHAJ.. IN REPLY ToA SPEECH BY THE
FOREIGN MINISTER OF MEXICO, , DR~ TELLO, AT OFFICIAL
L.VNCII$O~ ~:~ICO CITY ON 8 APRIL 1959.

I, '

Excellency,
I knOw that we have' all listened ~th the greatest attention and appreciation

to your thoughtful and generous wprds about the United Nations and, in parti.cular,

about the role of the Secretariat. What you have said is all the more valu'able

as it comes from one who is a veteran in international cooperatioh with experiences

from the days of the, League of Nations and also, more recently, from a 'post which

has given yOll an excellent vantage point for an appraisal of the work of the'

Organization. I wish to ~d my personal thanks for the confidence which' was

reflected in what you said.

Permit me to take up the points you raised andad~ some observations of'

my own which may se;;'e as an elaboration of your views.

it :i.s6ometimess~idthatthe 'dream, of the founding fathers in Dumbarton

O'aks and San Francisco has not come true. Be, that as it may, the United Nations

has shown its capacity for independent'growth. Although it does not, in all

respects, correspond to the plans laid out for i~s development, it has' established

its own position and shown a vitality of its own. It is a little bit like what

happens in human lite: parents layout their plans for the child, but the child,

chooses its o~ way. Nobody should see in that a reason for words about fa~lure.

We derive the same experience also from'the constitutional life of a nation.

PeopleS find ways to give ~heir own form and subc ~ance to the national life within

the framework of a given constitution, without consi~erationaboutthe f~ithfulness

of this 'development' to the theories of the law-giver.

The founding fathers counted upon the continuance of the Grand ~iance.

Letters of the Charter, irispired by that assumption, ar~ dead letters.'Let us

hope that the day will dawn when they will become alive. That s6meparts of

the Charter still remain dead letters has natur~ put' an: 'added emp1lllsis pn

other parts, and intensified the development for which these parts provide.

Hhat is the"dnited Nations today? A'famous delegate, of the United States

to the Organization called it a town mee:ting of the world. The phrase may
"

correctly describe one aspect of the United Nations life, but, in my view, it is

(more)
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not the most essential one. It is not the most essential one even if we take into .

account the formal decisions which come out of the discussions of this town meeting.

It has been said about such decisions that theycari"y weight because they are

moral judgments. Let me repeat my somewhat cynical reply to a. cynical question in a
, ',. .

press conference: "The decisions certainly are judgments; I hope they are moral."

Let me frankly admit that I consider it preposterous for anyone or any country or

any group of countries, whether in a maj)rity or not, to claim the right to be the

final moral arbiter•. Opinions reflected in the decisions of the United Nations

organs are highly important without being presented l-rith sllch a pretentious ambition.

Just as the organs of the United Nations cannot claim to be courts of moral law,

they should not claim to be boards of arbitration. It is simple realism -- and in

accordance with the philosophy of the Charter -- to note that no diplomatic conflict

of interest can be, in a true sense, resolved by a me.jority vote.

You may now ask yourself, l-rith some surprise, if the Secretary~General is

entirely negative in his view of the United Nations and the functions of its main

organs. You need not be afraid. ~nere are no reservations to my faith in the

United Nations as a vi~ally important element in the international politics of today.

I have only wished to discard what I regard as false or unrealistic notions in

order to direct your attent~on to what I believe to be the great contribution of the

Organizatior.., pending developments which might give life to letters w:!:d.ch so far have

remained dead.

The United Nations has added a new dimension to diplomacy without in any way

reducing the value of classical diplomacy. It has created possibj,lities for

~ontinued negotiations on the basis of close personal contacts among representatives

of practically all the countries of the world.

These negotiations are pursued on a basis for which there is no counterpart in

previous diplomatic history. The representatives of member nations to the United

Nations and to its main organs are pioneers of a new diplomacy where a continued

discussion can be pursued within a framework of personal friendship and respect with

which political conflicts need not interfere, but which make it easier to overcome

political conflicts.

Working together, the representatives to the United Nations and its main v

organs get to know each other, get to find common human denominators, get to

appreciate the integrity of the one who may be his opposite number. Let me on

(more)



thisoccBsion, first of all, "pay a: tribute to the p:i,oneering contribution of all

the many interriational diplomats of the Iiew,type, who serve the United Nations

as representatives of th4ir coun'tl'ies •. They are fJpearheads: of a nElw approach to

interriational negotiation, short of which the wlllrld today would look rather

different. In the development carried forward by these representatives I see the

most important new element in the approach to international politias, tried within

and symbolized by the United Nations.

How does the Secretary-General fit into this picture? The development ,of his

office, which we can register, has been rendered possible by the development of

international diplomacy to which I have referred. The Secretary-General could

not function ashe should short of the support of the representatives to the

United Nations and short of sharing a contact with those representatives equal to

that which should characterize and support their mutual relations. I am happy

to note that the incumbent Secretary-General bas the privilege of such contacts

and such support in relation to all the member states. I repeat it, with emphasis,

to all member states.

The question is sometimes asked, how the Secretary-General can maintain such

a relationship; is not the price a self-effacement to the point of emasculate

neutralism? My experience proves to me that the very opposite is true. It is

not by suppressing his views, but by forming his viewG on an independent basis

and by consistently maintaining them that a Secretary-General can gain and

maintain the confidence on which he is dependent. Following such a line of

independence, he may antagonize one group today and another group tomorrdw, or

a third group the day after tomorrow, but that is nothing to worry about as

member g'overnments come to realize they have much to gain and little to lose

through such independence of the Secretary-General in international conflicts.

Thus, the creation and maintenance of the right relationship to member states , ..

without exception, is not destructive of the integrity of the Secretary-General.

On the contrary, it depends on his integrity.

The Secretary-General is, in his reactions, cut off from hisallegi~~ce to

anyone country - I think, of course, in the first instance of bis native country.

Again, it is natural to ask how this is possible without a draining of the spirit

which might seem to be an unavoidable result of such a de-riationalization. The

reply is simply that to the extent that he, in truth and spirit, can eliminat~

all such allegiances and fall back on himself, he will find a new home country

which is everywhere in the sense that he will find open doors wherevel' he goes.

(more)



.. As in' the '~as~ofthe Unit~d·'Nations.in.:genel'a'3., the ,Charter has. its 'Philo-c"

sophy ,about the, office 'of tbe8ecre~~i'y-aeneral'~' I'b.states explicitly.that he

isthe'Chie~Aclmd.ni·strative Oi'f:j;~erwit,b,the.full competence that follows· from'

this respons'ibUi,ty• .' 'lheremay be ;,some:peopl!ewho :prefer tottorgetthat :he has·

alS:o .o,thei."responsi·bilities 'and funct,±ons~ He himsel:f'cannot forget it •.
~ -.. • I ,

.~:l. U:rsonaJ,lYi I do" notbelieve.;,in a po~itical, role for·the ,Secretary-Gen.eral

in the specific sense spelled out in Article 99, which entitles him to:bJ."inga

ma,tte1" before the '-Sec.urltyCoun~il.I'do nO.tbelievein that pol-itical role,

because, I do "not think that theSecretary-General cana$su:m.e that he is"a.~etter

judge .ofthe·,'interests, of anyone member:country than is the;coun~ry itself,1I .,'

That :Lsthe reas:on whY,itime and again, I have said to governments and ,to the· press

that I, regard .'bhe Sec~,e~ry-General f s specific funotions, under that Article as

supplementary:to:actions:by.governmeuts.

, Howev:er, ,thephilos.ophy of the.Qharter, ,as' reflected in, Article 99, gives

the Secret8J:l:r...General wide pali·ticaland', diplomatic, possS-bilities of' action of a '

less formal and less ~ublic nature~! It is within the field of those possibilities
~~~~.... '

that we 'have ':seens,very f:r-uitful development inrecentyear.a.. I do not believe

that ,as regards-such poJ.i'ticaland dipl.oma,tic activities i' the ,Secretary-General

should force~himsel:f',ongovernments.or·on·any government, bu'ti'!,do hold that it

is his ,duty to respondjwithout consideration of therisks,.to·theextent that

member g~"'ernments " in, the spirit ot -the Charter, cal'L for his assistance in such

respects. ' I .havetried to do 80, and out of it isgrow1ng ',!'It new and. encouraging

relationship between the 'Secretariat and member governments.

Let 'me warn against a possible misunderstanding. Do not believe .that I

C onsiderthat I have achieved ",hat. is necessary or obtained what, is, ,possible, -in

the directions I have indicated. There is a' -long distance between' ,~t.he realities

and, the ideal.' But let me assure you that I aha.ll do What ,r can in '01'461' to

mer.1tthe contidence. to ,which ,1' have. referred and to >justtf¥, the .pr1vil-ege of the

open doors which I have found. Let me alsq,asaure.youthatwhatever the short

comings,!,I shall"do 'W'hat:'I can ;to develop.the 'office., within the terms of the

cparter, to as high' a'usefulness ..for.memOer goverxunentsas cir·cumstances· permit.

'I~; 'the development of the .United Nat:1:onsand of the office ot the Secretary

General ,to whi'chyou, Excellency, ·have drawn ourat:tention, and on which I hav~·

'" -., ~-
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added my comments here, Me~ico and the repre~erl~atives of Mexico have played an

important role. We have reason to recall with gratitude their contributions.

Pennit me.; Excellency, to mention here only one man, your distingUished predecessor,
i ,

the present permanent representative to the United Nations, Dr. Padilla Nervo.

His presidency of the General Assembly may stand as a symbol of Mexico's contribu

tion to the work of the Organization. I am privileged to regard~ as a personal

friend and I am looking forward to our continued cooperation with him. I can
assure you that on the basis of the personal contact with you here and the

contact through the years with Dr. Padilla Nervo, the relationship ~etwe~n the

Government and the Delegation of Mexico and the Secretariat will co..1tinue its happy

development.

I apologize for ha·,:\.ng sT~(Jken at sucb length. ~ ex~use is your own

stimulating and encourc..glng reJ...m':;-E, all the same subj ect. Permit me to propose to the

delegates to the Economic and Social (,;:l.uncU and to my colleagues f;O:'QUl the

Secretariat here present that we join in a toast of gratitude to the Government and

the people of Mexico for their contribution to the development which we have just

jointly explored.

-II. *** *
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ADDRESS BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT' JOHNS HOPKINq

lJNIVERSITY COMMENC~ EXERCISES

At this time of great ideological confliets and violent elashes of interests,

technological and eeonomic development.. have, as never before, brought us together

as member S ot one human family, unified beyond race or creed on a shrinking globe,

in faee ot dangers of our own making. 112 such a situation many ethical problems

take on & nev significance and our need to give .ense to oUr lives exceeds the

inherited standards. True, our duties to ow-fam111es, our neighbors~ our eoun

tries, our creeds have not changed. But 80methina has been added. This is ~ du~'_h

to vhat I shall call international 8erV1~, With. claim on Ol.1r li!.~.~.e~!~._.!C?...!bat
"--- ",,---._- --,.. _',." ---~-,----_•.__.•._...-•...•.~~." •.~,..•...• <"--''-- • - .-~,-_.

ot the duty to serv'e within those emaUer UD1t8 W08e walls are nov break1ng dowo.

The internati~8i-'s-ervice of which I ~eak is not tee sp~c1ai-~bii~tion,-~~the

priVilege, of those working in international economic corporations, in the field
, .

of diplomacy, or in i~terna~ionalpolitical organizatione. It bas become today the

obligation1 as yell as the priVilege, ot all.

Is it not, you might ask, paradoxical to' strive for truly international service

. in a divided world? Is it not even,more than paradoxical -- is it not impossible?

It is said that nobody can serve two masters. Bow is it then possible that anybody

can serve ~- or even should serve ... a world cOlDJIUnity that is split in tractions"

demanding loyalty to divergent ideas and warring interests? In such & situation,

Vill not international service reqUire abject self-surrender, leaVing us empty of

personal convictions? Will it not emasculate our Will and strength to fight for

ldeals and interests Which ve hold dear and to Which ve are bounden?

My reply to these sceptical questions i.e • tlno• II Interna~ional service

reqUires of all of first 8Ild foremost the courage to be oursel"es. In other words,

it reqUires that we should be true to none other than our ideals and interests -

but these shOUld be fJuch as we can fully endorse atter baVing opened our min~e,

(more)
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with great honesty, to the many v9ices of the world. The greatest contribution

to international lite that anyone can render -- be it as a private citizen or as

one professionally engaged in internationBlwork -- ia to represent frankly and

consistently what survives or emerges BS one's own after such a test. Far from

demanding that we abandon or desert ideals and interests basic to our personality,

intern"tional service thus puts us under the obligation to let those ideals and

interests reach maturity and fruition in Q universal climate.

If this is the essence of international service, such service will expose us

to conflicts. It will not permit us to live lazily under the protection of 1n-

I herited and conventional ideas. Intellectually and morally, international service

J therefore requires courage to admit that you, and those yoU represent, are wrong,

\ when you find them to be wrong, even in the face of a weake:: adversary, and courage
r,
;: to defend what is your conviction even when you are facing the threats of powerful

.• opponents. But while such an outlook e~oses us to conflicts, it also provides us

With a source of inner security; for it will give ue "self-respect for our

shelter. n This is, ae you may remember, the privileged position which Epictetus

grants to the Cynic when he, true to his ideals, sacrifices all outward protection.

In the flourishing literature on the art of life there is much talk about

that rare quality: maturity of mind. It is easy to circumscribe such maturity in

negative terms. In positive terms it is difficult to define it, although we all

recognize it when we have the privilege of seeing its fruits. It is reflected in

an absence of fear, in recognition of the fact that fate is what we make it. It

finds expression in an absence of attempts to be anything more than we are, or

different from what we are, in recognition of the faet ~hat we are on solid ground

only when we accept giving to our fellow men neither more nor lees than what is

really ours. You yourselves can complete the picture. lI.aturity of mind seem, to

me to be the very basis for that, attitude wbich I have described here ae the essence

of international service. It is by striving for such maturity that we may grow

into good international servants.

Weare now ready to return to the question whe~her international service is

possible without split loyalties in a divided world. The problem as posed here is

to my mind unreal. We are true to this or that ideal, and this or that interest,

because we ha.ve in openness and responsibility recognized it as an ideal and an

interest true to us. We embrace ideals and interests in their own right,

(more)
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not beca.use they are those of our environment or of this or that group. Our

relations to our fellow men do not determine our attitude to ideals, but are de

termined by our ideals. If our attitude is consistent, we shall be consistent in

our loyalties. If our attitude is confused, then our loyalties will also be

divided ..

In the world of today there is an urge to conformism which sometimes makes

people complain of a lack of loyalty in those who criticize the attitudes prevalent

in their environment. May I ask: who shows true loyalty to that environment, one

who before his conscience has arrived at the conclusion that something is wrong

and in all sincerity gives voice to his criticism, or the one who in self-protection

closes his eyes to what is objectionable and shuts his lips on his criticism? The

concept of loyalty is distorted When it 1s understood to mean blind acceptance.

It is eorrectly interpreted when it is assumed to cover honest criticism.

The question to Which I have just referred has attracted special attention in

discussions concerning the attitude of those who work in international organiza

tions, the policiee in which in some cases may conflict with that of their home

countries. Again I would say that the problem is unreal. The international civil

servant who works for an organization with members of different ideologies and

interests remains under the obligation that applies to all of us ...- to be faithful

to truth as he understands it. In doing so he is loyal -- both in relation to the

organization and to hie country. In doing so, he must, of course, subordinate

himself to rules of good order, as all of us should do. Nobody should use his

position in an international organization for attacks on bis own country or its

policies, however strongly be may feel that he is right. Nor should anybody, as

a national, attack the international erganization for Which he is working, and

thereby place himself outside the discipline and the procedure established for the

maintenance of that organization. But it is equally true that nobody ~ould'

suffer, eithet as a national, or in hie position in the international organization,

for faitbfulness to ideals of truth and justice, provided he observes the laws of

his country as well ae of the organization Which he serve8~ There cannot be, and

there should not be, Rny real conflict between 1nte2:national service and inte'~

~ational c:f.vil sel."'1.~e~. between the way of life we have been considering and the

duties of 60meone engaged in professional work for the international community.

It may seem to you that this problem of loyalties is one of limited interest,

relevant only to those who have chosen an international career. That is pot so.

(more)
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I have brought it up here in relation to international organizations because those

organizations present the problem in a clear-cut form which ba$ attracted some

pUblic a.ttention. However} the problem is common to us all in all walks of life

and of significance espec~ally to those who, like you, are engaged in intellectual

Activities or are planning for & future which will bring you in co~tact Wit~ the

civilizations, traditions and interests of many countries. In fact, it is a

national problem, and a'problem Within whatever group of friends and associates

you may be working, just a.s much 6S it 1s an internationBl problem. The essence

of inte~national service, and the problem of loyalty as it presents itself in the

light of such service, is the essence of all service to fellow men, and it is the

problem of loyalty as we face it everywhere.

The attitude and the way of life which I have tried.to describe as being the

very essence of international service is more than a mere pattern of behavier.

Implied in it is a positive ideal. We hear much about freedom and the blessings

of freedom. We ,hear leas a.bout the obliga.tions of freedom and the ideal.a by which

freedom must be guided. Every individual prefers free~om from constraint and

freedom from intervention in hie personal purSuit of happiness. But, &S we al.l

recognize, such freedom is possible in a world of order only when the individual

replaces outward limitations on bis freedom of action by self-imposed laws which

may, and frequently are, no le S8 severe. An individuali B1D carried to the extreme

Where you neither accept restraint imposed on you by society, or by your fellow

men, nor submit yourself to the ~ws of a mature conscience, would lead to anarchy_

This is true no less of international life than of life within your own country.

The attitude basic to international service places the pursuit of happiness

under laws of conscience which alone can justify freedom. In accepting such a way

of life we recognize the moral sovereignty of the responsible indi~du81. In the

fight for freedom which puts its stamp so strongly on present-day life , the final

issue is what dignity we are wil.l.ing to give to man. It is part ot the American

creed, part of the inherited ideology ot all Western civilization, that each man

is an end in himself, of infinite value as an individual. To pay lip-service to

this view or to invoke it in favor of our actions is easy. But what is in fact the

central tenet of this ideology becomes a reality only when we, ourselves, follow B.

way of life, individually and as members of a group, which entitles us personally

to the freedom of a mature indiVidual, living under the rules of his conscience.

And it becomes the key to our dealings with others only when inspired by a faith

which in truth and spirit gives to them the value which is theirs accordini to

what we profess to be our creed. (more)
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In a stirring and provocative book recently published in this country its

author, a man of intelligence and great moral integrity, raises the question

whether we can justify our faith in freedom in a world of materialistic thinking

unle&s we are willing to depart from standards of value which measure success

primarily in terms of outward achievement. He never got a chance to elaborate his

reply, as his work was interrupted by death. But from what he had already written,

it is apparent what he wanted to say: that the dignity of man, as a justification

for our faith in freedom, can be part of our living creed only if we revert to a

view of life where maturity of mind counts for more than outward success and where

happiness is no longer to be measured in quantitative terms. I doubt wbether the

author, had he been given the chance to complete his work, would ever have found

it possible to go far beyond this point, becaUse the final reply is not one that

can be given in writing, but only in terms of life. There is no formula to teach

us how to arrive at maturity and there is no grammar for the language of inner

life. Hie study, like the effort of every single individual, finally led him to

tbe doorstep where the rest is s:11ence because the rest is something that has to

be resolved between a man and himself. The 'rest is silence -- but the resulte of

the inner dialogue are evident to all, evident as independence, courage and fairness

in dealing With others, evident in true international service.

You may be surprised by an approach to international service and to the prob

lems raised by present-day developments in international lite which, like mine

today, is concerned mainly With problems of personal ethics. The so-caUed realists

may regard what I have tried to say as Just so many'fine words, only tenuously

related to everyday life and political action. I would challenge this criticism.

The thoughts I have shared Wit~ you about international service are conclusions from

a most practical experience. Politics and diplomacy are no play of Will and skill

where results are independent of the character of those engaging in the ~me.

Re&Ults are determined not by superficial ability but by the consistency of the

actors in their efforts and by the validity of their ideals. Contrary to what seems

to be popUlar belief there is no intellectual activity Which more ruthlessly tests

the solidity of a man than politics. Apparently easy successes witb the public are

possible for & juggler, but lasting results are achieved only by the patient buil~•.
What is true in a life of action, like that of a politician or a diplomat, is

true also in intellectual activities. Even a genius never achieves a lasting relrult

in science Without patience and hard work, Just as in politics the results of th~

work of the moetbr1lliant mind will Ultimately find their value determined by

character. Thoj3e who are called to be teacheJ'B or leaders may profit from intelli

gence 'but. can only Justify their poei'tion by integrity.

* .... *
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(The following message from Secretal~-GeneralDag Hammarskjold was read
today at the opening of the fifteenth session of the uti Economic Comnussion for
Asia and the Far East, Broadbeac~, A~stralia.)

I should like to send my best wishes for a successful meeting to the par

ticipants at the fif":",eenth session of the United l;ations Economic C0!l11 lussion for

Asia and the Far East. It is a source of great regret to me that I was not able

to attend the session and to pay a visit to Australia, as your host government

had so graciously invited me to do. May I tate this opportunity to express my

sincere thanks to M~. Richard Casey for his active and continuing support of the

work of the United Nations and 0-;: this Commis:.~ion.

Since your last session in Kl~alQ. LUInpur the irnportance of the contribution

that the regional economic commissions are maLing to the Ullited Nations 1 effort

in the economic and social field has continued to grow; a few months ago t~e

newly established Economic Commission for M:dca cOll:-luded its first sA3sion at

which it adopted a program uf wo~k of great p~omise to tae count~ies ~nj terL~

tories of Africa. At about the same time the Special Fund. estatlished at the

last session of the General Assembly, initiated its activi~ies. Alth0c,gh only

modest means hc,ve at present been put at its disposal, it is an impo:::'·~~.J.Ilt addi

tion to the resources available to the Tjnited Nations in the st tuggle against

poverty and for econo:,uc progress and higher leveJ_s of living.

I a..'11 mmre thc.t your o....~ efforts in this dirf:c....,ion a:..~e contSnuoU<;ly being

intensified. We are incre8.sing:~y witnessing developments which demonstrate a

growing harmonization and gJ~chronization of efforts and policies on tIle national

and internatio:'1.al le'lel. The tlnii~ed N::i.tions gradu:J,:"ly is ass'U."Tli ng its rightful

role in this process of enhancing the colle~tive rssponsibility of the inter

national community for economic development, which has become of key importance

in our century.

In this connection, I look with pride and satisfaction at ECAFE 1 s record of

the past year. I hardly need to mention a number of conferences of a

(more)
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pioneerinB character which were held under your Commission's auspices.

The Symposium on the Development of Petroleum Resources was the first con

ference of its kind held within the United Nations, and its report--following

the General Assembly resolution--will be given special consideration by the

Econo~tc and Social Council. The recent sessions of the Conference of Asian

Statisticians and of t~e Workin~ Party devoted to Industrialization, may also

constitute important steps in developing policies and other tools essential to

economic development. Equally impressive has been the continued progress made

on the Me1wng project. The Intra-regional Trade Promotion Talks may mark the

opening of new opportuEities for countries in your part of the world. In this

connection, the Executive Secretary's pr0posals for reorganization of your

activities in the field of economic development, especially the idea of convening

from time to time conferences on the highest policy level, seem to me to be an

important and wise response to the current and prospective needs in this field.

This need for the development of coordinated policies in OUT age of planning and

at a time when efforts at economic integration are being intensified in other

parts of the world, especially in western and eastern Europe and ~n Latin

America, cannot be allowed to pa,;;s unnoticed in your part of the world. It may

well be that at this session you will find it opportune to place due emphasis cn

the overall policy aspects of the manifold development activities which have been

so successfully advanced, year by year, by your Commission.

, May I :take this opportunity to express my appreciation of the outstanding

services rendered to the United Nations by C.V. Narisim..'lan} who will soon take

leave of you as your Executive Secretary} and whom I will be fortunate to have

now as a direct collaborator in his capacity as Under-Secretary for Special

Politi,cal Affairs. At the same time, I should like to 'felcome U Nyun who is

succeeding Mr. Narasimhan in ECAFE. After many years of devoted service to this

Ccmmission, he does not need any introduction. I am confident that he will lead

tr-e secretariat serving your Commission to further successes.

* * *
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TEXT OF SEX::RETARY-GENERAL'S SPEECH ON BURM:ESE RADIO

(The following was received here from a member of the Secretary-General's
party in Rangoon.)

UN is not an organization several thousand ~iles from here which digs

(more)
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itself down f~ debate and studies, forgetting about live realities of the peoples

of the 'World.

In the couple of days I have spent here in Rangoon I have seen developments in

and around the city. I have been strongly impressed by the vitality of present

developments and the known aM,li ty of the Burmese people and its representatives.

It is my conviction that your country and your people and leaders will be able

successfully to tackle and solve its manifold pI:Clblep;1s,. TNh-~ch I?tll'rila naturally he.s to

face 28 a ~ation, as young a national state in the modern sense of the word as it

is old in history.

You would undoubtedly eA~ect me to say something about the political situation

in general and the Hark of the UN. In such respects, such diffi6ult respects,

generalizations and genergl stateinents are dangerous and may be misleadihg. For

that reason I aw s~re th3t you will excuse me if I limit'myself to some things

which it seems natnral for me to stress espf:cially on this occasion.

The presr;nt phase in inte:rLational developments is one w:;,ich is characterized

by some big problems which, so to say, set the pattern, the tone and the pace of

the political debate. F::'rst of all '-Ie have what is generally summed up under the

heading the Hcold vrar. 1I A!1d further we have that dramatic development which is in

a true sense the development in the East when the Asian and African nations take

their place at the coun~il tabi.es of the world, on the marl:ets of the world, and

in the free comrc.uni ty of natioc.s.

This last-mentioned development/which I think is one which future generations

will regard as ep~cially characterist~c of our time,is something which I fl)~ one am

the first to \Velcome and the f~irst to \lish to further. It is a fortunate development

indeed when the human fa,dly again can meet as brothers with equal rights and equal

opportunities.

Natura:ly even in that development we have cases where conflicts have arisen

and conflicts ,Till arise. I do not feel that we should be in any way discouraged

by such conflictsj they are natural in a great evolution-Some people might perhaps

say revolution. TIley are natural and it does show that we are externally and

internally groping toward patterns and formulae and replies and answers to questions

which will prOVide the proper framework for modern life in the narrow contacts with

all the other peoples of the world.

Wh~n you read the papers you see and hear in a certain sense, perhaps even here

in Asi~less about this last set of questions and problems than about those problems

which belong to the category of the cold war. There we have also conflicts, we have

(more)
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also questions which seem to require an urgent solution if we are to avoid clashes,

if we are to avoid a slip down the dangerous road toward the use of arms.

Recently two great political leaders of the present time joined in stating

their faith in negotiation as the way in which we can and have to tackle world

problems. Indeed negotiation has no alternative because I thilli( that we all do
.......... .. ._-----'-"...---_.. ,..~-..~_ ..- ...._-....-.__.~--,.. .. .- ......,~'--- .._.,~---."......._-_.~-

agree that war is no alternative to peaceful settlement of world problems. The
~- --_ ..----

war ~ay seemi~8iy'~-~i~~th~'p~oblem fo~· the ~om~nt·b~t·d~-~~nOtki10w~'it_....
creates more problems than it solves, so even those who want to think in old

~- ,. - ',-"'---' ~'. ~' ... ,-~ ,.~ .. ,_._,- ......,-~-- , ..._.......~''" ..•. ~

fas~~ terms about war as the ultimate resource of diplomacy should have reason

for rethinking which certainly would lead them to agree that negotiation and again

negotiation with endless patience is the pattern which we s:tm"ply have to follow ;_..

- There-Ts-anothe-r--ieason- for-----:cnat"""D.'T,:ETEuae, and Uia-t~iSorcourse-the:~E=--·

has outgrown the human possibility of control. We do not know what kind of----....-.--,..---_ ,.~._"",.... ~' .~--,-:'._., ..~.~ '~,.. . .-

holocaust would follow were a ne'..l world war to breal~ out. And, with the horrible

perspectives which our imagination can paint before us, I think that we all of us

are animated by a new will to use negotiation as a means to settlement of conflicts

to the utmost, indeed to the very end.

'Ihat is .,here we find the mr•.J,JN is. not. alJ1~~acle doctor, UN cannot give us )(

",.peace. But Uil has the possib~lity to increase~he means, add to the' means, - through

_W!'!-:l9h. w~.9~!l ,negotilitesuccessfulll ,on the many problems which have to be resolved. _

It is in that spirit I think that you can place your confidence in UN. You should

not believe that we viII change th.e world overnight. You should not believe that

we can tell nations and governments and peoples successfully to break through

those things which keep them apart and thus bring us closer to peace and further

away from the risk of war.

UN is of course more than I have indicated here. It is also an organization

which, by providing technical assistance, economic assistance, can help toward

the creation of such conditions as make it easier to solve in su~stQnce all the

many problems 11hich are ours. I would not like to go into that aspect of the

matter, but I hope it is known to you; and anyway that is a case where deeds

speak, and should speak, much better than words.

What I would like to leave with you is just what I have already said. In

the present vorld there is no alternative to negotiation, and it is our duty to

render negotiation as effective as possible. And if that is our duty then we

simply have to have an organization like UN and we have to use it.

(more)
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office.

And that brings me to the end. I thank you for the reception you have

offered me t~rough your goverruuent. I am happy to have renewed the contact with

you which has ccnfirmed ~ll the stro~g ~mpressions I gathered during the first

stay in ~\angoon tilree years ago. I wish you all the luck and I know that ~·~U will

succeed in your efforts.

* *** *
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STATEMEt-iT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD AT THE CEREMONY-----
OF RAISING rrHE FUG eli' THe REPUB~:'IC OF GUINEA PIr 2iJ~~£!J~.RTERS

Ea:,:-lier in this session of the General Assembly the RepUblic of Guinea

was amnitted to United Nations membership.

It 1s appropriate that we should raise the flag of Gu1.nea at United Nations

He:aclqqar.ters on this day, because today the As::;embly res:..unes its session for

tbe pur~0se of considering other steps toward the attaimJ8trt of sovereign

stateho0U in Africa.

By this ceremony we wish, first of all, to pay honor to the people and

the Government of Guinea and to reaffirm our welcome to her as t~e 82nd member

of the Organization~

We wish also to give recognition to the increasing iflportance of Africa

in world affairs and of African questions in United Nations activities.

The original Charter membership of the United Nations included only four

countries in Africa. Now we have ten. We look forward to the addition of

more new mern~ers from Africa in the coming years as territories now dependent

gain independence.

Each new advance toward universality of mernberGh·i.p in all the eOiCt ·'.nents

helps to make the U::Jited nations more truly representat:l.'Te of all thc~ peoples,

and therefore better able to act effectively as "a center for harmonizing the

actions of nations" in the attainment of the common purposes of the Charter.

* *** *
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TEXT OF ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

AT THE ATOMS FOR PEACE AWARD CEREMONY, 29 JANFARY 1959,
THE ROCKEFELLER INSTITu:::E, NEW YORK.

Within the span of one man's life, science, technology a~d eco~omic and

political c.8veloI':nents have brought a greater and more world-embracing change in the

life of n..mldpd than had previously taken place in centuries or, in some respects,

even millenia.

The last he:r century has brought to fruition, with revolutionary consequences,

ideas an~; :~Clitiatives of generations. The change is in no way complete; we are

perhaps o.lly at its beginning. The final results are still uncletermined, but, to

a .large extent, i'lil1 be decided by our way of reacting to the developing situation.

In very simple words, one of the leading nuclear physicists has fonnulated

our personal problem when he says that the ways that we learned. in childhood are_~_......... _..-----c--'--,." ,._ "·A't__~-_-.'I'·_-"-

now only ver'J meagerly adequate for the issues that we must meet in maturity.. His
~~._..,_,,, ... _"....,••.;.• _"_.~,,. _.'.'. :' "-:"s-,s;.-,.........,,.·'"' '''~-'-'"'-'". ~ .~..~._.)~,.,."".''" ", .'_ ~~;.j~_.,

words stress hm, developing knowledge and technology, and a developing society,

require of us a continuous development also of the individual.

In an often quoted statement, Arnold Toynbee has pointed to the awareness of

the responsibility of the more highly developed societies for those who have lagged

behind in the race as the most characteristic new fact of our generation. This

new awareness, however, seems to me to be rather a symptom of chcnge than an inde

pendent and decisive factor in the change. We can easily trace its roots in the

past and its background in the present.

How much of this new awareness is spontaneous, and how much of it is a response

to a demand for a share of the place in the sun by that vast majority of mankind

which has been left behind? .Back of the demand and back of the response we find

ideas that, in national communities, broke through long ago in the French Revolution,

in the American Revolution and - not to be forgotten - in the Soviet Revolution.

(more)
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These ideologies of past and presen~ generations would not have brought our

world to the fe~il'jnent in which we find it at present, had it not been fOr the develop

ment of comnunications over the last decades. I, myself, and certainly many of us,

have had the privilege of meeting pioneers who penetrated into Gobi or to Lhasa by

foot, or men Hho crossed the Arctic icecap with dogs. Today the same regions are

easily reached by plane by anybody, while the voice of the political leaders now

can penetrate to the innermost recesses of what was terra incognita only some

decades aGo. J.1embers of a family ',ho starve in the Indo-Chinese jungle nowadays

are people ~lf:i all may meet. It is no longer a feat to visit the clay-huts of the

desert. And we have no excuse not to tackle with our modern equipment the diseases

of children in the igloos of the Arc-i:.ic region. Liltewise, difficult though it may

be to envisaGe 'I'lhat the standard of life ano. the political liberties in h:ghly

devel~pe~ c~untries mean to such sc~ieties, the road has been opened to everyone in

the most reI:lote p,laces of the globe to compare his position ,..ith that of more

fortunate peoples. Thus, ideas and ideologies peCUliar to the West have in our

time, in t~eir practical application, become factors in global development and of

global s:::,:~~.ficance.

The c.iscoveries and inventions ~hich have opened the doors for personal con

tacts all around the globe, and for the written and spoken word in evel~ quarter,

have, at the same time, put at our disposal means by which we have unprecede~ted

possibilities to change conditions of life for the better, for all people. Our

increased knOWledge has given us new sources of power and new insight into the nature

of disease. It may be that we are still far from mastering .disease, and it may be

that we are still far from mastering the new sources of energy SUfficiently well

to meet the denand of a qUickly growing humanity for a life in dignity without fear.

But, the nellly developed perspectives are such that politica:+- economy need no loncer

be the "dismal science" of the days of Malthus.

Thus, in this epoch of change we see science as a primus motor but likewise

as a human activity from which we may expect many of the replies to our present day

proble~sas they are determined by our concepts of man and society in their new,

world-wide application.

The half century which I have characterized here as an epoch of change, has

also seen two Global wars of unprecedented violence and destruction, the last one

haVing the additional - and doubtful - honor of having introduced the ultimate

results of modern science into the destructive arsenal of men.

(more)
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The more than thirteen years of peace which have followed the end of the Second

Vlorld 'viar have been characterized by two major sets of conflicts, both of which have

shown possibilities of leading toa' situation where a new global conflagration might
", .

strike us - I mean both the Cold Har, in all its,ramifications, and,the ID.9nifold

tensions be~ween the historical Vlest and the peoples of the Asian and African

continents.

Obvipusly, these conflicts are closely related to the developments I have just

mentioned. They point to the reldtions of man to man, of man to his envi:~riIlment,

and of groups to groups as an ~...-.,e:rriding problem of our time which must -::.~ solved

not only in order to p::"6eer\'(~ "tLe peace necessary for survival, but elso -:~') induce

an atmosphere in i;hich ~~ciencc and technology may find it possible to y:1,:::l:.1. results

which would enable us i~c meet 'l;t.e d:~:nands which science itself ha~ in pm~t. c!'eated.

I have referred to SOInb spectacular aspects of the problEOID of :1.1}mar; :r:81ations

at the present time. Cr:msid(!r.:U.~g t.'r1E'm, and what they represe:/c, wefimd,~y Ice led

back to problems of tt.e ind~.v:~.c..ual in the present phase of the developmer.·~ of the

internstional community; of tt:.e nation and. of the many units and groups o~ which

the individual is a merJi-)er.

Mass movements, mf:<Jns of mass communi'::a·~ton, pressures of mass :i.nterests, the

access to new enormous resources of strength and wealth, together with the rapidity

of change, have taken the individual unaware and created situatio~3 which he still

has to learn ho,' to master. Indeed, "the ways that we learned in child.,"ooa. are

only very meagerly adequate to the issues that we must meet in rnat1uity.1o

One risl. facing equally the worker, the artist, the scientist and tha politi

cian, is the suppression of the i~~~r freedom of the individual through Q8Nands for

subordination and ~onfor.mity. There is less tolerance for the personal, perhaps

erratic, experiaent in life than in times which could afford more tolerance ..

However, the need for such tolerance is as great as ever in the very interest of

progress and in the interest of peace.

At this pOint, I would like to quote two leading nuclear scientists. The first

one is an luuerican, who has said "the open society, ,the unrestricted access to

knowledge, the unplanned and uninhibited associati,on of men for .its ;furtherance

these are iJhat Llay make a vast, complex, ever-growing, ever-changing, ever more

specialized and expert technological world, nevertheless a world of human community."

The other one is a leading scientist from Europe who, speaking with the full

authority of a 'Hide personal experience, stated at the Second International Confer

ence on ,the peaceful uses of atomic energy: "Science actually requires a perfect

sincerity with oneself as well as with others, an objective pursuit of truth w~ich

(more)
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goes beyond its mln field and penetrates the neX\lS of relationships between men.
, .;. ... .

It demands a discipline of thought and eipression that rejects the empty emotional. . .

bombast. which is soparti~ularlyapt to put people's aga"inst each other. II

We hqnor today o~eof the Pioneer~ in the modern scientific revolution, and

therefore also in the general revolution of our time. Professor de Hevesy, like

last year's laureate, Professor Bohr, is one who, as an individual, has made a great

creative contribution to those develo~ments which have fonned our present world

society with all its problems, and who, at the same time, has opened avenues to

solutions of those proclems not only in scientific and technol06ical terms but, .

likeWise, in hmnan terma.

The history p"f Pro::essor de Hevesy f S work illustrates well the g:>:ow:i.ng unity

of natural scien~e. We see before us how a great advance, rooted in pre-~eactor

nuclear physics and developed in chereistry reaches its final flowering in the study

of life. It also shows how a rr.ajcr break-through in one great intellectual dis-'

cipline - physics - nay lead not only to a vast new technology but also, by paths

not always anticipated, to great ne-tl vistas in other ancient disciplines of thought,

such as the life sciences whose technological achievements, as in medicine and

agriculture, are in so:ne ways el~serl'to the ordinary people of many lands than the

mysteries of the atomic nucleus.

It is, inc.eecl , the duty of society to honor such men in words, but it is also
. . .

its duty to honm.~ them in dee-;l.s, by tre'ating the problems of modern man in a way

worthy of the advance of Imm\lJ.edge towhich they have made such decisive contribu

tions.

Thus, it is for society to shoulder its responsibility in the fight against

poverty, disease, inequality and lack of freedom, b~ the means put at its disposal
. . .

by science and tcchnoiogy. It is, li~cewise, the duty of society to shoulder the'
"

responsibility for the deYelopment of ways in which men can live together ,in this

shrunken world, turning the dynamics of change into the stability of peace •
. , , . '" ~

It is here that the Organization I have the honor to serve comes into the
" .," ,.' " ~ J ~ .

picture as an - admittedly stili crude - instrument for the construction of relation-

ships among Groups and ~afion's which, taking' into account the underlying economic

and ideoloGic~l problems, may~~keit possible to turtlthe achievements of science

fully to the benefit of men, 'ana. to create' a climate and environment in which the
..

individual, successfully and in freedom, can pursue his exploration of the possibi-
. . - '"

lities of the future. Using the Orga~izationfor such purpose~ scientists and

politicians can meet, and do meet, ina;co~on effort, inspired by the same ideals

and speakinG the same language.

'(1110're)
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The United Nation$ is only a first approximation to the world order whiGpwe
.' .

need and ~.-Ihich one day must be brought about.. It is in the field of internatj.onal

politics something like Niels Bohr's model of the atom in the field of nuclear

physics; not the final reply, not even a tentative reply which, though incomplete,

is correct in its details, but a reply which, if properly understood, and developed,

provides an approach leading us ahead, step by step,on the long road toward a

satisfactory solution.

The United Nations is part of the great pattern of change of our time. It

functions as a tool in the hands of governments and peoples, and of individuals,

in their effort to give to that change a constructive direction. The Organization

is based on the recognition cf the fundamental unity of all m~nfind in its interest

in pe3ce and in progress based on justice and freedom. Its bosic idea is not one

of <'W enforced unity with a deadening subo:cdination of the nation, the group or the

ind~vidual ~~de~ a global pattern. The concept which it reflects is what the

American scientist I have already quoted, once characterized in some words about

the unity of science. He said that this unity is lIfar more a unity of comparable

dedieati')" than a unity of common total understanding." He continued: "This

heartenin~ phrase, the unity of science, often tends to evoke a ~Iholly false picture,

a picture of a fe'\l basic truths, a fei. critical technical methods, and ideas, from

which all discoveries and understanding of science derive; a sort of central

exchange, access to which will illuminate the atoms and the galaxies, the genes

and the sense organs •••• The history of science is rich in examples of the fruit

fulness of bringing two sets of techniques, two sets of ideas, developed in separate

contexts for the pursuit of new truth, into touch with one another. The sciences

fertilize each other; they grow by contact and by cmnmon enterprise. Once again

this means that the scientists may profit from learning about any other science ••••

It means that the unity is a potential unity, a unity of the things that might be

brought together and might throw light one on the other. It is not global or total

or hierarchical."

These 'mrds about the unity of science are, I believe, profoundly true about

all those hmaan activities which create society and determine human relations.

Especially do I know that they apply to the interests and activities which are

brought together within the sphere of the United Nations. If the United Nations is

to succeed in giving to the development of the world all that this experDuent in

(more)
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organized co-e:cistence can yield, it will be on the basis of a recognition of our

fundamental lmity, in the sense described in tilis quotation, and through the devoted

efforts of men who, like today's prize winner, dare to be pio~eers in their field

of activity and 11ho dare to risk "e fruitful mistake" in their effort to meet the

challenges of an ever widening knowledge and of ever widening - but also ever more

complex - hunan relationshipse

Our 110rlcl of change is (,n8 in we:'.ch only those vlho show this intelle~tual and

moral courage. - and who are free to e:cercisc it - will be.able to face tee challenge

of the future.

* *** *


